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AIKE'S swollen

feet were agony, every breath he
drew fought a hot band imprisoning his laboring
lungs. He clung weakly to a rough spur of rock in
the car1yon wall, swayed against it, raking his
flesh raw on the stone. That weathered red and
yellow rock was no more unyielding than the
murderous wills behind him. And the stab of
pain in his calves was no less than the pain of
their purpose in his dazed mind.
He had been on the run so long, ever since he
had left the E-Camp. But until last night no,
two nights aga when he had given himself
away at the gas station, he had not own what it
1
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ose on his trail was so intense it

pletely.
Now he was trapped in wild country, aa1d he
was ci
barn. Water Craike flinched at
e
bodies, that was what he had been taught. But
there corne times when cravings of the flesl1
triumph over will.
He winced, and the spur grated against his
half-naked breast. They had a ''hound'' on him
right enough. And that brain-twisted Esper slave
who fawned ar1d served e mob masters would
have no difficulty in trailing him straight to any
pocket into which he might crawl. A last remnant of rebellion sent Craike reeling over the
gravel of the long-dried stream bed.
Espers had once been respected for eir ''wild
talents," then tolerated warily. Now they were
used under guard for slave labor. And the day
was coming soon when the fears of the normals
would demand their extermination. They had
been trying ta prepare against that.
First they had worked openly, petitioning ta
be included in spaceship crews, to be chosen for
colonists on the Moon and Mars; then secretly
when they realized the norms had no intention
of allowing that. Their last hope was flight to the
waste spots of the world, those refuse places
resulting from the same ato111ic wars which had
brought about the birth of their kind.
Craike had been smuggled out of aa1 eastern
E-Camp, provided - with a caver and sent ta
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explore the ravaged area about the onetime city
of Reno. But he had broken his caver for the
protection of a girl, only ta learn, tao late, that
she was bait for an Esper trap. He had driven a
stolen speeder until the last drop of fuel was
gone, and after that he had kept blindly on, running, until now.
The contact with e Esper ''hound'' was clear;
they must almost be in sight
hind. Craike
paused. They were not going ta take him alive,
wring from him
owledge of his people and
recondition him into another ''hound." There
was only one way; he should have
own from
the first.
· s decision had shaken the ''hound''. Craike
bared teeth in a death's-head grin. Now the mob
would speed up. But their quarry had already
chosen a part of the canyon wall where he might
pull his tired and aching body up from one hold
ta another. He moved deli rately now,
owthe need for haste. He would be able ta accomplish his purpose before they brought a gas
rifle ta bear on him.
At last he stood on a ledge, the sand and gravel
some fifty feet
low. For a long moment he
rested, steadying himself with bath hands
braced on the stone. The weird beauty of the
desert country was a pattern of violent color
under the afternoon sun. Craike breathed slowly;
he had regained a measure of contrai. There
came s-houts as they sighted hirn.
He leaned forward and, as if he were <living
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into the river which had once run
ere, he
hurled himself outward to the clean death he
sought.
Water, water in his mouth! Dazed, he flailed
water until his head broke surface. Instinct took
over, and he swam, fought for air. The current of
the stream pulled him against a boulder collared
with fro , and he arched a,1 arm over it, lifting
himself, to stare about in stupefied bewilderment.
He was close to one bank of a river. here the
color l cliff of the canyon had been ere now
rolled do
s thickly covered with green
gro h. The baking heat of e desert had vanished; there was even a slight chill in e air.
Dumbly Craike left his rock anchorage and
paddled ashore, to lie shi vering on sand while
the sun warmed his battered body.
hat had
happened? hen he ,ried tom e sense of it, the
effort hurt his mind almost as much as had the
''hound's'' probe.
The Esper hound! Craike jerked up, old panic
stirring. First delicately and then urgently, he
cast a thought-seek about him. There was life in
plenty. He touched, classified and disregarded
the flickers of awareness which mingled in
confusion animais, birds, river dwellers. But
nowhere did he meet intelligence approaching
his own. lt was a wilderness world without man
as far as Esper ability could reach.
_
Craike relaxed. Something had happened. He
was tao tired, tao drained to speculate as to what.
It was enough that he was saved from the death
he had sought, that he was here instead ofthere.
He got stiffly to his feet. The time was the
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same, he thought, late afternoon. Shelter,
ood he set off along the stream. He found a11d
ate berries spilling from bushes that birds had
raided above him. Then squatting above a sicle
eddy of the stream, he scooped out a fish and ate
the flesh raw.
The land along the river was rising; he could
see the beginning of a gorge ahead. Later, when
he had clim d those heights, he caught sight
of them buming some miles ta the southwest, set
out in the form of a square!
Craike sent out a thought probe. Yes, men! But
there was an alien touch. This was no hunting
mob. And he was drawn ta e security of the
fires,
e camp of men in the dangers of the
night.Only,as Esper,he was not one with them,
but an outlaw. And he dare not risk joining them.
He retraced his pa ta the river and holed up
in a hollow not large enough to be termed a cave.
Automatically he probed again for danger. He
found nothing but animal life. He slept at last,
drugged by exhaustion of mind and body.
The sky WëS gray when he roused, swung
cra111ped arms and stretched. Craike had
awakened with the need ta
ow more of that
camp. He climbed once again ta the vantage
point, shut his eyes ta the early morning and sent
out a seeking.
It was a ca111p of men far from home. They were
not hunters, but merchants, traders. Craike located one mind among the rest and read in it the
details of a bargain ta corne. Merchants from
a 110 er country, a caravan. But a sense of separa-
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machines. He sucked in a deep breath he
was he was in another world!
They were merchants traversing â wilderness a wilderness? Though he had been
driven into desert the day before,
e land
through which he had earlier fled could not be
termed a wilderness. lt was over-populated because there was tao many war-poisoned areas
where mar1kind could not live.
But from ese strangers he gained a concept
of vast, barren territory broken only by small,
sparse, strips of cultivation. Craike hurried.
They were breaking camp, and the impression of
an unpeopled land they had given him made
him want ta trail the caravan.
There was trouble: an attack. The caravan
animais stampeded. Craike received a startlingly
vi vid mind picture of a hissing lizard thing he
could not identi . But it was danger on four
scaled feet. He winced at the fear in those minds
ahead. There was a vigor of mental broadcast in
these men which amazed him. Now the lizard
thing had been killed, but the pack animais were
scattered. lt would take hours ta find them. The
exasperation of the master trader was as strong ta
Craike as if he stood before the man and heard
his outburst of complaint.
The Esper smiled slowly. Here, handed ta him
by Fate, was his chance ta gain e good will of
the travelers. Breaking contact with the men,
Craike cast around probe webs, as a fisher might
•
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cast a net. He contacted one panic crazed animal
and then another, he touched minds, soothed
and brought ta
ar his training.
ithin moments he heard the dull thud of hooves on the
mossy ground, no longer pounding in a wild
gallop. A shaggy mount neither pony nor
horse of his
ow ledge, but like each in ways,
its dull hide marlced wi a black stripe running
from the root of shaggy mane ta the base of its
tail came toward him a,1d nickered questioningly. lt fell behind Craike, ta be joined by
another and another, as the Esper wa ed onlJ •ttil he led
e full train of r11,1aways.
He met e first of the caravan men within a
quarter of a mile and savored
e fellow's astonishment at the sight. Yet, after e first surprise the man did not appear tao amazed. He
was short and dark of skin, with a black beard of
wiry, tightly-curled hair clipped ta a point
thrusting out from his chin. Leggings covered
his limbs, and he wore a sleeveless jerkin laced
with thongs. This was belted by a broad strap
gaudy with painted designs, from which hung a
cross-hilted sword and a
ife almost as long. A
pe ed cap of silky white fur was drawn far
down so at a front flap shaded his eyes, and
a,1other, longer strip brushed his shoulders.
''Many thanks, Man of Power." The words he
spoke were in a clicking tangue, but Craike read
their meaning mind ta mind.
Then, as if puzzled on his closer examination
of the Esper, the stranger fro
ed, his indecision slowly turning hostile.
''Outlaw! Begone, horned one!'' The trader
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made a queer gesture with two fingers. '' e pass
free from your spells ''
''Be not so quick to pass judgment,
fric."
The newcomer was the master trader. As his
man, he wore leather, but there was a gemmed
precious metal, as was a badge fastened to the
fore of his yellow and black fur head gear.
''This one is no local outlaw." The master
stood, feet apart, studying the fugitive Esper as if
he were a burden pony offered as a bargain.
'' ould such use his power for our aid? If he is a
horned one, he is unlike any I have seen."
''I am not what you thi .'' Craike said slowly,
fitting his tangue to the others' alien speech.
The master trader nodded. ''That is true.
d
you intend us no harm; does not the sun stone so
testi ?'' His hand went to the badge on his cap.
''In this one is no evil, Alfric; rather does he
corne tous in aid. Have I not spoken the truth to
you, stranger from the wastes?''
Craike broadcast good will as strongly as he
could, and they must have been somewhat influenced by that.
''I feel he does have e power!'' Alfric burst
forth.
'' He has power," the master corrected him.
''But has he striven to possess our minds as he
could do? e are still our own men. No, this is
no renegade Black Hood. Come."
He beckoned to Craike, and the Esper,
e
animals still behind him, followed into the camp
where the rest of e men seized upon the ponies
to adjust their packs.
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e contents of a

Craike gulped an excellent and filling stew.
When he had clone, the master indicated himself.
''I am Kaluf of e Children of Noe, a far trader
a11d trail master. Is it your will, Man of Power, ta
travel this road with us?''
Craike nodded. This might all be a wild
dream, but he was willing ta see it ta its end. A
more information from the men here and should
give him some inkling as to what had happened
to him and where he now was.

II
Craike's day with the traders became two and
then three. Esper talents were accepted by is
company matter-of-factly, even asked in aid.
And from the travelers he gained a picture of is
world which he could not reconcile with his
own.
· His first impression of a large continent broken by widely separated holdings of a frontier
t e remained. In addition ere was knowledge
of a feudal govemment, petty lordlings holding
title ta lands over men of lesser birth.
Kaluf a11d his men had a mild contempt for
their customers. Their own homeland lay to e
southeast, where, in some coastal cities,
ey
had built up an oversea trade, retaining its cream
for their own consumption and peddling e rest
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in the barbarous hinterland. Craike, his facility
in their click speech growing, asked questions
which e master answered freely enough.
''These inland men know no difference between Sal udian silk and the weaving of the looms
in our own Kormonian quarter." He shrugged in
scorn at such ignora,1ce. '' hy should we offer
Salud when we can get Salud prices for Karman
lengths and the buyer is satisfied? Maybe, if
ese lords ever finish their private quarrels and
live at peace so that there is more travel and ey
themsel ves corne to visit in
rud or e other
cities of the __Children of Noe, then shall we not
m e a profit on lesser go.ods."
''Do these lords never try to raid your caravans ?''
Kaluf laughed. ''They tried that once or twice.
Certainly they saw there was profit in seizing a
train and paying nothing. But we purchased trail
rights from the Black Hoods, and there was no
more trouble. How is it with you, Ka-r ? Have
you lords in your land who dare to stand against
e power of the Hooded Ones?''
Craike, taking a chance, nodded and knew he
had been right when some reserve in Kaluf vanished.
''That explains much, perhaps even why such
a man of power as you should be adrift in the
wilderness. But you need not fear in this country; your brothers hold complete rule. ''
A colony of Espers! Craike tensed. Had he,
through some weird chance, found here the
long-hoped-for refuge of his kind. But where
was here? His old bewilderrnent was lost in a
shout from e fore of the train.
·
•
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''The outpost has sighted us and raised the
trade banner." Kaluf quickened pace. '' ithin
the hour we'll
at the walls of Sampur. Illif!''
-

Craike made for the head of the line. Sampur,
by the reckoning of the train, was a city of respectable size, the domain of a Lord Ludicar,
wi whom Kaluf had had mutually satisfactory
dealings for some time. And the master anticipated a profitable stay. But the man who had
ridden out to greet them was full of news.
Racially he was unlike the traders; he was
taller aa1d longer of arm. His bare chest was a
thatch of blond-red hair as thick as a bear' s pelt;
long braids swung across his shoulders. A
lea er cap, reinforced with sewn rings of metal,
was crammed down over- his wealth of hair, and
he carried a shield slung from his saddle pad. In
addition to sword and
ife, he nursed a spear in
the crook of his arm, from the point of which
trailed a
nner stri p of bl ue stuff.
''You corne in good time, Master. The Hooded
Ones have proclaimed a homing, aa1d ail the
out-bounders have gathered as witnesses. This is
a good day for your trading, the Cloudy Ones
have indeed favored you. But hurry, the Lord
Ludicar is now riding in and soon there will be
no good place from which to watch."
Craike fell back. Punishment? An execution?
No, not qui te that. He wished he dared ask questions. Certainly the picture which had leaped
into Kalurs mind at the mention of ''horning''
could not
true!
Caution kept e Esper aloof. Sooner or later
his alien origin must be noted, though Kaluf had
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supplied him with a fur cap, leather jerkin, and
boots from e caravan surplus.
The ceremony was to take place just outside
the main gate of the stockade, which formed e
outer rampart of the town. A group of braided,
ring-helmed warriors hemmed in a more imposing figure with a feather plume and a blue cloak.
Doubtless Lord Ludicar. Thronging at a respectful distance were the townfolk. But ey were
merely audience; e actors stood apart.
Craike's hands went to his head. The emotion
which beat at him from that party brought the
metallic taste of fear to his mouth and aroused
his own memories. Then he steadied, probed.
There was terror there, broadcast from two figures under guard. An impact of Esper power
came from the three black-hooded men who
w a lke d behind the captives.
He used his own talent care lly, dreading to
attract the attention of the men in black. The
townsfolk opened an aisle in their ranks, giving
free passage to the open moorland and the green
stretch of forest not tao far away.
Fear in one of those bound, stumbling prisoners it was abject, the same panic which had
hounded Craike into the desert. But, though the
other captive had no hope, there was a ick core
of defiance, a desperate desire to strike back.
And something in Craike arase to answer that.
Othér men, wearing black jerkins and no
hoods, crowded about the prisoners. hen they
stepped back Craike saw that the drab clothing of
the two had been torn away. Shame, blotting out
fear, came from the smaller captive. And there
'--

--
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was no mistaking the sex of the curves that white
body displayed. It was a girl, and very young. A
violent shake of her head loosened her hair ta
flow, black a11d long, clothing her nakedness.
Craike drew a deep breath as he had before that
plunge into the canyon. Moving quickly he
crouched behind a bush.
The Black Hoods went about their business
with dispatch, each drawing in turn certain designs and lines in the d ust of e road until ey
had created an intricate pattern about the feet of
•
e pr1soners.
A cha,1t began in which the townspeople
joined. The fear of e male captive was an almost visible cloud. But the outrage and anger of
his feminine companion grew in relation ta the
chant, and Craike could sense her will battling
against that of e assembly.
The watching Esper gasped. He could not be
seeing what his eyes reported ta his brain! The
man was down on ail fours, his legs and arms
stretched, a mist clung to them, changed ta redbro
hide. His head lengthened oddly, homs
sprouted. No man, but an antlered stag stood
there.
d the girl?
Her trar1sfo1·111ation came more slowly. It
began and en faded. The power of the Black
Hoods held her, fastening on her the form ey
visualized. She fought. But in e end a white
doe sprang down the path to the forest, the stag
leaping before ber. They whipped past e bush
where Craike had gone to earth, and he was able
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ta see through the illusion. Not a red stag and a
white doe, but a man and woman running for
their lives, yet already
owing in their hearts
there was no hope in their flight.
Craike, hardly
owing why he did it or who
he could aid, followed, sure that mind touch
would provide him with a guide.
He had reached the murky shadow of the trees
when a sound rang from the town. At its summoning he missed a step before he realized it
was directed against those he trailed and not
himself. A hunting horn! So this world also had
its hunted and its hunters.
ore than ever he
determined to aid those who fled.
But it was not enough ta just run blindly on the
track of stag and doe. He lacked weapons, and
his wits had not sufficed to save him in his own
world. But there he had been conditioned
cruelly designed from birth ta accept e quarry
role. That was not true here.
Esper power Craike licked dry lips. They
were illusions sa well clone they had almost enthralled him. Could illusion undo what illusion
had clone? Again the ca11 of the horn, ominous in
its clear tone, rang in his ears and set his pulses
to pounding. The fear of those who fled was a
cord, drawing him on.
But as he trotted among the trees Craike concentrated on his own illusion. It was nota white
seen w.hen they stripped away the clumsy stuff
which had cloaked her, before she had shaken
loose her hair veil. No doe, but a woman, she was
not racing on four hooved feet, but running free
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on two, her hair blowing behind her. No doe, but
a maid!
In that moment, as he constructed that picture
clearly, he contacted her in thought. It was like
being washed by sea-spray, cool, remote and
very clean. And, as spray, the contact vanished
in an instant, only to return.
'' ho are you ?''
''One who follows," he answered, holding ta
his picture of the running girl.
''Follow no more, you have done what was
needful." There was a burst of joy, sa overwhelming a release from terror that it halted
him. Then e cord between them broke.
Frantically Craike cast about seeking contact.
There was only a dead wall. Lost, he put out a
hand to the rough bark of the nearest tree. ood
things lurked here, then only did his mind
touch.
hat did he do now?
His decision was made for him. He picked up a
wave of panic again, spreading terror. But this
was the fear of feathered and furred things. It
came to him as ripples might run on a pool.
Fire! He caught the thought distorted by bird
a11d ast mind. The fire leaped from tree crown,
cutting a gash across the forest. Craike started
on, taking the way west, away from the menace.
Once he called out as a deer flashed by him,
only to
ow in the same moment that this was
no illusion but an animal. Small creatures tunneled through the grass. A dog fox trotted and
spared him a measuring gaze from slit eyes.
Birds whirred, and behind them was the scent of
smoke.
A mountain of flesh, muscle and fur snarled
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a 11d reared ta face him. But Craike had nothing ta
fear from any animal. He confronted the great
red bear until it whined, shuffled its feet and
plodded on. More and more creatures crossed
his pa or ran beside him for a space.
It was their instinct which brought em, and
Craike, ta a river. olves, red deer, bears, great
cats, faxes and all the rest came clown ta the
saving water. A cat spat at the flood, but leapea
in ta swim. Craike lingered on the bank. The
smoke was thicker a11d more animais broke from
e wood to take ta the water. But e doet-!where was she?
He probed, only ta meet at blank. Then a
spurt of flame ran up a dead sapling, advance
scout of e furnace. He yelped as a floating
cinder st1.1,1g his skin and took ta e water. But
he did not cross; ra er did he swim upstrea,11,
e missing trail again.

-

III
Smoke cleared ·as Craike trad water. He was
beyond e pa of the fire, but not out of danger,
for the current against which he had fought his
way beat here through an archway of masonry.
Flanking that arch were two squat towers. As an
erection it was far more ambitious than an hing
he had seen during his brief glimpse of Sampur.
Yet, as he eyed it more closely, he could see it
was a ruin. There were gaps in the narrow span
across the river, a green bush sprouted from the
summit of e far tower.
~
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Craike came ashore, winning his way up e
steep bank by handholds of vine and bush no
alert castellan would have allowed to grow. As
he reached a terrace of cobbles stippied with
bunches of coarse grass, a sweetish scent of
decay drew him around e base of e tower to
look down at a broad ledge extending into e
river. Piled on it were small baskets and bowls,
some so rotted that only outlines were visible.
Others were new and they all were filled with
moldering foodstuffs. But ose who left such
offerings must have
own that the tower was
deserted.
Puzzled, Craike went back to e building. The
stone was undressed, yet the huge blacks which
fo1·111ed its base were fitted together with such
precision that he suspected he could not force
the in blade of a pocket knife into any crack.
There had been no effort of ornamentation, at
any lightening of e impression of sullen, brute
force.
ood, split ar1d insect-bored, formed a door.
As he put his hand to it Craike discovered the
guardian the long-aga owners of the fortress had
left in possession. His bands went to his head;
e blow he felt might have been physical. Out of
the stronghold before him came such a wave of
utter terror and dark promise as to force him
back, but no farther than the edge of the paved
square about the building's foundation.
Grimly he faced that challenge,
owing it for
stored emotion and not the weapon of an active
will. He had his o
defense against such a
formless enemy. Breaking a dead branch from a
bush, he twisted a ut it wisps of the sun-
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bleached grass until he had a torch of sorts. A
piece of smoldering tinder blown from the fire
gave him a light.
Craike put his shoulder to the powdery
re111,1ants of the door, bursting it wide. Light
against dark.
hat lurked there was nourished
by dark, fed upon the night fears of his species.
The round room was bare except for some
crumbling sticks of wood, a series of steps jutabove. Craike made no move toward f her exploration, holding up e torch, seeking to see
the real, not the threat of this place.
Those who had built it possessed Esper talents, and they had used that power for twisted
purposes. He read terror and despair trapped
here by the castellans' art, and horror, an abiding
fog of what his race considered evil.
Tentatively Craike began to fight.
ith the
torch he brought light and heat into the dark and
·cold. Now he struggled to offer peace. ust as he
had pictured· a girl in flight in place of the doe, so
did he now force upon those invisible clouds of
stored suffering calm and hope. The gray window slits in the stone were uncurtained to the
streaming sunlight.
Those who had set that guardian had not intended it to.hold against an Esper. Once he began
the task, Craike found
e opposition melting.
The terror seeped as if it sank into the floor wave
by waye. He stood in a room which smelt of
clamp and, more faintly, of the rotting food piled
below its window slits; but now it was only an
empty shell.
•
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Craike was tired, drained by his effort; and he
was puzzled.
hy had he fought for this? Of
what importance to him was the cleansing of a
ruined tower?
·
Though to stay here had certain advantages. lt
had been erected to contrai river traffic. Though_
that did not matter for e present; just now he
needed food more.
He went back to e rock of offerings, treading
a wary pa
through the disintegrating stuff.
Close to the edge he carne upon a clay bowl
containing coarsely ground grain and, beside it,
a basket of wilted leaves filled with overripe
berries. He ate in gulps.
Grass made him a matted bed in the tower, and
he kindled the fire. As he squatted before its
flames, he sent out a questing thought. A big cat
drank from
e river. Craike shuddered away
from that contact with blood lust. A nighthunting bird provided a trace of awareness.
There were srnall rovers and hunters, but nothing humait.
Tired ough he was, Craike could not sleep.
There was the restless sensation of some demand
about to be made, some task waiting. From time
to time he fed the fire. Toward morning he
dozed, to snap awake. A night creature drinking
and a screech overhead. He heard the flutter of
wings echo hollowly through the tower.
Beyond was that curious blank which had
fallen between him and the girl. Craike got to
his feet eagerly. That blank could be traced.
Outside it was raining, and fog hung in murky
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bands among the river hollows. The blank spot
veered. Craike started after it. The tower pavement became a trace of old road he followed,
weaving rough the fog.
There was the saur smell of old smoke. Charred wood, black muck clung to his feet. But his
guide point was now stationary as e ground
rose, studded with outcrops of rock. So Craike
came to a mesa jutting up into a steel gray sky.
He hitched his way up by way of a long-ago
slide. The rain had stopped, but there was no
hint of sun. He was
unprepared
for
the
greeting
-he met as he topped the lip of a small plateau.
A violent blow on the shoulder whirled him
hal ay around, and only by a finger's width aid
he escape a fall. A cry echoed his, and e blank
broke. She was there.
Moving slowly, using the same technique he
knew to soothe frightened animais, Craike
raised himself again. The pain in his shoulder
was sharp when he tried to put much weight
upon his left arm. But now he saw her clearly.
She sat cross-legged, a boulder at her back, her
hair a rippling cloud of black through which her
hands and arms shown starkly wbite. She had
the thin, three-cornered facé of a child who has
own much harshness. There was no beauty
there; the flesh had been too much worn by
spirit. Only her eyes, watchful-wary as those of a
feline, considered him bleakly. In spi te of his
beam of good · will, she gave him no welcome.
And she tossed another stone from hand to hand
with the ease of one who had already scored with
such a weapon.
'' ho are you ?'' she spoke aloud.
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''He who followed you." Craike fingered the
brui se on his shoulder, not taking his eyes from
hers.
''You are no Black Hood." It was a statement,
not a question. ''But you, also, have been
homed.'' That was another statement.
Craike nodded. ln his o
time and place he
had indeed
en ''horned. ''
ust as her thrown stone had struck wi out
warning, so came her second attack. There was a
hiss. i in striking distance a snake flickered a
forked tangue.
Craike did not give ground. The sn e head
expanded, fur ran over it; there were legs, a
plume of tail fluffed. A dog fox yapped once at
e girl and vanished. Craike read her recoil, the
first uncertainty.
''You
ve the power!''
''I have power." He corrected her.
But her attention was no longer his. She was
listening to some ing he could hear with
nei er ear nor mind. Then she ran to the edge of
the mesa. He followed.
On this sicle the country was more rolling, and
across it now came mounted men moving in and
out of mist pools. They rode in silence, and over
them was the same blanketing of thought as the
girl had used.
Craike glanced about. There were loose
stones; and
e girl had already proven her
marksmanship with such. But they would be no
answer to the weapons the others had. Flight
was no solution either.
The girl sobbed once, a broken cry sa unlike
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e iron will she had shown at Craike started.
e drop, staring
She leaned perilously over
down at the horsemen.
Then her hands moved with desperate speed.
She tore hairs from her head, twisted and snarled
em between her fingers, breathed on them,
looped em with a stone for weight, casting the
tangled mass out to land before the riders.
The 111i st curled and took on substance. here
there had been only rock there was now a thicket
of orn, so knotted at no flesh creature could
push through it. The hunters paused, then they
rode on again, but now they drove a reeling,
naked man, a man kept going by a lashing whip
whenever he faltered.
Again the girl sobbed, burying her face in her
hands. The wr~tched captive reached e thorn
barrier. Under his touch it melted. He stood
there, weaving drunkenly.
A whip sang. He went ta his
ees under its
eut; a trapped animal's wail went on the wind .
Slowly, with a blind seeking, his hands went out
to small stones about him. He ga ered them,
spread them anew in patterns. The girl had
raised her head, watching dry-eyed, but seething
with hate and the need to strike back. But she did
not move.
Craike dared lay a hand on her narrow shoulder, feeling through her haïr e chill of her skin,
wliile the haïr itself clung ta his fingers as if it
had the will to smother and imprison. He tried to
pull her away, but he could not move her.
The n ed man crouched in e midst of his
pattern, ar1d now he chanted, a compelling call
•
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the girl could not withstand. She wrenched free
of Craike' s hold. But as she went she spared a
thought for the man who had tried to save her.
She struck out, her fist lar1ding ·an
e stone
bruise. Pain sent him reeling back as she went
over to the rim of the mesa, her face a mask
which no friend nor enemy might read. But there
was no resignation in her eyes as she was forced
to e meeting
low.

IV
By the time Craike reached a vantage point e
girl stood in the center of e stone ring. Outside
crouched e ma 11, his head on his
ees. She
looked down at him, no emotion showing on her
wan face. Then she dropped her hand on his
atch of wild hair.
jerked under that touch as
he had under e whip. which had printed e
scarlet weals across his back and loins. But he
raised his head, and om his
roat came a
1
beast's moum l howl. At her gesture he \\ as
quiet, edging closer to her as if seeking some
easement of his suffering.
The Black Hood drew in. Craike's probe could
make nothing of them. But ey could not hide
their emotions as well as ey concealed eir
thoughts. The Esper recoiled from e avid blood
lust which lapped at the two by the cliff.
A semicircle of the black jerkined retainers
moved, tao. The man who had led them lay on
the earth now, moaning softly, but the girl faced
them, head unbowed. Craike wanted to aid her.
------
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Had he time to climb down e cliff? Clenching
his teeth against the pain movement brought to
his shoulder, the Esper went back, holding a
mind shield as a frail protection.
Directly before him now was one of the
guards. · s mount caught Craike's scent, stirred
uneasily, until e quieting thought of e Esper
held it steady. Craike had never been forced into
such action as he had these past few days. He had
no real plait now; it must depend upon chance
and fortune.
·
As if e force of her enemies' wills had slammed her back against the rock, the girl was
braced by the cliff wall, a black a11d white figure.
Mist swirled, took on half substance of a monstrous form, was swept away in an instant. A
clump of dried grass broke into flame, sending
e ponies stamping and snorting. It was gone,
leaving a black smudge on e ear . Illusions,
realities Craike watched. This was so far beyond his own experience that he could hardly
comprehend the lightning moves of mind
against mind. But he sensed these others could
beat down the girl's resistance at any moment
they desired, that her last futile struggles were
being relished by those who decreed this as part
of her p1111ishment.
And Craike, who had believed that he could
never hate more than he had when he had been
touched by the fawning ''hound'' of the mob,
was filled with a rage tempered into a chill of
steel determination.
The girl went to her

ees, still clutching her
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hair a ut her, facing her tormentors with her
still-held defiance. Now the man who had
wrought the magic which had drawn her there
crawled, ail humanity gone out of-him, wriggling on his belly back to his captors.
Two of the guards jerked him up. He hung
limp in their bands, his mouth open in an idiot's
grin. Callously, as he might tread upon a worm,
e nearest Black Hood waved a band. A metal ax
flashed, and ere car11e e dull sound of cracking bone. The guards pitched
e body from
em so that the bloodied head almost touched
e girl.
She wri ed a last frenzied attempt to break
the force which pinned ber.
ithout haste e
guards advanced. One caught at her haïr, pulling
it tautly from ber head.
Craike shivered. The thrill of her agony
reached him. This was what she feared most and
had fought so long to prevent. If ever, he must
move now. And that part of his brain which l-Jad
en f everishly seeking a plan went into action.
Ponies pawed, reared and went wild with
pa11ic. One of e Black Hoods swung around to
face the terrorized ar1imals. But his own mount
struck out wi
teeth and hooves. Guardsmen
shouted, and above
eir cries arase the shrill
squeals of the animais.
Craike stood his ground, keeping the ponies in
terror-stricken revoit. The guard who held the
hand 1 of hair slashed at the tress with a
ife,
severing~ it at a palm's distance away from her
head. But in the same moment she moved. The
ife leaped free from e man's grasp, while e
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severed hair twined itself about his hands, binding them until
e blade buried itself in his
throat and he wer1t clown.
One of the Black Hoods was also finished,
tramped into a feebly squirming thing by the
ponies. Then from the ground burst a sheet of
flame which split into balls, drifting through the
air or rolling along the earth.
The Esper wet his lips; that was not his doing.
He did not have to feed e panic of e animais
now; they were truly mad. The girl was on her
feet. Before his thought could reach her she was
gone, swallowed up in a mist which arase to
blanket the fire balls. Once more she eut their
contact; there was a bla
void where she had
been.
Now the fog thickened. Through it came one
of e ponies, foam dripping from its blunt muzzle. It bore clown on Craike, eyes gleaming red
through a tangled forelock.
ith a scream it
reared.
Craike's hand grabbed a handful of mane as he
leaped, avoiding teeth and hooves. Then, somehow, he gained e pad saddle, locking his fingers in the coarse hair, striving to hold his seat
against the bucking, enraged beast. It broke into
a run, and
e Esper plastered himself to the
heaving body. For e moment he made no attempt at mind contrai.
Behind,
e Black Hoods came out of their
stunned bewilderment. They were questing

would not excite them; a pony under contrai
would provide them with a target.
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Later he could circle about and try ta pick up
the trail of the witch girl. Flushed with success,
Craike was sure he could provide her with a rear
guard no Black Hood could pass.
The fog was thick, and the pace of .the pony
began ta slacken. Once or twice it bucked halfheartedly, giving up when it could not dislodge
its rider. Craike drew his fingers in slow, soothing-sweeps down the sweating curve of its neck.
There were no more trees about, and the unshod hooves pounded on sand. They were in a
dried. water course, and Craike did not try ta turn
from at path. Then his luck ran out.
hat he had ignorar1tly supposed ta be a rock
ahead, heaved up seven feet or more. A red
mouth opened in a great roar. He had believed
the bear he had seen fleeing the fire ta be a
giant, but this one was a nightmare monster.
The pony screamed witb an almost buman
note of despair and wbirled. Craike gripped e
marie ar1d tried ta mind contrai e bear. But his
surprise had lasted seconds tao long. A vast
clawed paw struck, ripping across pony bide
and humar1 thigb. Then Craike could only cling
ta e running mount.
How long he was able ta keep bis seat he never
knew. Then he slipped; there was a throb of pain
as he struck the ground; it was followed by
blackness.
It was dusk when he opened his eyes, fighting
.agony in his head and his leg. But la ter there was
moonlight. And that silver-white spotlighted a
waiting shape. Green slits of eyes regarded him
remotely. Dizzily he made contact.
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A wolf, hungry, yet with a wariness which
recognized in the prone man an enemy. Craike
fought for control. The wolf whined. Then it
arase, its prick ears ·sharp-cut in the moonlight,
its nose questing for the scent of other, less disturbing prey; ·and it was gone.
out sounds. There was a rush of water. He moved
a paper-dry tangue over cracked lips. There
would be water to dri , to wash his wounds,
water!
.
ith a groan Craike worked his way to his feet,
holding fast to the top of the rock when his tom
leg threatened to buckle under him. The same
inner drive which had kept him going rough
the desert brought him down to the river.
By sunrise he was seeking a shelter, wanting
to lie up, as might e wolf, in some secret cave
until his wounds healed. All chance of finding
the witch girl was lost. But as he crawled along
e shingle., lea 11ing on a staff he had found in
drift wood, he kept alert for any trace of the Black
Hoods.
It was mid-morning on e second day that his
snail's progress brought him to e river towers;
and it took ano er hour for him to reach e
terrace. Gaunt and wom, his empty stomach
complaining, he wa,1ted nothing more an to
sink down in e nest of grass he had ga ered
and cease to struggle.
Perhaps he might have done so had not a
click-clack of sound from the river put him on
the defensive; his staff was now a club. These
were not Black Hoods, but farmers, local men
•
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bound for e market of Sampur wi products
from
eir fields. They had paused and were
making a choice among the least appetizing of
their wares for a tribute to be offered to the tower
de mon.
Craike hi tched stiffly to a point where he
could witness that sacrifice. But when he assessed the contents of their dugout, the heaping basket piled tween e paddlers, his h11r1ger to·ok
command.
.
Fob off a demon with a handful of meal ar1d a
tao-ripe melon would
ey? There were three
ha11r1ches of cured meat and other stuff on board.
Craike voiced a roar which could have done
credit to the red bear, a roar which altered into a
demar1d for meat. The paddlers nearly lost contrai of ëir crude cr . But one reached for a
haunch and
rew it blinq.ly on the re secovered rock, while his companion added a basket of small cakes into e bargain.
''Enough, little men," Craike's voice boomed
hollowly. ''You may pass free."
They needed no urging; ey did not look at
ose threatening towers as their paddles bit into
the water, adding impetus to the pull of the current.
.
Craike watched them well out of sight before
he made a slow descent to the rock. The effort he
was forced to expend warned him that a second
such trip might be impossible, and he inched
back to e terrace dragging bo meat and c es.
The cured haunch he worried into strips,
using his pocket
ife. lt was tough, not tao
pleasant to the taste ar1d unsalted. But he found
•
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it more appetizing tha11 the cakes of baked meal.
ith this supply he could afford ta lie up and
favor his leg.
-About the claw rents
e flesh was red and
puffed.
aike had no dressing but river water
and e leaves be had tied over e tears. Sampur
was beyond bis power ta reach, ar1d to contact
men traveling on the river would only bring the
Black Hoods.
He lay in his grass nest a a1d tried to sort out the
events of the past few days. This was a land in
which Esper powers were allowed free range. He
had no idea of how be had corne here, but it
seemed to bis feverish mind that he had been
granted another chance one in which the
scales of justice were more balanced in bis favor.
If he cquld only find the girl, leam from her---Tentatively, without real hope, he sent out a
•

tiently, wrenching his leg, so that his head swam
with pain. His throat aa1d mouth were dry. The
lap of water sounded in his ears. He was thirsty
again, but he could not crawl down slope and up
once more.
aike closed his eyes wearily .
•

V

•

-

•

Craike's memory of the hours which followed
ereafter was dim. Had he seen a demon in the
doorway? A slavering wolf? A red bear?
Then the girl sat ere, cross-legged as be had
seen her on the mesa, her clo of hair about her.
A hand emerged from e clo ta lay wood on
the fire. Illusions?
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But would an illusion turn to him, put firm,
cool fingers upon his wound, somehow driving
out by touch the pain and fire which burned
there? ould an illusion rai se his head, cradling
it against her so that e soft silk of her hair lay
against his cheek and throat, urging on him
liquid out of a crude bowl? Would a11 illusion
sing softly to herself while she drew a fish-bone
comb back and forth through her hair, until the
sang and e sweep of the comb lulled him into a
sleep so deep that no dream walked there?
He awoke clear headed. Yet that last illusion
lingered. She came from the sun-drenched
world wi out, a bowl of fruit in her band. For a
long moment she stood gazing at him searchingly. But when he tried mind contact, he met
that wall. It was not 1111heeding, but a refusai to
answer.
Her hair was now braided. But about her face
the Iock which the guardsman had shom made
an untidy fringe.
ound her thin body was a
strip of bide, purposefully arra11ged to mask ail
feminini ty.
''So," Craike spoke rustily, ''you are real."
She did not smile. ''I am real. You no longer
dream wi fever."
'' ho are you ?'' He asked e first of his long
hoarded questions.
''I ai11 Takya." She added nothing to that.
''You are Takya, ai1d you are a witch."
''I am Takya, and I have the power." lt was an
assertion of fact rather an agreement.
She settled in her favorite cross-legged position, selected a fruit from her bowl and
examined it with the interest of a housewife who
,
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has shopped for supplies on a limited budget.
Then she placed it in his hand before she chose
another for herself. He bit into . e plumlike
globe. If she would only drop her barrier, let him
communicate in the way which was fuller and
deeper an speech.
''You also have the power."
Craike decided to be no more communicative
than she. He replied to that with a curt nod.
''Yet you have not been horned."
''Not as you have been. But in my own world,
yes. ''
''Your world?'' Her eyes held some of the ferai
glow of a hunting cat's. '' hat world, and why
were you homed there, man of saa1d aa1d ash
power?''
ithout
owing why Craike related the
events of the days past. T. ya listened, he was
up a stick from the pile of firewood and drew·
patterns in the sand and ash, patterns which had
some ing to do with her listening.
''Your power was great enough to break a
world wall. '' She snapped e stick between two
fingers, threw it into the flames.
''A world wall?''
'' e of the power have long known that different worlds lie together in such a fashion. '' She
to ano er. ''Sometimes there cornes a moment
when two touch so closely that the power ca11
carry one rough, if at at moment there is a
desperate need for escape. But ose places of
meeting cannot be readily found, and e mo•
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ment of their touch cari lay only for an instant.
Have you in your world no reports of men and
women who have vanished almost in sight of
their fellows ?''
•

Remem ring old tales, he nodded.
''I have seen a sum1noning from another
world," she continued with a shiver, ru1111ing
bo bands down the length of her braids as if sa
she evoked a shield for bath mind and dy. ''To
summon sois a great evil, for no man can hold in
check the power of some ing alien. Y ou broke
the will of the Black Hoods when I was a beast
ru11r1ing from eir hunt.
hen I made e serd when e Black Hoods would have shom
my power '' she looped the braids about her
wrists, caressing, .treasuring
em a-gainst her
small reasts, ''again ·you -oke_ eir ·hold -and
set me free for a second time. But this you could
not have done had you been bom into this world,
for our power must follow set laws. Yours lies
outside our patterns and can eut across those
laws, even as the
ife eut this." She touched the
rough patch of bair at her temple.
''Follow patterns? Then it was those patterns
in stone which drew you down from the mesa?''
''Yes. Takyi, my womb bro er, whom they
slew there, was blood of my blood, bone of my
bone. hen they crushed him, then they could
use him ta draw me, and I could not resist. But
in, the s aying of his husk they freed me, ta their
great torment as Tousuth shall discover intime.''
''Tell me of this country. Who are the Black
•
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Hoods and why did ey horn you? Are you not
of their breed since you have the power?''
But Tayka did not answer at once in words.
Nor did she, as he had hoped, lower her mind
barrier.
·
pulled from her head, and this she began to
weave in and out, swiftly, intricately, in a complicated series of loops and crossed strands.
After a moment Craike did not see the white
fingers, nor the black haïr they passed in loops
from one ta another. Ra er did he see the pictures she wrought in her weaving.
There was a wide land, largely wilderness.
The impressions he had ga ered from Kaluf and
the traders crystallized into vivid life. Small
holdings here and there were ruled by pet
lords; new settlements were carved out by a scattered people moving up from the south in great
wheeled wains, bringing flocks and herds ar1d
their carefully treasured seed. They stopped
here arid there for a season ta sow and reap;'until
they decided upon a site for eir final rooting.
Tiny city-state,, were p:-otected by
e Black
Hoods, the Espers who purposefully interbred
eir own gifted stock, keeping their children
a part.
Takya and her.brother came; such sometimes,
if rarely, came from the common people. They
were carefully watched by the Black Hoods, then
discovered to be a new mutation, conde111c1ed as
such ta be used for experimentation. But for a
while they were protected by the local lord who
wanted Takya.
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But he might not take her 1111willing. The
power at was bers as a virgin was wholly rift
from her should she be forced, and he had
wanted that power obedient to him, as a check
upon the monopoly of e Black Hoods. So with
some patience he had set himself to a peace 1
Had
ey accomplished her taking,
e end
ey had intended for her was not as easy as
dea . She wove a picture of it, with ail its de•

see1ng.
''Then the Hooded Ones are evil?''
''Not wholly." She untwisted e hair and put
it wi care into the fire. ''They do much good,
a,1d without. em people would suffer. But I,
d after me, when I mate,
T ya, am different.
ere will be others also different; how different
we are not yet sure. The Hooded Ones want no
change; by their inking that means disaster. So
they would use me to their own purposes. Only I,
T ya, shall not be sa used!''
''No, you shall not." The vehemence of his
own outburst startled him. Craike wa,1ted nothing sa much at that moment an ta corne to
grips with e Black Hoods, who had pla11,1ed
this systematic hunt.
''What will you do now?'' he asked more
calmly, wishing she would share her oughts
with him.
''This is a strong place. Did you cleanse it?''
He nodded impatiently.
'' So I thought. That was also a task one-born to
this world might not have performed. But those
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who pass are not yet aware of the cleansing.
They will not trouble us, but pay tri bute."
Craike found her complacency irritating. To
lie up here and live on the offerings of ·river
travelers did not appeal to him.
''This stone piling is older work than Sampur
and much better," she continued. ''lt must have
been a fortress for some of those forgotten ones
who held lands and then vanished long before
we came
m e south. If it is repaired no lord
of this district would have so good a roof.''
''Two of us to rebuild it?'' he laughed.
''Two of us, working us."
A black of stone, the size of a brick, which had
fallen from e sill of one of · e needle-narrow
windows, arase slowly in the air ar1d· settled into
e space..'. from w ich :it . ad :tu
lëd.
as it
i lusion or reality? · aike got to his · feet and
lurched to the window. His hand fell upon e
stone which moved easily in his grasp. He took it
out, weighed it, and then gently returned it toits
place. This was not illusion.
''But illusion, too if need be." There was, for
the first time, a warm note of amusement in her
tone. ''Look on your tower, river lord!''
He limped to the door. Outside it was war111
and sunny, but it was a site of ruins. Then e
picture changed. Brown drifts of grass vanished
from the terrace; e fallen stone was all in place.
A hard-faced sentry stood wary-eyed on a repaired river arch.
other guardsma11 led out
ponies, saddle-padded and ready; other men
were about garrison tas .
Craike grinned. The sentry on e arch lost his
•

•

•

•
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helm, his jerkin. He now wore the tight tunic of
the Security Police; his spear was agas rifle. The
ponies misted, a r1d in eir place a speedster sat
on the stone. He heard her laugh. ·
''Your guard, your traveling machine. But
how grim, ugly. This is better! ''
Guards, machine, all were swept away. Craike
caught his brea at the sight of delicate winged
creatures da11cing in the air, displaying a joy of
life he had never
own. Fawns, little people of
e wild, came to mingle with shapes of such
beauty and desire at at last he turned his head
away.
,
''Illusion." Her voice was hard and mocking.
But Craike could not believe that what he had
seen had been born
m hardness and mockery.
'' Ail illusions.
e shall be better now wi
warriors. As for plans, can you suggest any better
an to remain here ar1d t e what fortune sends,
for a space ?''
''Those winged dar1cers where?''
''Illusions!'' she returned harshly. ''But such
games tire one. 1do not think we shall conjure up
any garrison before ey are needed. Come, do
not tear open ose wounds of yours ar1ew, for
healing is no illusion and drains one even more
of e power."
The clawed
rrows were healing cleanly,
ough he would
ar their scars for life. He
hobbled back to the grass bed and dropped upon
it, but regretted the erasure of the sprites she had
sho
him.
~

•

Once he was safely in place, T ya left with
e curt explanation that she had things to do.
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But Craike was restless, too much so to remain
long inside e tower. He waited until she had
gone and en, with the aid of his staff, climbed
to e end of e span above the river. From here
the twin tower on the other bank looked the same
as the one from which he had corne. hether it
was also haunted Craike did not ow. But, as he
looked about he could see the sense of T ya's
suggestion. A few illusion sentries would discourage any ordinary intrusion.
Takya's housekeeping had changed the rock
of offerings. All e rotten debris was gone and
none of the odor of decay now offended the nostrils at a change of wind. But at best it was a most
uncertain source of supply. There could not be
too many farms· up river, nor too many travelers
taking the waterway.
As if to refute that, his Esper sense brought
him sudden warning of strangers beyond the
upper bend. But, Craike tensed, these were no_
peasants bound for the market at Sampur. Fear,
pain, anger such emotions heralded their coming. There were ree, and one was hurt. But they
were not Esper; nor did they serve the Black
Hoods, though they were, or had been, fighting
men.
A brutal journey over e mountains where
they had lost comrades, the finding of is river,
e theft of the dugout
ey now used so
e:,çpertly it was all there for him to read.- And
beneath that there was something else, which,
when he found it, gave Craike a quick decision in
eir favor a deep hatred of the Black Hoods!
They were outlaws, very close to despair, keep-
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ing on a hopeless trail because it was not in them
ta surrender.
Craike contacted em subtly. They must not
think ey were heading into an Esper trap. He
would pla,1t a little hope, a faint suggestion that
ere was a safe camping place ahead; that was
ail he could do at present: But so he drew em
on.
''No!'' A ruthless order eut across his line of
contact, striking at
e delicate
read with
which he was playing
e strangers in. But
Craike stood firm. ''Yes, yes, and yes!''
He was on guard instantly. T ya, mistress of
illusion as she had proved herself to
, might
act. But surprisingly she did not. The dugout
came into view, ca,·1·ied more by the current an
the efforts of its crew. One lay 11 leng in the
bottom, while the
w paddler had .slumped
forward. But the man in the stem was bringing
them in. And aike strengthened his invisible,
1.1r1heard invitation to urge him on.

VI

Takya had not yet begun to fight. As e dugout swung toward the offering ledge one of e
Black Hoods' guardsmen appeared there, his
drawn sword taking fire from e sun. The gitive steersman faltered until the current drew his
craft on. Craike caught the full force of
e
stranger's despair, ail the keener for the hope of
moments b·efore. The Esper' s irritation against
Takya flared into anger.
•
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He made the illusion reel back, hands clutching at his breast from which protruded e shaft
of a,1 arrow. Craike had seen no bows here, but it
was a weapon to suit his world. This should
prove to Takya he meant what he had said.
The steersman was hidden as the dugout
passed under the arch. There was a scrap of
beach, the· same to which Craike had swum on
his first coming. He urged
e man to that,
beaming good will.
.
But the paddler was almost done, and nei er
of his companions could aid him. He drove e
crude craft to e bank, and its bow grated.9n the
rough gravel. Then he crawled over e bodies of
the other two and fell rather an jumped ashore,
could. Craike started down. But he might have
own at Takya was not so easily defeated.
Though ey maintained an alliance of sorts she
accepted no order from him.
A brand was teleported from
e tower fire,
striking spearwise in the dry brush along the
slope. Craike's mouth set. He tried no more arguments. They had already tested power against
power, and he was willing to so battle again. But
this was not the time. However, the fire was no
illusion, and he could not fight it, crippled as he
was. Or could he?
lt was not spreading too fast, though Takya
might spur it by the forces at her comma11d.
Now,
ere was just e spot! Craike steadied
himself against a mound of fallen masonry and
swept out his staff, dislodging a boulder and
a shower of gravel. He had guessed right. The
stone rolled to crush out
e brand, and the
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e creeping flames.
Red tangues dashed spitefully high in a sheet
of flame, and Craike laughed. Thot was illusion;
she was angry. He produced a giant pail in the
air, tilted it forward, splashed its contents into
e heart of at conflagration. He felt the lash
of her rage, standing under it unmoved. So
might she bring her o
breed to heel, but she
would learn he was not of that ilk.
''Holla!'' That call was no illusion; it
gged
Craike picked a careful path down slope until
he saw e dugout and e man who had landed
it. The Esper waved an invitation and at bis
summons the fugitive covered e distaa1ce between them. ·
He was a big man of e same brawny race as
those of mpur, his braids of reddish haïr hanging well below his wide shoulders. There was
the raw line of a half-healed wound down e
angle of his jaw, and his su en eyes were very
tired. For a moment he stood downslope from
Craike, his bands on bis hips, bis head back,
measuring the Esper with e shrewdness of a
canny officer who had long
own how to judge
and handle raw levies.
''I aa11 orik of e Eagles' Tower." The statement was made with the same confidence as the
announcement of rank from one of e petty
lords. ''Though'' he shrugged ''the Eagles'
Tower stands no more with one stone upon e
other. You have a stout lair here'' he hesitated
fore he concluded ''friend."
''I am Craike," e Esper answered as simply,
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''and I am also one who has run from enemies.
This lair is an old one, though still useful."
''Might the enemies from whom you run wear
black hoods?'' countered orik. ''It seems ta me
that things I have just seen here have the stink of
that about em. ''
''You are right; 1 am no friend ta the Black
Hoods."
.
''But you have the power."
''I have power," Craike tried ta m e the distinction clear. ''You are welcome, orik. Sa ail
are welcome here who are no friends ta Black
Hoods."
The big warrior shrugged. ''We can no longer
run. If the time has corne to m e a last sta11d,
is is as good a place as any. My men are
done. '' He glanced back at the two in the dugout.
''They are good men, but we were pre,ssed when
they caught us in the upper pass. Once there
were twenty hands ofus," he held up his fist and
spread the fingers wide for counting. ''They
drew us out of the tower with their sorcerers'
tricks, and then put us ta the hunt."
'' hy did ey wish ta m e an end ta you ?''
orik laughed shortly. ''They dislike those
who will not fit into their neat patterns. e are
free mountain men, and no Black Hood helped
us.win the Eagles' Tower; none aided us ta hunt.
hen we took our furs do
to the valley, they
wanted ta le
tribute. But what spell of theirs
trapped the beasts in our deadfalls or brought
them ta our spears? We pay not for what we have
not bought. Neither would we have made war on
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them. Only, when we spoke out and said it so,
there were others who were encouraged to do
likewise, and the Black Hoods must put an end
tous before their rule was broken. So they did."
''But they did not get ail of you," Craike
pointed out.'' n you bring your men up to the
tower? 1 have been hurt and can not walk without support or I would lend you a band."
'' e will corne.'' orik returned to the dugout.
Water was splashed vigorously into e face of
the man in the bow, arousing -him to crawl
ashore. Then the leader of the fugitives swung
the third man out of e craft and over his shoulder in a practiced carry.
hen Craike had seen the unconscious man
established on his own grass bed, he stirred up
the fire and set out food. orik returned to e
dugout to bring in their gear.
Neither of the other men were of e same size
as their leader. The one who lay limp, his breath
fluttering between his slack lips, was· young,
hardly out of boyhood, his thin frame showing
bon es rather a 11 muscled flesh un der e rags
of clo ing. The other was short, dark skinned
and in by race to Kal 's men, his jaw sprouting a curly beard. He measured Craike with suspicious glances from beneath lowered red lids,
turning that study ta the walls about him and the
unknown reaches at the head of the stair.
Craike did not try mind touch. These men
were rightly suspicious of Esper arts. But he did
attempt to reach Takya, only to meet the noth-
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ingness wi
which she cloaked her actions.
Craike was disturbed. Surely now that she was
convinced he was deter111ined to give harborage
to the fugitives, she would not oppose him. They
had no ing to fear from orik and his men, but
rather would gain by joining forces.
Until his wounds were entirely healed, he
could not go far. And without weapons they
would have to rely solely upon Esper powers for
defense. Having witnessed e efficiency of the
Hooded Ones' attack, Craike doubted a victory in
any engagement to which those masters came
fully prepared. He had managed to upset their
spells merely because ey had not own ofhis
existence. But the next time he would have no
such advantage.
·
On
e other hand
e tower could be defended by force of arms, bows. Craike savored
the idea of archers gi ving a hooded force a devastating surprise. The traders had had no such
arms, as sophisticated as ey were, a,1d he had
seen none among the warriors of Sampur. He'd
have to ask orik if such were
own.
In the meantime he sat among his guests,
watching orik feed e semiconscious boy with
soft fruit pulp and the other man wolf down
dried meat. hen the latter had done, he hitched
himself closer to the fire and jerked a thumb at
his chest.
''Zackuth," he identified himself.
''From Larud?'' Craike named e only city of
Kal 's people he could remember.
The dark man's momentary surprise had no
element of suspicion. '' hat do you know of e
Children of Noe, stra11ger?''
•
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''I journeyed the plains with one called Kaluf,
a master trader of Larud. ''
''A fat man who laughs much and wears a
falcon plume in his cap?''
''Not sa.'' Craike allowed a measure of chill ta
ice his reply. ''The Kaluf who led this caravan
was a lean man who
ew the edge of a good
blade from its hilt.
for cap omaments, he had
a red stone ta the fore of his. Also he swore by the
Eyes of the Lady Lor."

are no stream fish ta be easily hooked, are you,
tower dweller? 1 am not of La,·11d, but I
ow
Kaluf, and ose who travel in his company do
not wear one badge one day and another
e
next. But, by e looks of you, you have fared
little better than we lately. Has Kaluf also fallen
upon evil luck?''
''I traveled safely with his caravan ta the gates
of Sampur. How it fared with him thereafter I can
not tell you.''
orik gri1,11ed and settled his patient back on
e bed. ''I believe you must have parted company in haste, Lord Ka-rak?''
Craike answered that with the truth. ''There
were two who were homed. 1 followed them ta
give what aid I could."
orik scowled, and Zackuth spat in the fire.
'' e were not homed; we have no power," the
latter remarked. '' But they have other tricks ta
play. Sa you came here?''
meager portion of his adventures, ''I came here
ta lie up 11,1til I can heal me of at hurt."
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''This is a snug hale." orik was appreciative.
''But how got you such eating?·'' He popped half
a fruit into his mouth and licked his juicy fingers. ''This is no wilderness feeding."
''The tower is thought ta be demon-hal1a1ted.
Those taking passage downstream leave tribute. ''
Zackuth slapped his
ee. ''The Gods of the
aves are goo ta you, Lord Ka-r , at you
should stumble into such fortune. There is more
an one kind of demon for haunting towers.
How say you, Lord orik?''
''That • we have also corne into luck at last,
since Lord Ka-rak has made us free of this ·hold.
your head?'' He spoke to the Esper.
Craike shrugged._ '' hat
e clouds decree
shall fall as rain or snow ," he quoted a saying of
the caravan men.
lt was close to sunset, and he was worried
about Takya. He could not believe that she had
gone permanently.
d yet, if she returned,
what would happen? He had been careful not ta
use Esper powers. Takya would have no such
compunctions.
He could not analyze his feelings about her.
She disturbed him, awoke emotions he re sed
to face. There was a certain way she had of looking sidewise. But her cairn assumption of
superiority pricked beneath his surface armor.
The antagonism. fretted against the feeling
which had drawn him after her from e gates of
Sampur. Once again he sent out a quest-thought
a11d, to his surprise, it was answered.
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''They must go!''
''They are outlaws, even as we. One is ill, the
others worn with long running_,, But they stood
against e Black Hoods. As such Lliey have a
claim on roof, fire and food from us."
''They are notas we!'' It was again arrogance.
'' Send
em or I shall drive them. 1 have the
power."
''Perhaps you have the power but so do I!'' He
put all e assurance he could muster into that.
''I tell you, no better thing could happen than for
ers."
'' Swords can not stand against the power!~'
Craike smiled. His plans were beginning to
move even as he carried on is voiceless argument. ''Not swords, no, Takya. But all fighting is
not clone with swords or spears. Nor with the
power either. Can a Black Hood thi
death to
his enemy when he himself is dead, killed from a
distance, and not by mind power his fellows
He had caught her attention. She was acute
enough to
ow at he was not playing with
words, that he
ew of what he spoke. uickly
he built upon that spark of interest. ''Remember
how your illusion guard died upon e offering
rock when you would warn off these men?''
''By a small spear." She was contemptuous
•
aga1n.
''Not so. '' He shaped a picture of ar1 arrow and
its speeding true across the river to strike deep
into
e
roat of an unsuspecting Black
Ho .
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''You have the secret of this weapon?''
''I ,do.
d five such arms are better than two,
is that not e truth ?''
She yielded a fraction. ''I will return. But ey
will not like that."
''If you return, they will welcome you. These
are no hunters of witch maidens '' he began,
only to be disconcerted by her obvious amusement. Somehow he had lost his short advantage
over her, yet she did not bre
contact.
''Ka-r , you are very foolish. No, these will
not·try tomate with me, not even ifI willed it so,
as you will see. Does e eagle mate with e
hunting cat? But they will be slow to trust me, 1
ink. However, your plan has possibilities, and
we shall see.''

VII
Takya had
en right about her reception by
the fugitives. They
ew her for what she was,
a,1d only aike's'acceptance of her kept them in
the tower. That and the fact, which orik did not
try to disguise, that they could not hope to go
much farther on their own. But eir fears were
partly allayed when she took over the nursing of
e sick youngster, using on him the same healing power she had produced for Craike's wound.
By the next day she was feeding him broth and
demanding service from the others as if they had
been her liegemen from birth.
The sun was well up when orik came in
whistling from a di p in the ri ver.
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''This is a stout stronghold, Lord Ka-rak. And
with the power aiding us to hold it, we are not
likely to be shaken out in a hurry. Doubly is that
true if the lady aids us.''
Takya laughed. She sat in e shaft of light
from one of the narrow windçws, combing her
hair. Now she looked over her shoulder at them
wi something approaching a pert archness. In
that moment she was more
in to e women
Craike had
o
in his own world.
''Let us first see how the Lord Ka-r
proposes to defend us." There was mockery in that,
enough to sting, as well as a demand that he
m e good his promise of the night before.
But Craike was prepared. He discarded his
staff for a hold on orik's shoulder, while Zacku
slogged behind. They clim d into
e
forest. aike had never fashioned a bow, and he

ress, he explained what they must look for and
e kind of weapon he wanted to produce. They
retumed within e hour with an assortment of
wood lengths with which to experiment.
After noon Zackuth grew restless and went off,
to corne back with a deer; he wàs visibly proud of
his hunting skill. Craike saw bowstrings where
e others saw meat and bide for e refashioning of footwear. For
e rest of the day they
worked with a will. It was Takya who had the
after Zackuth netted two black river birds.
Four days later the tower community had
taken on the aspect of a real stronghold. Many of
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the fallen stones were back in the walls. The two
upperrooms of the tower had been explored, and
a vast collection of a r1cient nests had been swept
out. Takya chose e topmost one for her own
abode and, aided by her convalescing charge,
e boy Nickus, had carried armloads of sweetscented grass up for bath carpeting and bedding.
She did not appear ta be inconvenienced by the
bats that still entered at dawn ta chitter out again
at dusk. And she crooned
a
welcome
ta
the
sno
owl that refused ta be dislodged from a
favorite roost in the very darkest corner of e
roof.
River travel had ceased. There were no new
offerings on the rock. But orik and Zackuth
hunted, ar1d Craike tended the smoking fires
which cured the extra meat against coming
need, while he worked on the bows. Shortly they
had ree finished and practiced along e terrace, using blt1r1t arrows.
orik had a true~ marksma11's eye and took ta
the new weapon quickly, as did Nickus. But
Zackuth was more clumsy, and Craike's stiff leg
ho ered him. Takya was easily
e best shot
when she would cànsent .ta try. But while
agreeing it was art excellent weapon, she preferred her o
type of warfare and would sit on
the wall, braiding and rebraiding her hair with
flying fingers, ta watch their shooting at marks
and applaud or jeer lightly at th~ results.
However, their respite was short. Craike had
the first warning of trouble. He awoke from a
dream in which he had been back in the desert
•
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panting ahead of e mob. He awoke to discover
that some malign influence fille·d the tower.
There was a compulsion on him to get out, to flee
into the forest.
.
He tested the silences a ut him tentatively.
The oppression which had been in the ancient
fort at his first coming had not returned; that
was not it.
Someone moved restlessly in the dark.
''Lord Ka-r ?'' Nickus' voice was low and
hoarse, as if he struggled to keep it under contrai.
'' hat is it?''
''There is trouble ''
·
A bulk which could -only
long to orik
heaved up black against the faint light of e
doorway.
''The hunt is up," he observed. ''They move to
shake us out of here like rats out of a nest."
''They did is
fore with you ?'' asked e
Esper.
orik snorted. ''Yes. It is their favorite move to
battle. They would give us such a horror of our
tower that we will burst forth and scatter. Then
ey can eut us do
as they wish. ''
But Craike could not isolate any thought beam
carrying that night terror. lt seeped from the
walls about em. He sent probes unsuccess 1ly. There was the pad of feet on e stairs, and
then he heard Takya call.
·
''Build up the fire, foolish ones. They may
discover that they do not deal with those who
know nothing of them.''
Flame blossomed from the coals to light a cir-
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cle of sober faces. Zackuth caressed the spear
lying across his
ees, but Nickus and orik had
eyes only for the witch maid as she
elt by the
fire, laying out some bundles of dried leaf and
fern. Her thougl1ts reached Craike.
'' e must move or ese undefended ones will
be drawn out from here as nut meats are picked
free from the shell. Give me of your power; in
this matter I must be the leader."
tian of authori , Craike also recognized in it
truth. But he shrar1k from the tas·k she demar1ded
of him. To have no contrai over his own Esper
arts, to allow her to use them to feed hers it
was a .violation of a kind, the very thing he
had so feared in his own worl
at he had
•

now s·he ·asked it of ·hïm· as 'one who
had
the
.
right!
·
''Forced surrender is truly evil, but given
freely in our defense it is different." Her
thoughts swiftiy answered his wave of repul'

•

SlOn.

The command to flee the tower was growing
stronger. Nickus got to his feet as if dragged up.
Suddenly Zackuth made for the door, only to
have orik reach forth a long arm to trip him.
''You see," Takya urged, ''they are already half
under the spell. Saon we shall not be able to hold
wholly lost, forrar1ked against us now is the high
power of the Black Hoods. ''
Craike watched the scuffle on the floor and
then, still reluctant and inwardly shrinking, he
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limped around the fire ta her side, lying do
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bundles of fem, and a thick, sweet smoke curled
out ta engulf them. Nickus coughed, put his
hands uncertainly ta his head ar1d slumped,
curling upas a tired child in deep slumber.
d
the struggle between orik and his man subsided
as e fumes reached them.
Takya's hand was cool as it slipped beneath
Craike's jerkin, resting over his heart. She was

tween em as tangible ta his inner senses as
e fern smoke was ta his outer ones. For one
wild second or two he seemed ta see the tower
room rough her eyes instead of his own, and
en e room was gone. He sped bodiless across
trail.
1that had been solid in his normal sight was
now without meaning. But he was able to see e
dark cloud of pressure closing in on e tower
and trace at back toits source, racing along the
slender read of its spinners.
There was another'fire, and aboutit four of the
Black Hoods. Here, tao, was scented smoke ta
free minds from bodies. The essence which was
Craike prowled about
at fire, counting
guardsmen who lay in slumber.
ith an effort of will which drew heavily
upon his strength, he concentrated on the staff
which lay b,efore the leader of e company, setting upon it his own commands.
It flipped up into the air, even as its master
roused and clutched at it, falling into the fire.
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There was a flash of blue light and a sound
which Craike felt rather than heard. The Hooded
Ones were on their feet as their master stared
straight across the flames to Craike's disembodied self. His was not an evil face; rather did it
hold elements of nobility. But the eyes were pitiless, and Craike
ew at now it was not only
war to the death between them, but war beyond
death itself. The Esper sensed that this was the
first time that the others had known of his existence, had been able to consider him as a factor
in e tangled game.
There was a flash of lightning
owledge of
each other, and then Craike was again in the
was conscious of her touch resting above the
slow, pulsating beat of his he .
him. ''Now they must meet us face to face in
battle."
''They will corne." He accepted the dire promise that Black Hood had made.
''They will corne, but now we are more equal.
And there is not the Rad of Power to fear.''
Craike tried to sit up and discovered that e
wea ess barn of his wounds was nothing to
that which now held him.
•

''Do you think you can make the Long ourney
aa1d en romp about as a fawn, Ka-rak? Not ree
days on the field of battle ca11 equal this." Sleep
of

is venture is still far from us.''
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He could no longer see her face, the glimmer of
her hair veiled it, and then that shimrner reached
his mind and shook him away from consciousness. He slept.
lt might have been early morning when he had
made at strange visit to the camp of e Black
Hoods. By the measure of the sun across the floor
it was late afternoon when he lifted hea
summons had brought him back just as her urgbut she did not return i t.
'' Ail is right?''
'' e have time tom e ready before we are put
to the test. Your mountain captain is not new ta
this game. Matters of open warfare he 1111dersta11ds well, and he and his men have prepared a
rude welcome for those who corne." Her faint
smile deepened. ''I, too, have done my poor
best. Come and see. ''
.
He limped out on the terrace and for a moment
was startled. lt was illusion, yes, but some of it
was real.
orik laughed at the expression on Craike's
face, inviting e Esper with a wave of e hand
to inspect tl1e force he captaine . There were
bowmen in plenty, standing sentine! on
e
upper walls, arch, and tower, walking beats on
the twin buildings across the river. And it took
Craike a few seconds ta sort out the ones he ew
from those who served T ya's purposes. But
the real had been sa well posted as their illusory
companions. Nickus, for his superior accuracy
with the new weapon, held a vantage point on
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e wall, ·and Zackuth was on
e river arch
where his arrows needed only a short ra,1ge ta be
effective.
''Look below ," orik urged, ''a,1d see what
shall trip em up 11,1til we ca,1 pin them."
Again Craike bli ed. The illusion was one he
had seen before, but
at had been a hurried
erection on the part of a desperate girl; is was
better contrived. All the ways leading ta the river
towers were clo ed with a tangled mass of
thorn trees, the spiked branches interlocking
into a wall no sword or spear could hope ta
pierce. It might be an illusion, but it ~ould require a weighty counterspell on the part of the
Hooded Ones ta clear it.
''She takes some twigs Nickus finds, and a
haïr, and winds em toge er, then buried all
under a stone. After she sings over it and we
have is!'' orik babbled. '' She is worth twenty
hands no, twice twenty hands, of fighting men,
is the Lady Takya! Lord Ka-r , I say that there is
a new day co111ing for is land when such as you
two stand up against the Hooded Ones."
'' Aaaay.'' The warning was soft but clear, half
whistle, half call. It iss·ued from Nickus' lofty
post. ''They corne!''
''Sa do they!'' That was a sharp echo from
Zackuth, ''and down river as well."
''For which we have a,1 a,1swer." orik was
undisturbed.
Those in the tower held eir fire. Ta the confident attackers it was as such warfare ·had always been for em. If half eir company was
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temporarily halted by the spiny maze, the river
party had only to land on the offering rock and
fight eir way in, their efforts reinforced by the
arts of eir masters.
But, as their dugout nosed in, how cords sang.
There was a voiceless scream which tore
rough
aike's head as the hooded man in its
w clutched at the shaft protruding from bis
roat and fell forward into th'e river. Two more
of the crew followed him, and e rest stopped
paddling, dismayed. The current pulled em on
under the arch, and Zackuth dropped a rock to
good purpose. It carried one of the guardsmen
do
with it as it hit the craft squarely. The
dugout turned over, spilling ail the rest into the
water.
Zackuth laughed; orik roared.
''Now they learn what manner of blood letting
lies before them! '' he cried so that bis words
must have reached the ears of the besiegers.
''Let us see how eagerly ey corne to such feasting."

VIII
It was plain at the Black Hoods held their
rulership by more practical virtues than courage.
Having witnessed the smashing disaster of the
river attack, they made no further move. Night
was coming, and Craike watched
em withdraw downstream with no elation. Nor did orik
retain his cheerfulness.
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we did not fall easily into their jaws, it will be
harder to face. 1do not like it that we must so face
it during the hours of dark."
''There will be no dark," Takya countered.
One slim finger pointed at a corner of e terrace,
ar1d up into the gathering dusk leaped a pencil of
clear light. Slowly she turned and brought to
life other torches on the roof of the tower over
the river, on the arch spanning the water and on
the parapet. In that radiance nothing could
move unseen.
''So!'' Her fingers snapped, and the beacons
vanished. '' hen they are needed, we shall have
them.''
orik blinked. ~' ell enough, Lady. But honest
fire is also good, and it provides warmth for a
man's heart as well as light for his eyes."
She smiled as a mother might smile at a child.
''Build your fire,
ptain of Swords. But we shall
have ample warning when the enemy cornes."
She called. A silent winged thing floated do
a ,1d alighted on the arm she held out to invite it.
The white owl, its eyes seeming to observe them
all with intelligence, snapped its wicked beak as
T ya stared back at it. Then with a flap of
wings, it went.
''From us they may bide their tho~ghts ar1d
movements. But they can not close e sky to
those things whose natural home it is. Be sure we
shall know, a,1d speedily, when they move
'
against us."
They did. not leave their posts however. Zackuth readied for action by laying up pieces of
rubble which might serve as well as his first
lucky shot.
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It was a long night, wearing on the tempers of
ail but Takya. Time and time again Craike tried
to pro
the dark. But a blank wall was ail he
met. vVhatever moves the Black Hoods considered, they were protected by an able barrier.
orik took to pacing
ck and forth on the
terrace, five strides one way, six e other, and he
brought down his
w with a little click on the
time-wom stones each time he tumed.
''They are as busy hatching trouble as a forest
owl is in hatching a11 egg! But what kind of
trouble?''
Craike had schooled himself into an outward
patience. ''For e lea1·11ing of what we shall have
to wait. But why do they delay?''
hy did they? The more on edge he and his
handful of defenders became, the easier meat
ey were. He had no doubt at the Black Hoods
were fertile in surprise, though judging by what
T ya and orik reported, they were not accustomed to such determined and resourceful
opposition to their wills. Such opposition
would only firm their desire to wipe out the
rebels.
''They move." Takya's witch fires leaped from
every point she had earlier indicated. In that
light she sped across the terrace to stand close to
orik and Craike and close to the parapet wall.
''This is the lowest hour of the night, when the
blood run~ slow a11d resistance is at its depth; so
they choose to move. ''
orik snapped his bow cord, and
e
in
twang was a harp's note in e silènce. But Takya
shook her head.
''Only the Hooded Ones corne, and ey are
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well armored. See!'' She jumped to the parapet
and clapped her hands.
The witch light sho
down on four staa1ding
within e orn barrier, staring up from under
the shadow of eir hoods.
arrow sang, but it
never reached its mark. Still feet away from the
leader's breast, it fell to earth.
But orik re sed to accept defeat. ith ail e
force of his arm he sent a second shaft after e
first. It, too, landed at the feet of e silent four.
Craike grasped at T ya,
but
she
eluded
him,
•
moving to call do
to e Hooded Ones.
'' hat would you, Men of Power, a truce?''
''Daughter of evil, you are not alone. Let us
spe
with your lord."
She laughed, shaking out her unbound hair,
rippling it through her fingers, gloatingly. ''Does
is show that 1 have taken a lord, en of Power?
Takya is herself, without division still. Let at
hope die from your hearts. 1 ask you again, what
is it you wish, a truce?''
'' Set forth your lord; with him we will bargain."
,
She smoothed back her hair impatiently. ''I
have no lord; 1 aa1d my power are intact. Try me
and see, Tousu . Yes, 1 know you Tousuth, the
Master, and Salsbal, Bulan, Yily. '' She tqld them
off with a pointed forefinger, like a child count•
•
1ng 1n some game.
orik stirred and drew in a sharp breath, a r1d
e men below shifted position. Craike caught
thoughts. Ta use a mar1's name in the presence of
hostile powers was magic indeed.
''Takya!'' lt was a reptile's hiss.
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Again she laughed. ''
, but e first naming
was mine, Tousuth. Did you believe me so poor
and power lost at I would obey you tamely? 1
did not at e homing; why should I now when I
stand free of you? Before you had to use Takyi ta
capture me. But Takyi is gone into e far darkness, and over me now you can lay no such net!
Also, 1 have summoned one b·eside me '' Her
ha,1d closed on Craike's arm, drawing him forward.
He faced the impact of ose eyes meeting
em squarely.
ising his hand he told them off
as e girl had clone:
''Tousuth, aster of women baiters, Salsbal,
Bulan, Yily, the wolves who slink behind him. 1
am here, what would you have of me?''
But they were silent, a11d he could feel them
searching him out, making
rusts against his
mind shield, learning in their turn that he was of
their kind; he was Esper bom.
'' hat would you ha,,e?'' he repeated more
loudly. ''If you do not wish to treat, en leave
e night 1111disturbed for honest men's sleep."
''Changeling! '' lt was Tousuth who spat that. lt
was his turn to point a finger and chant a sentence or two, his men watching him with confidence.
But Craike, remembering that other scene before Sampur, was trying a wild experiment of
his own. He concentrated upon e man Takya
had named Yily, his black cloak and black hood
making. a vulture's shadow against the rock.
Vulture vulture!
He did not
ow that he had pointed ta his
chosen victim, nor that he was repeating that
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word aloud in the same intonation as Tousu 's
chant. ''Vulture!''
A cool ha11d closed about his other wrist, and
from that contact power flowed ta join his. lt was
pointed, launched.
''Vulture! ''
A black bird flapped and screamed, arase on
beating wings to fly at him, raw, red head outstretched, beak agap. Then a scream of agony
and despair and a black cloaked ma11 writhed out
his life on the slope by the orn thicket.
''Good!'' T ya cried. ''That was well clone,
Ka-r , very well clone! But you can not use that
weapon a second time."
Craike was filled with a wild elation, and he
did not listen to her. His finger already indicated
Bulan and he was chanting: ''Dog ''
But to no purpose. The Black Hood did not
drop to ail fours, he remained human; ar1d
Craike' s voice faded. Takya spoke in a swift
whisper:
''They are warned; you can never march
against em twice by e same path. Only because they were unprepared did you succeed.
Ho, Tousu ," she called, ''do you now believe
that we are well armed? Speak with a tru·e tongu·e
and say what you want of us."
''Yes," orik boomed, ''you can not t e us,
Master of Power. Go your way, and we shall go
ours.''
''There ca11 not be two powers in any land, as
you should know, orik of the Eagles' Tower,
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who tried once before to prove that and suffered
vanquished naught!''
Craike could see the logic in that-. But the master was continuing: ''Asto what we want here; it
is a decision. Match your power against ours,
changeling. And since you have not taken the
witch, use her also if you wish. In the end it will
corne to e same thing, for
th of you must be
rendered helpless. ''
''Here and now?'' asked Craike.
''Dawn cornes; it will soon be another day. By
sun or shadow, we care not in such a battle. ''
The elation of his quick success in that first try
used. He shra,1k inwardly from e contest e
o er proposed; he was too uncertain of his powers. One victory had corne from too little
owledge. Takya's hand curled about his stifffingers
once again. The impish mockery was back in her
voice, ruffling his temper, irritating him into
defiance.
''Show them what you can do, Lord Ka,
you who can master illusions.''
He gla 11ced clown at her, and e sight of that
cropped Iock of hair at her temple gave him an
odd confidence. Nei er was Takya as allpowerful as she would have him believe.
''I accept your challenge," he called. ''Let it be
here and now."
'' e accept your challenge!'' Takya's flash of
att11oyance, her quick correction, pleased him.
Before
e echo of her words died away she
hurled her first attack.
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itch fire leaped down slope ta ring in e
three men, playing briefly along e body of e
dead Yily. It flickered up a,1d down about their
f eet and legs sa they stood washed in pallid
flame.
hile about eir heads darted winged
shapes which might have been owls or other
night hunters.
There was a malignant hissing, and e slope
sprouted reptiles, moving in a wave. Illusions?
All, or some, designed, Craike understood, t6
divert the enemy's minds. He added a few of his
own: a wolfish shape crouching in the shadow,
leaping, to vanish as its paws eut the witch fire.
Swift as had been T ya' s attack, so did · ose
below parry.
oppressive weight, sa ta11gible
at Craike looked up ta see if some mountain
threatened em from overhead, began ta close
down upon the parapet. He heard a cry of alarm.
There was a black cloud ta be seen now, a giant
press closing upon them.
Balls of witch fire flashed out of e light pillars and darted at those on the parapet. One flew
straight at Craike's face, its burning breath singeing his skin.
''Fool!'' Takya's thought was a whip lash. ''Ill usions are only real for e believer."
He steadied, and e witch ball vanished. But
he was badly shaken. This was outside any Esper
been conditioned against. He felt slow, cl umsy,
and he was ashamed at upon T ya must e
burden of eir defense now rest.
Upon her Craike's eyes narrowed. He loosened her hold on him and did not try to con-
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tact her. There was tao much chance of selftrayal in that. · s plan was utterly wild, but it
had been well demonstrated
at
e Black
Hoods could only be caught by the unexpected.
other witch ball hurtled at him, and he
leaped ta the terrace, landing with a force which
sent a lance of pain up his healing leg. But on the
parapet a Craike still stood, shoulder ta shoulder
with Takya. Ta maintain at illusion was a task
which made him sweat as he crept silently away
from e tower.
'
He had made a security •guard ta astonish
T ya, e wolf, ail e other illusions. But they
had been only wisps,
ings alive for the moment wi no need for elaboration. Ta hold is
semblance of himself was in some ways easier,
some ways harder. It was easier tom e, for the
image was produced of self- owledge, and it
was harder, for it was meant ta deceive masters
of illusion.
Craike reached the steps ta the rock of the
offerings. The glow of e witch lights here ,vas
pale, and e ledge below dark. He crept down,
one arrow held firmly in his hand.
Here the sense of oppression was a hundredfold worse, and he moved as one wading
rough a flood which entrapped limbs and
brain. Blind, he went ta ail fours, feeling his way
ta e river.
He set the arrow
tween his teeth in a bite
which indented its shaft. A
ife would have
been far better, but he had no time ta beg orik' s.
He slipped over, shivering as the chill water took
him. Then he swam under e arch.
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where the dugout of e Black Hoods had turned
over. As he made his way to the shore he brushed
against water-soaked cloth and realized he
shared is scrap of gravel with the dead. Then,
e arrow still between his teeth, Craike climbed
up behind the Black Hoods' position.

The om hedge cloaked the rise above him.
But he concentrated on e bre ing of at illusion, wading on through a mass of oms, intact
ta his eyes, thin air at his passing. Then he was
behind e Black Hoods. T ya stood, a black
and white figure on e wall above, beside e
illusion Craike.
Now!
The illusion Craike swelled a little more than
life size, while his creator ga ered his feet
under him, preparatory to attack. The Craike on
the wall altered ar1ything to hold the attention
of Tousuth for a crucial second or two. A monster grew from the man: wings, homs, curved
tusks, all the embellishments Craike's imagination could add. He heard shouts from the tower.
But with the arrow as a dagger in his hand, he
sprang, allowing himself in that moment to see
only, ta ink only of a point on Tousuth's back.
The head drave in and in, and Tousu went
down on his
ees, clutching at his chest,
coughing; while Craike, with a savagery he had
not
own he possessed, leaned on e shaft to
drive it deeper.
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Fingers hooked about Craike's throat, cutting
off air, dragging him back. He was pulled from
Tousuth, loosing his hold on the arrow shaft ta
tear at the bands denying him breath. There was
a red fog which even e witch lights could not
pierce, and the roaring in his head was far louder
an e shouts from e tower.
Then he was fiat on the ground, still moving
feebly. But the hands were gone from his throat,

''Lord Lord!''
The bail reached him only faintly. Hands
pulled at him, and he tried to resist. But wben
he opened his eyes it was ta see orik's brown
face. orik was at the tower. How had Craike
returned there? Surely be had attacked
Tousutb? Or was it an illusion?
''He is not dead."
Whe er or not that was said ta him, Craike
did not
ow; but his fingers were at his throat,
and be winced from bis own touch. Then an arm
came under his shoulders, lifting him, and he
had a dizzy moment 1111til earth and gray sky
settled into their proper places.
Takya was there, witb Nickus and Zackuth
hovering in the background of black jerkined
guardsmen who stared back at her sullenly over
the bodies of the dead. For they were all deadthe Hooded Ones. There was Tousuth, his bead
in e sand. His fellows were crumpled beside
him.
The witch girl chanted, and in her hands was a
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cat's cradle of black strands. The men who followed Tousuth cringed, and their fear was a
cloud Craike could see. He grabbed at orik, won
to his feet, and tried to bail Takya. But not even a
croak came from his tortured roat. So he flung
himself at her, one band out like a sword blade to
slash. It fell across at wicked net of hair, breaking it, and went to close upon Takya's wrist in a
crushing grip.
''Enough!'' He could get out that co11,1nand
mind to mind.
She drew in upon herself as a cat crouches for
a spring, ar1d spat, her eyes green with ferai
lusting fire. But he had an answer to that, read it
in her own spark of fear at his touch. His ha11ds
twined in her hair.
''They are men." He pulled those black strar1ds
to emphasize bis words. ''They only obeyed orders. e have a quarrel with their masters, but
not with em!''
''They hunted, and now they shall be hunted!''
''I have been hunted, as have you, witch woman. While I live there shall be no more such
hunts, whether I am hound or quarry."
'' hile you live '' Her menace was ready.
Suddenly Craike forced out a hoarse croak
meant for laughter. ''You, yourself, Takya, have
put e arrow to this bow cord!''
He kept one band tangled in her hair. But with
the o er he snatched from her belt the knife she
had borrowed from Nickus and not returned.
She screamed, beat against him with ber fists
and tried to bite. He mastered ber roughly, not
•
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laasing his gri p on that black silk. And then in
sweeps of that well whetted blade he did what
the Black Haads had failed in doing, he sawed
thraugh thase lengths.
''I am leaving you no weapons, T ya. You
shall not rule here as yau have thought to do.''
The exultation he had
own when he had won
his first victory against the Black Hoods was
returning a hundredfold. ''For a while I shall
pull ose pretty claws of yours!'' He wondered
briefly haw long it would t e her hair to regrow.
At least they would have a breathing spell befare
her pawers retumed.
Then, his arm still prisoning her shoulders,
the mass of her hair streaming free from his left
band, he tumed to face the guardsmen.
''Tell them to go," he thought, ''t ing their
dead with them."
''You will go, t ing these with you," she repeated aloud, stony and cairn.
One of
e men dropped ta his
ees by
Tousu 's body,
en abased himself before
Craike.
'' e are your hounds, Master.''
Craike faund his vaice at last. ''You are no
man's hounds, for yau are a man. Cet you gane ta
Sampur and tell them that e power is no longer
tom e hind nor hound. If there are those wha
wish to share the fate of Tousuth, perhaps when
they look upon him as dead they will think more
of it."
''Lord, do you corne also ta Sampur ta rule?''
e other asked timidly.
Craike laughed. ''Not until I have established
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my lordship elsewhere. Get you back to Sampur
and trouble us no more.''
He turned his back on the guardsmen and,
drawing the silent Takya, still within the circle
of his arm, he started back ta the tower. The
bowmen remained behind, and Craike a11d the
girl were alone as ey reached the upper level.
He paused en and looked down into her set,
expressionless face.
'' hat shall I do with you ?''
''You have shamed me and taken my power
from me. hat does a warrior do with a female
slave?'' She formed a stark mind picture, hurling
it at him as she had hurled e stone on the ·mesa.
With his left hand he whipped her hair across
her face, smarting t111der at taunt.
''I have taken no slave, nor any womat1 in at
fashion, nor shall 1. Go your way, T
a, and
fight me again if you wish when your hair has
grown.''
She studied him, and her astonishment was
plain~ Then she laughed a ,1d clutched at e hair,
tearing it free from · s grasp, b1111dling it into e
front of her single garment.
''Sobe it, Ka-r . It is war between us. But I am
not departing hence yet a while." She broke
away, and he could hear the scuff of her feet on
the steps as she climbed ta her own chamber in
e tower.
''They are on eir way, Lord,- and ey will
keep tait." orik came up. He stretched. ''It was a
battle not altoge er ta my liking. For the honest
giving of blows from one's hand is better an ail
is magic, patent as it is. ''
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Craike sat do
beside the fire. He could not
have agreed more heartily with any suggestion.
Now that it was over he felt drained of energy.
''I do not believe they will· return," he
wheezed hoarsely, very conscious of his bruised
throat.
Nickus chuckled, and Zackuth barked his own
laughter.
'' Seeing how you handled the Lady, Lord, they
want nothing more than to be out of your grasp
and that as speedily as possible. Nor, when ose
think we shall
sought out by others bearing
drawn swords. Now," orik slapped his fat middle, ''I could do with meat in my belly.
d you,
Lord, have taken such handling as needs good
food to counter. ''
There was no mention of T ya, nor did any go
to summon her when the meat was roasted.
d
Craike was content to have it so. He was too tired
for ar1y more heroics.
Nickus hummed a soft tune as he rubbed down
his unstrung bow before wrapping it away from
the river clamp. And Craike was aware that the
younger man glanced at him slyly when he
thought e Esper's attention elsewhere. orik,
too, appeared highly amused at some private
thoughts, and he had fallen to beating time with
one finger to Nickus' tune.
aike shifted uncomfortably. He was an actor who had forgotten
his lines, a novice required to make a ritual move
he did not understand. hat they wanted of him
he could not guess, for be was too tired to mind
touch. He only war1ted sleep, and that he sought
as soon as he painfully swallowed his last bite.

i
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But he heard through semistupor, a surprised
exclamation from Nickus.
''He goes not to seek her to take her!''
orik's answer held some ing of approval in
it. ''To master such as the · dy T ya he will
need full strength of power and limb. His is the
wisest way, not to gulp the fruits of battle before
the dust of the last charge is laid. She is his by
shearing, but she is no meek ewe to corne readily
under any man's hand."
Takya did not ~appear the next day, nor the
next.
d Craike made no move to climb to her.
His companions elaborately did not notice her
absence as they worked toge er, setting in place
fallen stones, bringing the tower into a better
state of repair, or killing deer to smoke the meat.
For as orik pointed out:
''Saon cornes the season of cold.
e must
build us a snug place and have food under our
hands before
en." He broke off a11d gazed
thoughtfully down stream. ''This is also the fair
time when countrymen bring their wares to
market. There are traders in Sampur. e could
offer our bides, even though they be newly
fleshed, for sait and grain. And a bow
is
Kaluf of whom you have spoken, would he not
give a good price for a bow?''
Craike raised an eyebrow. ''Sampur? But they
have li e cause to welcome us in Sampur."
''You a·r1d the
dy Takya, Lord, they might
t e ar111s against in fear. But if Zackuth and I
went in the guise of wandering hunters a11d
Zackuth is of the Children of Noe, he could trade
privately wi his kin. e must have supplies,
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Lord, before the co111ing of the cold, ar1d lS lS
too fine a fortress to abandon.''
Soit was decided at orik and Zackuth were
to try their luck with e traders. Nick11s went to
hunt, wrecking havoc ar11ong the flocks of migrating fow 1, and Craike held the tower alone.
As he tumed from seeing
em away, he
sighted e owl wheel out from the window slit
of e upper chamber, its mournful cry sounding
loud. On sudden impulse he went inside to
climb the stair. There had been enough of her
sulking. He sent that thought before him as ar1
ter. Was had she gone? The rough outer wall,
was it possible to climb clown that?
He flung himself up the last few steps and
burst into the room. She was standing there, her
shom head high as if she and not he had been e
victor. hen he saw her aike stopped. Then he
moved again, faster than he had climbed those
stairs. For in at" moment the customs of this
world were clear, he
ew what he must do,
what he wanted to do. If is revelation was
some spell of Takya's he did not care.
Later he was aroused by the caress of silk on
his body, felt her cool fingers as he had felt them
drawing the poison from his wounds. It was a
black h·elt, and she was m ing fast about him,
murmuring words softly as she interwove strand
with strand about his waist until there was no
beginning nor end to be detected.
''My chain on you, ma,1 of power." Her eyes
slanted clown at him.
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He buried bath his hands in the ragged crop of
haïr from which ose threads had en severed
and so held her quiet for his kiss.
''My seal upon you, witch."
'' hat Tousu would have done, you have
accomplished for him," she observed pensively
when he had given her a measure of freedom
once again. ''Only rough you may I now use
my power."
'' hich is perhaps well for is land and ose
who dwell in it-,'-' he laughed. '' e are now tied
to a common destiny, my lady of ri ver towers. ''
She sat up running her hands rough her haïr
wi some of her old caress.
''It will grow again, '' he consoled.
''To no purpose, except to pleasure my vanity.
Yes, we are tied together. But you do not regret
it, Ka-rak ''
''Neither do you, witch." There was no longer
any barrier between their minds, as there was
none between their bodies. '' hat destiny will
you now spin for e two of us?''
''A great one. Tousuth
ew my power-tocome. 1 would now realize it.'' Her chin went up.
''And you with me, Ka-rak. By is," her hand
rested lightly on the belt.
''Doubtless you will set us up as rulers over
Sampur?'' he said lazily.
''Sampur!'' she sniffed. ''This world is wid~eHer arms went out as if to encircle ail which lay
beyond the tower walls.
Craike drew her back to him jealously. ''For
that there is more an time enough. This is an
hour for something else, even in a warlock's
world.''

'

IT w AS NOT her strange reputation

which attracted
me to old
· ss Ruthevan, though there were
staries to excite a salit
child's morbid taste.
Rather it was what she was able to create, opening a whole new world to e crippled girl I was
•
1
years aga.
Two years before I made that momentous visit
to Cousin Althea I suffered an attack of what was
then
o
as infantile paralysis. In those days,
before Salk, there was no cure. I was fourteen
when I met Miss Ruthevan, and I had been told
for weary months at I was lucky to h·e able to
walk at ail, even though I must do so with a
hea brace on my right leg. 1 might accept that
verdict ou ardly, but the me imprisoned in the
· in adolescent's body was a rebel.
Cousin Althea's house was small, and on e
wrong side of e wrong street to claim gentility.
Cramwell did not have a railroad to separate the
75
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comfortable, smug sheep from the aspiring
goats. But her straggling back garden ran ta a
wall of mellow, red brick patterned by green
mass, and in one place a section of this barrier
had broken down sa one could hitch up ta look
into the tangled mat of vine a r1d brier which now
covered most of the Ruthevan domain.
Three-fourths of at garden had reverted ta
the wild, but around the bulk of e bouse it was
kept in some order. The fat, totally deaf old
woman who ruled Miss Ruthevan's domestic
concerns could often be seen poking about,
snipping off flowers or leaves, after examining
each wi the care of a cautious shopper or filling a pan with wizened berries. Birds loved e
Ruthevan garden ar1d built whole colonies of
nests in its unpruned trees. Bees and butterflies
were thick in the undisturbed peace. Though I
longed to explore, 1 never quite dared, until the
day of the quilt.
That had been a day of disappointment. There
was a Sunday school picnic ta which Ruth,
Cousin Althea's daughter, and I were invited. 1
ew at it was not for one unable to play 11,
race or swim. Proudly I refused to go, giving the
mendacious excuse that my leg ached. Filled
with bitter envy, 1 watched Ruth leave. 1 refused
Cousin Althea's offer to let me m e candy,
marching off, lurch-push ta perch on e wall.
There was some ing new in the garden
beyond. An expanse of color flapped languidly
from a clothes line, gi ving tantalizing glimpses
of it. Before I
ew it, 1 tumbled over e wall,
•
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bruises on the way, and struggled through a
straggle of briers to see better.
It was worth my struggle. Cousin Althea had
quilts in plenty, mostly made by Graa1dma Moss,
who was considered by e family to be a11 artist
at needlework. But what I viewed now was as
clearly above
e best efforts of Grandma as a
Rembrandt above an inn sign.
This was appliqué work, each black of a different pattern; though, after some study, 1 became aware that
e whole was to be a paa10rama of aut11111n. There were flowers, fruits, berries and nuts, each wi their attendant clusters
of leaves, while the border was an interwoven
wrea of maple aa1d oak foliage in the richest
coloring. Not only was e appliqué so perfect
one could not detect a single stitch, but the
quilting overpattern was as delicate as lace. It
was old; its once white background had been
time-dyed cream; and it was the most beautiful
ing I ha d ever seen.
'' ell, what do you ink of it?''
I lurched as I tried to tum quickly, catching for
support at the trunk of a gnarled apple tree. On
the brick walk from the house stood old Miss
Ruthevan. She was tall and held herself sti y
straight, the masses of her thick, white haïr built
into a fo1·111al coil which, by rights, should have
su pported a tiara. From throat to instep she was
covered by a loose robe in a neutral shade of
blue-gray which fully concealed her body.
Ru had reported Miss Ruthevan to
a terri ing persan; her nie ame among
e children was ''old witch." But after my first flash
•

1

•
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of panic, 1 was not alarmed, being tao bemused
by the quilt.
''I ink it's wonderful.
1 fall things ''
''It's a bride quilt," she replied shortly, ''made
for a September bride.''
She moved and lost all her majesty of persan,
for she limped in an even more ungainly fashion
than 1, weaving \.tram sicle to sicle as if about to
lose her balance at any moment.
hen she
halted and put her· hand on the quilt, she was
once more a11 uncro
ed queen. Her face was
paper white, her lips blue lines. But her sunken,
very alive eyes probed me.
'' ho are you ?''
''Ernestine illiams. l'm staying with Cousin
Althea.'' 1 pointed to the wall.
·
Her thin brows, as white as her hair, drew into
a small fro
. Then she nodded. ''Ca erine
Moss's granddaughter, yes. Do you sew, Ernestine?''
I shook my head, oddly ashamed. There was a
vast importance to that question, 1 felt. Maybe
that gave me
e courage to add, ''I wish I
could like that." 1 pointed a finge.r at the quilt.
I surprised myself, for ne ver before had I
wished ta use a needle.
Miss Ruthevan's clawlike band fell heavily on
my shoulder. She swung her body around awkwardly, using me as a pivot, and en drew me
along with her. 1 strove to match my limp to her
wider lurch, up three worn steps into a hallway,
which was very dark and cool out of e sun.
Shut doors flanked us, but the one at the far
end stood open, and there she brought me, still
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captive in her strong grasp. Once we were inside
she released me, to make her o
crab's way to a
tall-backed chair sta11ding in the 11 light of a
side window. There she sat enth·roned, as was
right a11d proper.
embroidery frame stood before e chair,
covered wi a row of white cloth. At her right
hand was a low table bearing a rack of innumerable, small spindles, each wound with color l
read.
''Look around," she co111111a11ded. ''You are a
Moss.
erine Moss had some s · 11; may you
have i erited it."
I was ready to disclaim aa1y of my grandmother's talent; but · · ss Ruthevan, drawing off
the shield clo and folding it with small flicks,
ignored me. So I began to edge nervously ab-out
e room, staring wide-eyed at e display there.
The walls were covered wi
fra 111 ed, glassprotecte·d needlework. Those pieces to my left
were very old, e colors long faded, e exquisite stitchery almost tao dim to see. But, as I made
my slow progress, each succeeding picture came brighter and more distinct. Sorne were e
conventional samplers, but
e majori
were
po1·1,,aits or true pictures. As I skirted needlework chairs ai1d dodged a fire screen, 1 saw that
the
was in use everywhere. 1was in a shrine to
needle creations which had b-een brought to e
highest pe of perfection and beauty. As I made
at journey of discovery,
· ss Ruthevan
stitched ·away the minutes, pausing now at1d
then to study a single half-open white rose in a
small vase on her table.
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''Did you make all these,
· ss Ruthevan ?'' 1
blurted out at last.
She took two care 1 stitches before she
answered. ''No. There have always been Ruthevan women sa talented, for three hundred
years. lt begar1'' her blue lips curved in a very
small shadow of a smile, though she did not
turn her attention from her work ''with Grizel
Ruthevan, of a family a king chose ta
outlaw which was, perhaps, hardly wise of
him.'' She raised her hand and pointed wi the
needle she held ta the first of e old frames. It
seemed ta me that a sparkle of sunlight gathered on the needle and lanced through the
shadows about the picture she sa indicated.
''Grizel Ru evan, aged seventeen she was the
first of us. But there were enough ta follow. 1 am
the last.''
''You mean your your ancestors did all
this."
Again she·smiled at curious s111ile. ''Not all
of em, my dear. Our art requires a certain cast
of mind, a talent you may certainly call it. My
o
aunt, for example did not have it; ar1d, of
courset my mother, not ing barn a Ruthevan,
did not. But my great-aunt Va1ir1essa was very
able.''
I do not
ow how it came about, but when I
left, 1was committed ta e study of needlework
gave me ta understand from
e first that the
perfection I saw about me was not the result of
amateur work, and that here, as in all o er arts,
patience ar1d practice as well as aptitude were
needed.
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I went home full of the wonders of what I had
seen; and when I eut single-mindedly across
Ruth's account of her day, she roused to counterattack.
·
''She's a witch, you know!'' She teetered back
and for on e boar of e small front porch.
'' She m es people disa ppear; may
she 'Il do
that to you if you hang around over there. ''
''Ruthie!'' Cousin Althea, her face flushed
from
king, stood behind the patched screen.
Her daughter was apprehensively quiet as she
came out. But I was more intereste in what
Ru ie had said than any impending scold•
1ng.
'' akes people disappear how?''
''That's an 11a1tru , Ruthie," my cousin said
firmly. True to her upbringing, Cousin Althea
thought the word ''lie'' coarse. ''Never let me
hear you say a thing like that about Miss Ruthevan again. She has had a very sad life ''
''Because she's lame?'' 1 challenged.
Cousin Al ea hesitated; tru won over tact.
''P ly. You'd never thi
it to look at her now,
but when she was just a little aider an you girls
she was a real auty. hy, 1 remember mother
telling about ho.w people would go to eir windows just to watch her drive by with her father,
e Colonel. He had a team of matched grays and
a carriage he'd
ught in New York.
''She went away to school, too, Anne Ruthevan did. And that's where she met her
sweetheart. He was e older brother of one of
her schoolmates. ''
,
''But Miss Ruthevan's an old maid!'' Ruth protested. ''She didn't ever marry."
•
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''No." Cousin Althea sat down in
e old,
wooden porch rocker and picked up a palm leaf
fan ta cool her face, ''No, she didn't ever marry.
Ail her good fort1111e turned bad almost overnight, you might say.
''She and her father went out driving. It was
late August a11d she was planning ta be married
in September. There was a bad sto1·1n came up
very sudden. It frightened ose grays and ey
ran away down on the river road. They didn't
m e the turn
ere and the carriage was
smashed up. The Colonel was killed.
iss
A1ir1e well, for days everybody thought she'd
die, tao.
''Her swee eart came up from New York. My
mother said he was e handsomest ma11: tall,
with black hair waving down a little over his
forehead. He stayed with the Chambers fa111ily.
Mr. Chambers was Miss Anne's uncle on ber
mother' s side. He tried every day to see Miss
ne, only she would never have him in she
must have
o
by then ''
''That she was always going to be lame," I said
flatly.
Cousin Al ea did not look at me when she
nodded agreement.
-'' He went away, finally. But he kept coming
back. After a while people guessed what was
really going on. It wasn't Miss Anne he was
coming to see now; it was her cousin, Rita
Chambers.
''By en Miss
ne had found out some other
pretty unhappy things. The Colonel had died
sudden, and he left his business in a big tangle.
•
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By the time someone who knew how got to looking after it most of the money was gone. Here was
Miss Anne, brought up to have most of what she
had a mind for; and now she had nothing. Losing
her sweetheart to Rita and
en her money; it
changed her. She shut herself away from most
folks. She was awful young only twenty.
''Pretty soon Rita was planning her wedding they were going to be married in August, just a ut a year after that ride which
changed Miss Anne's life. Her fia11ce came up
from New York a couple of days ahead of time;
he was staying at Doc Bernard's. ell, the wedding day came, and Doc was to drive e groom
to e church. He waited a good long time an
finally went up to his room to hurry him along a
little, but he wasn't ere. His clothes were all
laid out, nice aa1d neat. 1 rememb·er hearing Mrs.
Bernard, she was a ully old then, telling as
how it gave her a turn to see the white rose he
was to wear in his buttonhole still sitting in a
glass of water on the chest of drawers. But he was
gone didn't take his clothes nor nothing just
went. Nobody saw hide nor hair of him afterwards. ''
''But what could have happened to him,
Cousin Althea?'' 1 asked.
''They did some hunting around, but never
1
found anyone \\ ho saw him after brea ast that
morning. Most people finally decided he was
ashamed of it all, that he felt it about Miss A11a1e.
'Course, that didn't explain why he left his
clothes all lying there. Mother always said she
thought bath A11a1e and Rita were well rid ofhim.
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It was a ten day's wonder all right, but people
forgot intime. The Chamberses tookRita away ta
a watering place for a while; she was pretty
peeked. Two years later she married ohn Ford;
he' d always been sweet on her. Then they moved
out west someplace. 1heard as how she' d taken a
dislike ta this whole
town
and
told
ohn
she'd
•
say 'yes' ta him provided he moved.
'' Since en well, · ss
ne, she began ta
do a little better. She was able ta get out of d
at winter at1d took to sewing not m ing
clo es and such, but embroidery. Real important people have
ught some of her fancy pictures; 1 heard tell a couple are even in museums.
d you're a very lucky girl, Ernestine, if she'll
teach you like you said. ''
It was not 11 t1til I was in bed that night, going
over my meeting with Miss Ruthevan and
Cousin Al ea's story, that some ing gave me a
queer start: the ought of that 1111claimed white
rose.
Most of e time I had sp.ent with Miss Ruthevan she had been at work. But I had never seen
e picture she was stitching, only her hands
holding the needle dipping
in
and
out,
or
bring,
ing a thread into the best light as she matched it
against the petals of the rose on her table.
That had been a perfect rose; it might have
been carved from ivory. Miss Ruthevan had not
taken it out of the glass; she had not moved out of
her chair when I left. But now I was sure that,
when I had looked back from the door, the rose
had been gone. here? lt was a puzzle. But, of
course,
· ss Ruthevan must have done some-
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ing with it when I went ta look at some one of
the pictures she had called ta my attention.
Cousin Althea was flattered that Miss Ruthevan had sho
interest in me; 1know my retelling of e comment about Grandma Moss had
pleased her greatly. She carefully su pervised my
dress
fore my departure for the Ruthevan
bouse the next day, and she would not let me
t . e the shortcut rough the garden. I must limp
around
e black and approach properly
rough the front door. 1 did, uncomfortable in
e fresh folds of skirt, so ill looking I believed,
above e ugliness of e brace.
Today · ss Rutheva11 had put aside the covered frame and was busied instead wi a delicate leng
of old lace, matching thread with
extra care. It was a repair job for a museum, she
told me.
,
She put me ta work helping her with
e
read. Texture, color, shading I must have ar1
eye for all, she told me crisply. She spun some of
her thread herself and dyed much of it, using
fo1·111ulas which
e Ruthevan women had developed over e years.
Sa
rough the days ar1d weeks which followed I found cool refuge in that high-walled
room where I was allowed to handle precious
fabrics and take some part in her work. 1 learned
to spin on a wheel older than much of e town,
ar1d I worked in the small shed-like summer
kitchen skimming dye pots and watching Miss
Ruthevan -measure bark and dried leaves and
roots in careful quantities.
It was only rarely that she worked on the piece
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in the standing frame, which she never allowed
me to see. She did not forbid that in words,
merely arranged it so at I did not. But from
time to time, when she had a perfectly formed
fern,'- a flower, and once in e early morning
when a dew-beaded spider web comered
e
window without, she would stitch away. 1 never
saw what she did with her models when she had
finished. 1 only
ew at when the last stitch
was set to her liking, the vase was emp , the
web had vanished.
She had a special needle for this work. lt was
kept in a small brass box, and she made a kind of
ceremony of opening the box, holding it tightly
to her breast, with her eyes closed; she also took a
great while to thread e needle itself, ru11r1ing
e read back and forth through it. But when
Miss Ruthevan did not choose to explain, ere
was that about her which kept one from as ·ng
questions.
·
I learned, slowly and painfully, with pricked
fingers and sick frustration each time I saw how
far
low my goals my finished work was. But
•

had patience and her criticism inspired instead
of blighted. Once I brought her a shell I had
found. She turned it over, putting it on her
model table. hen I came e next day it still lay
there, but on a square of fabric, the outline of e
shell sketched upon e cloth.
''Select your reads," she told me.
lt took me a long time to match and rematch.
She examined my choice and made no changes.
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''You have the eye. If you can also learn the
slcill . . ."
I tried ta reproduce the shell; but the painful
difference between my worlc and the mode!
exasperated me, until the thread
otted and
snarled ar1d I was close ta tears. She toolc it out of
my hand.
''You try tao hard. You thinlc of e stitches
instead of e whole. It must be done here as well
as with your fingers." She touched one of her
cool, dry fingers ta my forehead.
So I learned patience as well as slcill, and as
she worked iss Ruthevan spoke of art and artists, of
e days when she had gone out of
Cramwell into a world long lost. 1 went back ta
Cousin Al ea's each afternoon with my head
11 of far places and the beauty men and women
would create. Sometimes she had me leaf
through books of prints, or spend afternoons
sorting out patterns inscribed on strips of
parchment aider an my o
country.
The change in Miss Ruthevan herself came sa
slowly during those weeks that I did not note it at
first. When she began ta refuse commissions, 1
was not troubled, but rather pleased, for she
spent more time with me, only busy wi that
on e standing frame. 1 did regret her refusing
ta embroider a wedding dress; it was sa beautiful. It was that denial which made me aware
that now she seldom came out of her chair;
there were no more mornings with the dye pots.
One day when I carne ere were no sounds
from the kitchen, a curious silence in e house.
•

•
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My uneasiness grew as I entered the workroom
to see Miss Ruthevan sitting with folded hands,
no needle at work. She turned her head to watch
as I limped across the carpet. 1 spoke e first
thing in my mind.
,
''Miss Applebee's gone." 1 had never seen
much of e deaf housekeeper, but e muted
sounds of her presence had always been with
us. 1 missed them now.
''Yes, Lucy is gone. Our time has almost run
out. Sit down, Ernestine. No, do not reach for
your work, 1 have something to say to you."
That sounded a little like a scolding to corne. 1
searched my conscience as she continued.
''Sorne day very soon now, Ernestine, 1 too,
shall go."
I stared at her, frightened. For e first time I
was aware of just how old Miss Ruthevan must
be, how skeleton thin were her quiet hands.
She laughed. ''Don't grow so big-eyed, child. 1
have no intention of being coffined, none at ail. It
is just at I have earned a vacation of sorts, one
of my own choosing. Remember this, Ernestine,
no ing in this world cornes to us unpaid for;
and when I speak of pay, 1 do not talk of money.
Things which may be bought with money are e
easy things. No, the great desires of our hearts
are paid for in other coin; 1 have paid for what I
want most, with fifty years of labor. Now the end
is in sight see for yourself! ''
She pushed at the frame so for the first time I
could see what it held.
It was a picture, a vivid one. Somehow I felt
that I looked rough a window ta see reality. In
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the background to
e left, tall trees arched,
wearing the brilliant livery of fall. In the foreground was a riot of flowers.
Against a flaming oak stood a man, a shaft of
light illuminating his high-held, dark head. His
thin face was keenly alive and welcoming. His
hair waved down a little over his forehead.
Surrounded by e flowers was e figure of a
woman. ~BY the grace and slenderness of her
body she was young. But her face was still but
blank caa1vas.
I went closer, fascinated by form and color,
seeing more details e longer I studied it. There
was a rabbit crouched beneath a clump of fern,
aa1d at e feet of the girl a cat, eyeing the hunter
with the enigmatic scrutiny of its kind. Its
striped, gray and black coat was so real I longed
to touch to see if it were truly fur.
''That was Timothy," Miss Ruthevan said
suddenly. ''I did quite well with him. He was so
old, so old a11d tired. Now he will be forever
young.''
''But you haven't done e lady's face." 1 ventured.
''Not yet, child, but soon now." She suddenly
tossed the caver over the frame to hi.de it all.
''There is this." She picked up the brass
needle-case and opened it fully for the first time,
to display a strip of threadbare velvet into which
was thrust two needles. They were not the ordinary steel ones, such as I had learned to use, but
bright yellow slivers of fire in the sun.
''Once," she told me, ''there were six of
these now only
o. This one is mine. And
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this," her finger did not quite touch the last,
''shall be yours, if you wish, only if you wish,
Ernestine. Always remember one pays a price for
power. If tomorrow, or e day after, you corne
and find me gone, you shall also find this box
waiting for you. Take it and use the needle if and
when you will but carefully. Grizel Ruthevan
bought is box for a very high price indeed. 1 do
not know whether we should bless or curse her.
. . ." Her voice trailed away and I
ew without
any fon11al dismissal I was to go. But at the door I
hesitated to look back.
, Miss Ruthevan had pulled e frame back into
working distance before her. As I watched she
made a careful selection of thread, set it in the
needle's waiting eye. She took one stitch and
then another. 1 went into the dark silence of e
hall. Miss Ruthevan was finishing the picture.
I said nothing to Cousin Althea of at curious
interview. The next day I went almost secretly
into the Ruthevan bouse by the way I had first
entered it, over the garden wall. The silence was
even deeper a11 it had been the aftemoon before. There was a curious deadness to it, like the
silence of a bouse left unoccupied. 1 crept to the
wor oom; there was no one in the.chair by the
window. 1 had not really expected to find her
ere.
When I reached the chair, something seemed
to sap my strength so I satin it as ail those days I
had seen her sit. The picture stood in its frame
facing me 11a1covered. As I had expected, it was
complete. The imperiously beautiful face of e
lady was there in detail. 1 recognized those wing
•

'
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brows, though now they were dark, the eyes, the
mouth with its shadow smile; recognized em
with a shiver. Now I
ew where the rose, the
fern, the web and ail the othermodels had gone. 1
also
ew, without being told, e meaning of
e gold needles and why the maiden. in the
picture wore
ne Ruthevan's face and the
hunter had black hair.
I raa1, and I was climbing over e back wall
b.efore I was truly aware of what I did. But weighing clown the pocket of my sewing apron was the
brass needle-b,ox. 1have never opened it. 1am not
Miss Ru eva11; 1have not the deter111ination, nor
perhaps the courage, to pay e price such skill
deman . i
whom or what c;rizel Ru evaa1 dealt to acquire those needles, 1 do not like
to i
at ail.

You SAY, FRIEND, that witchcr
at its strongest is
but a crude
owledge of psychology, a use of a
mat1's own fear of e u11kt1own to destroy him?
Perhaps it may besoin modern lands. But me, 1
have seen what I have seen. More an fear deThere were four of em, strong and passionate: Ivar and Dagmar Kark, Andrei Varoff and
the Countess
a. What they desired
ey
gained by the aid of something not to be seen
nor felt nor sensed tatigibly, something not in
the experience of modèm man.
Ivar was an idealist who held to a cause a11d
e woman he thought Dagmar to be. Dagmar,
she wanted power power over the kind of man
who could give her ail her heart desired.
d so
she wanted Colonel
drei Varoff.
d Varoff, his wish was a common one,
93
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ough odd for one of his creed. When a man has
been nourished on the belief at the state is ail,
e individual nothing, it is queer to want a son
to the point of obsession.
d, though Varoff
had t en many women, none had produced a
child he could be sure was his.
The Countess
a, she wanted justice and
love.
The four people had faith in themselves,
strong
faith.
Besicles,
they
had
it
in
other
-things Ivar in his cause and his wife, Varoff in a
creed.
d Dagmar and
a in some ing very
old and enduring.
It could not have happened in this new land of
yours, to that I agree; but in my birth country it is
different. Ail this came to be in a narrow
ife
slash of a valley running from mountains to the
gray sait sweep of the Baltic. It is true that the
shadow of e true cross has Iain over at valley
since e Teutonic
ights planted it on the castle they built in the crags almost a
ousand
years aga. But before the white Christ came,
other, grimmer gods were worshiped in that
land. In the fir forest where the valley walls are
steep, there is still a stone altar set in a grove.
That was tended, openly at first, and later in
secret, for long after the priests of Rome chanted
masses in the church.
In at country the valley is reckoned rich·. Life
there was good until the Nazis came. Then the
Count was shot in his own courtyard, since he
was not the type of maa1 to sufferthe arrogance of
others calmly, and with him Hud1111, the head
gamekeeper, and
e heads of
ree valley
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households. Afterwards they took away the
young Countess Ana.
But Ivar Kark fled to the hills and our young
men joined him. During two years, perhaps a
little more, they carried on guerrilla warfare
wi
the invader, just as it happened in those
days in ail the countries stamped by the iron
heel.
But ta my country there came no liberation.
here the Nazi had strutted in his pride, the
Bear of e north shambled, and stamped into
red dust ose who defied him. Sorne fled and
some stayed to fight, believing in their i11110cence at the nations among the fre,e would rise
in their behalf.
Ivar
rk and his men, not yet realizing lly
the doom corne upon us, ventured out of the
mountains. For a time it appeared that the valley,
ing so small a co111 rn uni , 111i ght indeed
overlooked. In those few days of freedom Ivar
found Dagmar Llov.
ho can describe such a woma11 as Dagmar
with words? She was not beautiful; no, seldom is
it that great beauty brings men to their
ees.
Look at the portraits of your historical charmers,
or read what has been written of Cleopatra, of
Theodora ar1d the rest. They have something
other than beauty,
ese fateful ones: a flame
within em which kindles an answer in all men
who look upon them. But eir own hearts remain cold.
Dagmar walked with a grace which tore at you,
ar1d when she looked at one sidewise. . . . But
who can describe such a womar1? I can say she
•
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had silver, fair hair which reached ta her knees, a
face with a frost white skin, but I cannot sa m e
you see the Dagmar Llov that was.
Because of his leadership in the underground,
Ivar was a hero ta us. In addition, he was good ta
look upon: a tall whip of a man, brown, thin,
narrow of waist and loins, and broad of shoulder.
He had been a huntsmà11 of e Count's, and
walked with a forester's smooth glide. Above his
widely set eyes his hair grew in a sharp peak,
giving his face a disturbingly wolfish cast. But in
his eyes -and mouth there was the dedication of a
priest.
Being what she was, Dagmar looked upon
those eyes and that mouth, and desired ta trouble the mold, ta see there a difference she had
wrought. In some ways Ivar was a11 innocent, but
Dagmar was one who had known much from
her cradle.
Also, Ivar was now the great man among us.
ith the Count gone, the men of the valley
looked ta him for leadership. Dagmar went ta
him willingly and we sang her bride sang. It was
a good time, such as we had not own for years.
O ers came back ta e valley during those
days. Out of the black horror of a Nazi extermination camp crawled a pale,
isted creature,
warped in body, perhaps also in mind. She who
had once been the Countess Ana came quietly,
almost secretly, among us again. One day she
had not been ere, and e next she was settled
in the half-ruinous gate bouse of e castle with
old Mald, who had been with her family long
before her own birth.
The Countess Ana had been a woma11 of edu-
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cation before ey had t en her away, and she
had not forgotten all she had learned. There was
no doctor in the valley, twenty families could
not have supported one. But the Countess was
versed in e growing of herbs and their healing
uses, and Mald was a midwife. So together they
b·ecame the wise women of our people. After a
while we forgot the Countess Ana's deformed
body and ravaged face, and accepted her as we
accepted e crooked firs growing close to the
timberline. Not one of us remembered at she
was yet in years a young woman, with a young
woman's dreams aaid desires, encased in a hag's
body.
It was late October when our fate came upon
us, up river in a power boat. The new masters
would set in our bills a station from which eir
mac ·nes could spy upon e outer world ey
feared and hated; and to m e safe the building
of
at station they sent ahead a conqueror's
par . They surprised us and some ing had
drained out of e valley. Sa many of our youth
were long since bleached bones that, save for a
handful, perhaps only e number of e fingers
on my two hands, there was no defiance; there
was only a dumb beast's endurance.
ithin
three days Colonel Andrei Varoff ruled from the
castle as if he had
en Count, lord of a tired,
cowed people.
Three men they hauled from their homes and
shot on the first night, but Ivar was not one. He
had been warned aa1d, with the core of his men,
had taken again to the mountains. But he left
Dagmar behind, by her own will.
Mald ar1d the Countess were warned, tao.
•
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hen Varoff marched his pocket ar111y into the
castle, the gate bouse was deserted; and ose
who thereafter sought the wise women's aid took
ano er pa , up into the black-green of the fir
f orest and close to a long stone partly buried in
e ground within a circle of very old o s,
which had not grown so by chance. There in a
game-station hut, those in need could find what
they wanted, perhaps more.
Father Ha11sel had been one of e three Varoff
shot out of hand, and ere was no longer an
open church in the valley. hat went on in e
oak glade was another matter. First our women
drifted
ere, half ashamed, half defia11t, and
later ey were followed by their men. 1 do not
think the Countess
a was eir priestess. But
she
ew and condoned. For she had learned
many things.
The wise women began to offer more an just
comfort of body. It was a queer wild time when
men in their despair turned from old belief to
older ones, from a god of love and peace, to a god
of wra and vengeance. Old knowledge passed
by word of mouth from mother to daughter was
recalled by such as Mald, a11d keenly evaluated
by
e sharper and better-trained brain of the
Countess Ana. 1 will not say that they called
upon Odin and Freya or
ose behind those
Nordic spirits or lighted the Belta11e Fire. But
there was a stirring, as if something long sleeping turned and stretched in its supposed grave.
Dagmar, for ail her shrewd egotism and
egotism such as hers is dangerous, for it leads a
ma,1 or woman to believe at what they wish is
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right , was a daughter of the valley. She was
moved by e old beliefs; and because she had
her price, she was convinced at ail others had
eirs. Sa at night she went alone ta
e hut.
There she watched until e Countess Ana left. It
was she who carried news ar1d a few desperately
gained supplies ta
ose in hiding, especially
Ivar.
Seeing e hunched figure creep off, Dagmar
laughed spitefully, m ing a secret promise ta
herself at even a man she 111ight choose ta
throw away would go ta no o er womar1. But
since at present she needed aid aa1d not ill-will,
she put that aside.
When the Countess was out of sight, Dagmar
went in ta ald aa1d stood in e half-light of e
fire, proud and tall, exulting over the other
woma 11 in all the sensual streng and grace of
her body, as she had over e Countess Ana in
her mind.
''I would have what I desire most, Andrei Varoff," she said
ldly, spe ing with the arrogance of a womaa1 who rules men by their lusts.
''Let him but look on you. You need no help
here," returned Mald.
'' 1 cannot corne ta him easily; he is not one ta
b,e met by chance. Give me that which will bring
him ta me by his O\Vn choice. ''
''You are a wedded wife."
man who must hide ever in a mountain cave do
Let me draw Varoff, and you and the valley will
have kin within the enemy's gate."
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Mald studied her for a long moment, and
carved pits seemed ta read far tao deeply. But,
without making any answer in words, Mald
began certain preparations. There was a strange
chanting, low and soft but long, that night. The
words were almost as old as the bills around
em, and e air of the hut was thick with the
scent of burning herbs.
hen it was done Dagmar stood again by the
fire, and in her bands she turned a11d twisted a
shining, silken belt. She looped it about her arm
beneath her cloak and tugged at the- hea
coronet of her braids. The long locks ald had
shom were not missed. Her teeth showed in
her pocket some of those creased slips of paper
our conquerors used for money.
ald shook her head. ''Not for coin did I do
is," she said harshly. ''But if you came ta ru}e
here as you desire, remember you are kin.''
·
Dagmar laughed again, more an ever sure of
herself. ''Be sure at I will, Old One."
ithin o days the silken belt was in Varoff's
hands, and withi!_l five Dagmar was installed in
the castle. But in the Colonel she had met her
match, for Varoff found her no great novelty. She
could not bend him to her will as she had Ivar,
who was more sensitive and less guarded. But,
being shrewd, Dagmar accepted the situation
with surface grace and made no demands.
As for e valley women, they spat after her,
and ere was hate in their hearts. ho told Ivar I
do not
ow, though it was not
e Countess
Ana. Sl1e could not wound where she would die
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to defend. But somehow he managed to get a
message to Dagmar, entreating her to corne to
him, for he believed she had gone to Varoff to
protect him.
·
hat that message aroused in Dagmar was
contempt and fear: contempt for e man who
would call her to share his harsh exile and fear
that he might bre
the slender bond she had
with Varoff. She was determined that lvor must
go. It was very simple,
at betrayal, for lvor
believed in her. He went to his death as easily as
a bullock led to the butcher, in spi te of warnings from the Countess Ana and his men.
He slipped do
by night to where Dagmar
promised to wait a,1d walked into the bands of
the Colonel's guard. They say he was a long
time dying, for Andrei Varoff had a taste for
such· treatment for prisoners when he could
safely indulge it. Dagmar watched him die; that,
ward ere was a strange shadow in her eyes,
although she walked wi pride.
It was two months later
at she made her
second visit to Mald. But is time ere were
two to receive her. Yet in neither look, word, nor
deed, did either show emotion at that meeting; it
was as ifthey waited. They remained silent, forcing her to declare her purpose.
''I would bear a son.'' She began as one giving
an order. Only confronted by those unchanging faces she faltered and lost some of her assurance. She might even have turned and gone had
the Countess Ana not spoken in a cool and even
•
vo1ce.
''It is well
own that Varoff desires a son."
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Dagmar responded to that faint encouragement. ''True! Let me be the one to bear the child
and my influence over him will be complete.
Then I cari repay it is true, you frozen faces!''
She was aroused by the masks ey wore. ''You
believe · that I betrayed lvor, not knowing the
whole of the story. 1 have very little power over
Varoff now. But let me gi ve him a son; en there
will be no limit on what I cari demand of himnone at ail!''
''You shall bear a son; certainly you shall bear
a son,'' replied e Countess
a. In the security
to the finer shades of meaning in the voice which
uttered it.
''But what you ask of us t es preparation. You
must wait and retum when the moon once more
waxes. Then we shall do what is to be done!''
Reassured, Dagmar left. As the door of the hut
swung shut behind her, the Countess Ana came
to stand before the fire, her crooked shape m ing a blot upon e wall with its shadow.
'' She shall have a son, ald, even as I promised, only whether ere ter she will discover it
profitable '·'
From within the folds of her coarse peasant
blouse, she brought out a packet wrapped in a
scrap of fine but brown-stained linen. Unfolding the cloth, she revealed what it guarded: a
Iock of black hair, stiff arid matted with something more than mud. Mald, seeing
at and
guessing the purpose for which it would be
used, laughed. The Countess did not so muchas
smile.
''There shall be a son, ald," she repeated, but
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her promise was no threat. There was a more
subtle note, and in the firelight her eyes gleamed
with an eagerness to belie the ruin of her
face.
·
Within two days came the night she had apchanting and things done in secret. hen Dagmar left at dawn she smiled a thin smile. Let her
but ar a child and they would see, ail would
see, how she would deal with ose who now
dared to look crosswise after her and spit upon
her footprints! Let such fools t e heed!
Shortly ereafter it
came
own that Dagmar was with child. Varoff could not conceal his
joy. During the mon s which followed he made
plans to send her out of e valley, that his son
might be barn with the best medical care; ar1d he
loaded her with gifts. But the ir• r1er caution of a11
often-disappointed man made him keep her
•
pr1soner.
Dagmar did not leave the valley. She could not
m e e rough trip by river and sea. The road
over e mountain was but a narrow track, and
just before Varoff prepared to leave with her
there was such a sto1·111 as is seldom seen at that
time of year. A landslide blotted out the road.
The Colonel cursed and drave his own soldiers
and the valley men to dig a way
rough, but
even he realized it could not be cleared intime.
So he was forced to summon Mald. His threats
to her were cold and deadly, for he had no ill usions concerning
e depth of
e valley' s
meelcly, and he came to believe her broken
enough in spirit to be harmless. Thus, though he
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still suspected her, he brought her to Dagmar
a r1d bade her use her skill.
.
For a night and a day Dagmar lay in labor, and
what she suffered must have been very great. But
greater still was her determination to be the one
to place a living son in the arms of Andrei Varoff.
In the evening thé child was barn, its thin cry
echoing from the walls of the ancient room like
the wail of a tormented soul. Dagmar clawed
herself up.
''Is it a boy?'' she demanded hoarsely.
ald nodded her white head. '' A boy."
''Cive him to me and call ''
But there was no need to complete that order
for
drei Varoff was already within
e
chamber and Dagmar greeted him proudly, the
baby in the curve of her arm. As he strode to e
bedside she thrust away e swaddling blanket
and displàyed the tiny body fully. But her eyes
were for Varoff rather than for the child she had
schemed to m e a weapon in her band.
''Your son '' she began. Then something in
Varoff's eyes as he stared do
upon the child
chilled her as,if naked steel, ice cold, had en
plunged into her sweating body.
For e first time she looked upon the baby.
This was her key, a son for Varoff.
Her scream, thin and high, tore through e
storm wind moaning outside the narrow window.
drei loomed over her as she cowered
away from what she read in his eyes, in the twist
of his thick lips.
_
It was Mald who snatched e baby and sped
from that room, at a greater speed an her years
'
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might warrant, to be joined by another within a
secret way of the castle. The
isted, limping
figure took the child eagerly into long empty
arnis, ta hold it tenderly as a long-desired gift.
But neither of e two Mald left were aware of
her flight. hat was clone there cannot be told,
but before the coming of dawn Varoff shot himself.
here is
e magic in ail
is,
sicles the
muttering of old women? ust this: when Dagmar demanded a son from e Countess
a, she
indeed obtained her desire. But the child she
bore had fine black hair growing in a sharp pe
above a wolf cub's face a face which Andrei
Varoff and Dagmar Kark had excellent reason to
ow well. ho fathered Dagmar's child, a mari
nigh twelve months dead?
d who was its true
ma er? Think care lly, my friend.
Not a pretty story, eh? But, you see, old gods
do not tend ta be mild when called on to render
justice.

THE DALES of · gh ·Halleck are man y and some are
even forgotten, save by ose who live in t em.
During the great war with
e invaders from
overseas, when the lords of e dales and their
armsmen fought, skulked, prospered or sa
in
defeat, there were small places left ta a kind of
slumber, overlooked by warriors. There, life
went on as it always had, the dalesmen content
in their isla11ds of safety, letting e rest of e
world roar on as it would.
In such a dale lay Coomb Brackett, a straggle of
bouses and farms with no right ta the title of
village, ough sa the indwellers called it. Sa tall
were e ridges guarding it that few but e wild
shepherds of the crags
ew what lay beyond
them, a11d many of eir tales were discounted
by the dalesmen. But ere were also ill legends
about ose heights at had corne down from
107
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the elder days when humankind first pushed
this far no
and west. For men were not e
first ta settle here, though story said at their
predecessors had worn the outward seeming of
men for convenience, their real aspect being
such that no dalesman would care to look upon
em by morn light.
hile ose elder ones had withdrawn, seek-

not the dalesmen keep certain feast days or
nights when they took offerings up ta rocks
which bore queer markings that had not been
chiseled ere by wind and weather? The reason
for those offerings no man now living could tell,
but at luck followed their giving was an established fact.
But the dale was good enough for the men of
Coomb Brackett. Its fields were rich, a shallow
river winding through them. Orchards of fruit
flourished and small woodland copses held nut
trees which also bore crops in season. Fat sheep
fed placidly in e uplands, cattle ambled to the
river ta drink and went then ta graze once more.
Men sowed in spring, harvested in early autu111r1 and lay snug in their homesteads in winter. As they often said ta one another, who
wanted more in this life?
as slow moving at times. There was little ta
whom they owed loyalty, had not sent his tithemen for a tale of years. There was a rumor that
the lord was dead in the far-off war. Sorne of e
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prudent put aside a folding of woolen or a boltfresh, against e day when e tithes 11,ight
asked again. But for e most part-they spt111 their
flax and wool, wove it into stout clo for their
o
c , ate their beef ar1d mutton, drank ale
brewed from their barley ar1d wine from their
fruit, and
ought that trouble was something
which struck at others far b·eyond their protecting heights.
There was only one among them who was not
satisfied with ings as ey comfortably were,
cause for him there was no comfort. Ully of the
hands was not e smallest, nor the youngest of
e lads of Coomb Brackett he was the different
one. Longing ta be as the rest filled him sometimes with a pain he could hardly bear.
He sat on his small c
and watched e rest
off ta
e f easting on May Day and Harvest
Home; and he watched
em dance
ngs
ound following the smoking great roast at
Yule his clever bands folded in upon themselves until e nails bit sorely into the flesh of
his palms.
There had en a tree ta climb \t\'hen he was sa
young he could not rightly recollect what life
had been like before at hour. After he fell he
had learned what it mear1t ta go hunched of ck
and useless of leg, able ta get from one place ta
another only by huddling on his cart and pushing it along e ground with two sticks.
He was mender-in-chief for e dale, ough
he could ne ver mend himself. Aught that was
broken was brought ta him so that his widowed
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mother could sort out the pieces, and then Ully
worked patiently hour by hour to m e it whole
again. Sometimes he thought that more than his
body had been broken in that fall, and that
slowly pieces of his spirit were flaking away
with him. For Ully, being chained to his cart,
was active in his mind ar1d had many strange
ideas he never shared with the world.
Only on a night such as this, when it was
midsummer and the youth of the village were
streaming up into the bills to set out first fruit,
on the offering rock . . . He did not want to sit
and ink bis life away! He was young in spirit,
tom by such longings as sometimes made him
want to howl and beat with bis fists upon e
ground, or pound the body which imprisoned
him. But for es e ofhis mother he never gave
way so, for she would believe him mad, and he
was not at yet.
He listened to the singing as the company
climbed, giving e rallying call to the all-night
dancing:
•

''High Dilly, High Dally,
Come Lilly, Come Lally!
·Dance for e "bbonsDance for new Shoes!''
ho would qance so well this night at he
would return by morn's light wearing the new
shoes, she the snood of bright ribbons?
Not Stephen of the mill; he was as hea footed in such frolicking as if he carried one of
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the filled flour sacks across his ox-strong shoulders. Not Gretta of the inn, who so wanted to be
graceful. Ully had seen her in
e goose
meadow by the river practicing steps in secret.
She was a kind maid and he wished her as well
as he did any of those he thought of as
e
straight people.
No, is year, as always, it would be Matt of
High Ridge Garth, and Morgana,
e smi 's
daughter. Ully frowned at e hedge which hid
the upper road from him, crouched low as he
was.
Morgana he
ew little of, save at she saw
only what she wished ta see and did only what
it pleased her to do. But Matt he disliked, for
Matt was rough of hand a11d tangue, caring little what he left broken or torn behind his heavily tramped way whether it was some ing
which could be mended, or the feelings of
o ers, which could not. Ully had had to deal
wi bath kinds of Matt's destruction, and some
he had never been able to put right.
They were still singing.
Ully set his teeth hard upon his lower lip. He
might be small and crooked of dy, but he was a
mari; and a man did not wail over his hurts. It
was so fine a night he could not bear as yet to go
back to the cottage. The scent of his mother's
garden arase about him, seeming even stronger
'

brought out his greatest triumph of mending,
isted it in his clever fingers and en raised it
to his lips.
The winter
fore, one of e rare strangers
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who ever caa11e over the almost obliterated ridge
road had stopped at the inn. He had brought
news of battles and lords they had never heard
of. Most of Coomb Brackett, even men from e
high garths, had corne to listen, though to them it
was more tale than reali .
At last the straa1ger had pulled out is pipe of
polished wood ar1d had blown sweet notes on it.
Then he had laid it aside as Morgana came to
share his bench; she took it as her just due at
the first smiles of any man were for her. Matt,
jealous of the outsider, had slammed down his
tankard so hard that he had jarred the pipe to the
floor and broken it.
There had been hot words then, and Matt had
sullenly paid the stra a1ger a sil ver piece. But
Gretta had picked up
e pieces and brought
them to Ully, saying wistfully that the music the
straa1ger had made on it was so sweet she longed
to hear its like again.
Ully had worked hard to put it together aa1d
when it was complete once again he had t en to
blowing an odd note or two. Then he tried even
more, imitating a bird's song, the sleepy murmur
of e river, the wind in e trees. Now he played
the song he had so put together note by note,
combining the many voices of the dale itself.
Hesitatingly he began,
en grew more confident. Suddenly he was startled by a clapping of
hands and jerked his head pain lly around to
see Gretta by e hedge.
''Play oh, please play more, Ully! A body
could dance as light as a, wind-driven cloud to
music like that. ''
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She took up her full skirt in her hands and
pointed her toes. But then Ully saw her smile
fade, and he
ew well her sorrow, the clumsy
body which would not obey the lightness of
mind. In a moment she was smiling again and
ran to him, holding out her work-callused hand.
''Such music we have never had, Ully. You
must corne along and play for us tonight! ''
He shrank back, shaking his head, but Gretta
coaxed. Then she called over her shoulder.
'' Stephen, ill! Come help me with Ully, he
can pipe sweeter at1 any bird in the bush. Let
him play for our dancing tonight at1d we shall be
as well served as they say the old ones were with
their golden pipes!''
Somehow Ully could not refuse
em, at1d
Stephen and ill pushed the cart up to the highest meadow where e token feast had been already spread on the offering rock and
e fire
flamed high. There Ully set pipe to lips and
played.
But there were some not so well pleased at his
coming. Morgana, having halted in the dance
not far away, saw him and cried out so that Matt
stepped protectingly be fore her.
''Ah, it's only crooked Ully," she cried spitefully. ''I had thought it some one of e monsters
out of e old tales crawled up from the woods
to spy on us.'' And she gave an exaggerated
shiver, clinging to Matt's arm.
''Ully?'' Matt laughed. ''Why does Ully crawl
here, having no feet to dance upon? Why stare at
his betters?
d where did you get at pipe,
little man?'' He snatched at the pipe in Ully's
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hands. ''lt looks tome like e one I had to paya
round piece for when it was broken. Give it
here now; for if it is the same, it belongs to
me!''
-· Ully tried to hold on to the pipe, but Matt's
strength was by far the greater. The resting dancers had gathered close to the offering rock
where they were opening their own baskets and
bags to share the midnight feast. There were
none to see what chanced here in the shadow.
Matt held up the pipe in triumph.
''Good as new, and worth surely a silver piece
again. Sa
in the peddler will give me that and I
shall not be out of the pocket at ail."
''My pipe!'' Ully struggled to get it but Matt
held it well out of his reach.
·
''My pipe, crooked ma11! 1 had to pay for it,
didn't I? Mine to do with as I will."
Helpless anger worked in Ully as he tried to
raise himself higher, but his movements only set
e wheels of e cart moving and he began to
roll down slope of e meadow backwards. Morgana cried out and moved as if to stop him. But
Matt, laughing, caught her back.
''Let him go, he will corne to no harm. And he
has no place here now, has he? Did he not even
frighten you ?''
He put the pipe into his tunic and threw an
arm about her waist, leading her back to the
feast. Hal ay they met Gretta.
''Where is Ully?''
Matt shrugged. ''He is gone. ''
''Gone? But it is a long way back to the village
and he '' She began to run down the slope of
e hill calling, ''Ully! Ully!''
•
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The runaway cart had not gone that way, but
in a,10 er direction, bumping and
uncing
towards the small wood which encircled half e
high meadow, its green arms held out to embrace
the open land.
Ully crouched low, afraid to move, afraid to try
to catch at any of e shrubs or low ha riging
branches as he swept by, lest he be pulled off to
lie helpless on e ground.
In and out among e trees spun 'e c , and
Ully
gan to wonder why it had not upset, or
was almost as if it were being guided. hen he
tried to turn and look to e fore, he could see
nothing but the dark wood.
Then with a rush, the cart burst once more into
e open. No fire blazed here, but
e moon
seemed to hang oddly bright and full just above,
as if it were a fixed lamp. Heartened somehow,
Ully dared to reach out and catch at a tuft ofthick
grass, a vine runner, and pulled e cart around
so that he no longer faced the wood
rough
which he had corne, but rather an open glade
where e grass grew short and thick as if it were
mown. Around was a wall of flowers and bushes,
while in the middle was a ring of stones, each
taller than Ully, and so blazingly white in the
moonlight that they ·might have been upright
torches.
Ully' s heart ceased to pound so bard. The
peace and beauty of e place soothed him as if
soft fingers stroked his clamp face and ordered
his tousled hair. His bands resting on his
shr11r1ken knees twitched, he so wanted his
•
pipe.
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But there was no pipe. Softly Ully began to
hum his tune of e dale: bird sang, water ripple,
wind. Then his hum became a whistle. It seemed
to him that all the beauty he had ever dreamed of
was ga ered here, just as he had fit toge er
broken bits with his hands.
Great silvery maths came out of nowhere and
sailed in and out among the candle pillars, as if
they were weaving some unseen fabric, netting a
spell. Hesitatingly Ully held out one hand and
one of the mo s broke from
e rest and lit
fearlessly on his wrist, fanning wings which
111ight have been tipped with stardust for the
many points of glitter there. It was so light he
was hardly aware that it rested so, save that he
saw it. Then it took to the air again.
Ully wiped the hand across his forehead,
sweeping back a loose Iock of haïr, and as he did
so . . .
The maths were gone; beside each pillar stood
a woma,1. Small and slight indeed they were,
hardly taller an a young child ofUlly's kin, but
these were truly women, for ey were dressed
only in their long haïr. The bodies revealed as
they moved were so perfectly formed that Ully
ew he had never seen real beauty before. They
did not look at him, but glided on eir small
bare feet in and out among the pillars, weaving
their spell even as the maths had done. At times
they paused,
gathering
ùp
their
hair
with
their
'
two bands, to hold it well away from eir bodies
and shake it. lt seemed to Ully that when ey
did sb there was a shifting of glittering mates
carried along in a small cloud moving away from
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the glade,
ough he did not turn his eyes to
follow it.
Though none of em spoke, he
ew what
they wanted of him and he whistled his sang of
the dale. He must truly be asleep and dreaming,
or else in that wild clash downslope he had fallen
from e cart and suffered a
ock from which
this vision was barn. But
eam or hurt, he
would hold tait as long as he could. This this
was such happiness as he had never
o
.
At last their dance grew slower a r1d slower,
11,1til ey halted, each standing with one hand
upon a pillar sicle. Then they were gone; only the
maths fluttered once again in the dim111ing light.
Ully was aware that his body ached, that his
lips and mouth were dry and at ail e weight
of fatigue had suddenly fallen on him. But still
he cried out against its ending.
There was movement by the pillar directly
facing him a,1d someone came farther into e
pale light of new dawn. She stood before him,
and for the last time she gathered up her hair in
bo hands, holding it out shoulder high. Once,
twice, thrice, she shook it. But is time there
were no glittering mates. Rather he was struck in
the face by a blast of icy air,
ocked from his
cart so his head rapped against e ground, dazing him.
·
He did not
ow how long it was before he
tried to move. But he did struggle up, braced on
his forearms. Struggle he writhed and fought
for balance.
Ully who could not move his shriveled legs,
nor straighten his back why he was straight!
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He was as straight as Stephen, as Matt! If lS
were a dream . . .
He arched up, looked for the woman to babble
questions, than , he
ew not what. But there
was no one by the pillar. Hardly daring to trust
the fact that he was no longer bowed into a broken thing, he crawled, feeling strength flow into
him with every move, to the foot of e pillar. He
used that to draw himself to his feet, to stand
again!
His clothes were tao confining for his new
body. He tore em away. Then he was erect, e
pillar at his back and the da
wind fresh on his
body. Still keeping his hold on the white stone,
he took small cautious steps, circling his support. His feet moved and were firm under,him;
he did not fall.
Ully
rew back his head aa1d cried his joy
aloud. Then he saw the glint of some ing lying
in e center of e pillar circle and he edged
forward. A sod of green turf was half up-rooted,
aa1d protruding from it was a pipe. But such a
pipe! He had thought the one he mended was
fine; is was such as a high lord might treasure!

put it to his lips and played his than to what, or
who, had been there in the night; he played with
ail the joy in him.
So playing he went home, walking with care at
first because it was so new to him. He went by
back ways until he reached the cottage and his
mo er. She, poor woman, was weeping. They
had feared him lost when he had vanished from
the meadow and Gretta had aroused e o ers to
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search for him without result. When she first
looked at this new Ully bis mother judged him a
spirit from the dead, until he reassured her.
Ail Coomb Brackett marveled at his story.
Sorne of e oldest nodded
owingly, spoke of
ancient legends of the old ones who had once
dwelt in the dales, and how it was that
ey
could grant blessings to those they favored. They
pointed out symbols on the pipe which were not
11 r1like
ose of the tri bute rock. Then
e
younger men spoke of going to the pillar glade to
hunt for treasure. But Ully grew wro and ey
respected him as one set apart by what had
happened, and agreed it was best not to trouble
ose ey
ew so little of.
It would seem
at Ully had brought back
more an straight legs and a pipe. For at was a
good year in the dale. The harvest was the richest
in memory, and there were no ill happenings.
Ully, now on his two feet, traveled to the farthest
homestead to mend ar1d play, for the pipe never
left him. And it was true that when they listened
toit e feet of all grew lighter as did their hearts,
and any <lancer more skillful.
But inside Matt
ere was no rest. Now he
was no longer first among the youth; Ully was
ing dire things about gifts from un own
sources, and a few listened, those who are always discontent to see another prosper. Among
them was Morgana, for she was no longer so
courted. Even Gretta nowadays was sometimes
partnered before her.
d one day she broke
through Matt's grumbling shortly.
'' hat one man can do, surely another can
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also.
hy do you keep muttering about Ully's
fort1111e? Harvest Eve cornes soon and ose old
ones are supposed en to corne again ta view
the wealth of the fields and t e eir due.
ta
again!''
Matt had been practicing on the pipe he had
taken from Ully, and he did well enough with
liked;

ough

e few times he had tried ta play

key.
The more Matt considered organa's suggestion, the better it seemed, and the old thought of
treasure clung in his mind. There could be deals
with the old ones if a man were shrewd. Ully was
a simple fellow who had not
own how to
handle such. · s thoughts grew ambitious.
Sa when the feast came att lagged behind
e rest and turned aside to t e a brambly way
he judged would bring him ta Ully's oftdescribed ring of pillars. Leaving much of his
shirt hanging in tatters on the briers and his skin
redstri ped by thorns, he came at last into
e
glade.
There were the pillars right enough, but ey
were not bright a11d white and torchlike. Instead,
each seemed ta squat direfully in a mass of
shadow which flowed about
eir bases as if
something \111pleasant undulated there. But att
dropped down beneath one of the trees ta wait.
He saw no maths, though there were vague flutterings about e cro
s of e pillars. At last,
inking Ully fashioned out of his own imagina-
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tian much of his story, Matt decided to try one
experiment before going back to the feasting villagers to proclaim just how much a liar his rival
was.
But the notes he blew on bis pipe were shrill
squeaks; and when he would have left, he found
to his horror and dismay that he could not move,
his legs were locked to the ground as Ully' s had
once been. Nor could he lower the pipe from his
lips, but was compelled by a will outside his
own to keep up that doeful, sorry wailing. His
body ached, bis mouth was dry, and fear was laid
as a lash upon him. He saw ings around ose
pillars.
He would close his eyes! But again he could
not, but must pipe ar1d watch, until he was close
ta the brink of madness. Then his leaden arms
fell, the pipe sp11r1 away from his lax fingers, and
be was di y aware the dawn had corne.
From e pillar before him sped a great bloated
thing wi ar1 angry buzzing such a fly as he
had seen gather ta drink the blood spilled at a
butchering yet this was greater than six of
th ose put into one.
It flew straight into bis face, stinging him. He
tried to beat it away, but could only manage to
crawl on his bands ar1d
ees; e fly continued
to buzz about him as a sheep dog 11,ight herd a
straggler.
Somehow Matt finally struggled to his feet,
but it was long before he could walk erect. For
•

~

not show i t in the village, nor would he ever tell
what had h~ppened to him.
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But for many a year thereafter Ully's pipe led
the people of Coomb Brackett ta eir feasting
and played for their dancing. Sometimes, it was
own, he slipped away by himself ta the place
of pillars and there played for other ears, such as
did not side mortal heads.

1
''SHE 1s certified by e Foostmam, Lord Staa·rex,
a true action dreamer ta the tenth power!''
a bis was being tao eager, or almost sa; he was
pushing tao much. Tamisan sneered mentally,
keeping her face carefully blank,
ough she
took quick glances about from beneath halfclosed eyelids. This sale very much concerned
herself, since she was the product being discussed, but she had nothing ta say in the matter.
She supposed is was a typical sky tower. It
seemed ta float, since its supports were sa slender and well concealed, lifting it high above
Ty-Kry. However, none of the windows gave on
real sky .. Each framed a very different lands cape,
illustrating, she guessed, other planet scenes;
perhaps some were dream remembered or inspired.
123
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There was a living lambil-grass carpet around
the easirest on which the owner half lay and
half sat. But abis had not even been offered a
pull-down wall seat, and the
o other men in
attendance on Lord Starrex stood also. They
were real men and not androids, which placed
the o
er in the multi-credit class. One, Tamisan thought, was a bodyguard, and the other,
who was younger and thinner, with a dissatisfied mou , had on clo ing nearly equal to that
of the maa1 on e easirest, but with a shade of
difference which meant a lesser place in the
household.
Tamisan catalogued what she could see and
filed it away for future reference. Most dreamers
did not observe much of the world about them,
they were tao enmeshed in their own creations
ta care for reality. Tamisan frowned. She was a
dreamer. abis, and the Foostmam could prove
that. The lounger on the easirest could prove it if
he paid abis' price. But she was also something
more; Tamisan herself was not quite sure what.
That there was a difference in her she had had
mother wit enough to conceal since she had first
been aware that the others in the Foostmam's
Hi ve were not able to corne cleanly out of their
dreams into the here ar1d now.
hy, some of
em had to be fed,. clothed, cared for as if they
were not aware they had a 11y. bodies!
'' Action dreamer. '' Lord Starrex shifted his
shoulder against the padding which immediately accommodated itself to his stirring to
give him maximum comfort. ''Action dreaming
is a little childish."
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Tamisan' s control held. She felt inside her a
small flare of anger. Childish was it? She would
like to show him just how childish a dream she
could spin to enmesh a client. But abis was not
in the least moved by that derogatory remark
from a possible purchaser, it was in his eyes only
a logical bargaining move.
''If you wish an E dreamer . . . " He shrugged.
''But your demar1d to the ·ve specified an A."
He was daring to
a little abrupt. as he so
sure of this lord as all at, Tamisan wondered.
He must have some inside information which
allowed him to be so confident, for abis could
cringe and b,elly-do
in awe as e lowest beggar if he thought such a gesture needful to gain a
credit or two.
''Kas, is is your idea; what is she worth ?''
Starrex asked indifferently.
The younger of his companions moved forward a step or two; he was e reason for her
ing here. He was Lord Kas, cousin to e o
er
of all this magnificence, though certainly not,
Tamisan had already deduced, with any authority in e household. But e fact at Starrex lay
in the easirest was not dictated by indolence, but
rather by what was hidden by e fas-silk lap
robe concealing half his dy. A mari who might
not walk straight again could find pleasure in
the abilities of an action dreamer.
'' She has a ten-point rating ,'' Kas reminded
the other.
The black brows which gave a stern set to
Starrex's features arase a trifle. ''Is at so?''
abis was quick to take advantage. ''lt is so,
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Lord Starrex. Of all this year's swarm,..she rated
the highest. lt was is
e reason why we m e
this offer ta your lordship."
''I do not pay for reports only ," returned Starrex.
abis was not to be ru ed. '' A point ten, my
lord, does not give demonstrations. As you
know, the · ve accrediting can not be forged. lt
is only that I have urgent business in Brok and
must leave for there, that I am selling her at all. 1
have had an offer from the Footsma111 herself to
retain is one for lease outs."
Tamisan, had she had anything to wager, or
someone with whom to wager it, would have set
this winning of this bout with her 1111cle. Oncle?
To Tamisan's i ing she had no blood tie with
this small insect of a man wi
his wrinkled
face, his never-still eyes and his thin ha 11ds wi
eir half crooked fingers always reminding her
of claws outstretched to grab. Surely her mo er
must have be~n very 1111like Oncle abis, or else
how could her fa er ever have seen aught worth
bedding not for just one night but for half a
year in her.
Not for the first time her oughts were on the
riddle of her parents. Her mother had not been a
dreamer though she had had a sister who had
regrettahl y for the sake of the family fortti 11e
died in the Hive during adolescent stimulation
as a11 E dreamer. Her father had been from off
world an alien, though humanoid enough to
crossbreed. He had disappeared again off world
when his desire for star roving had become tao
strong to master. Had it not been that she had
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early shown dreamer talent Uncle abis and the
taken any thought of her after ber mother had
died of e bl ue plague.
·
She was crossbred and had intelligence
enough to guess early that that had given her
the difference between her powers and ose of
others in e · ve. The abili to dream was an
inbom talent. For ose of low power it was a
wi drawal from the world, and ose dreamers
were largely useless. But e others, who could
project dreams to include others through linkage, brought high prices, according to
e
strength a a1d stability of their creations. E
dreamers, who created erotic and lascivious
otherworlds once were rated more highly an
action dreamers. But of late years the swing had
been in e opposite direction, though how long
that might hold no one could guess. Those lucky
enough to have a,1 A dreamer to sell were pushing their wares speedily lest the market decline.
Tamisan's hidden talent was that she herself
was never as completely lost in the dream world
as ose she conveyed to it. Also and this she
had discovered very recently and hugged at
discovery to l1er she could in a measure control
the linkage so she was not a powerless prisoner
forced to dream at another's desire.
She considered what she
ew concerning
Lord Starrex. That abis would sell ber to
e
owner of one of e sky towers had been clear
from
e first, and naturally he would select
e

though rumors wafted through

e Hive, Tami-
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sa11 believed that much of eir news of e outer
worlds was inaccurate a11d garbled. Dreamers
were roofed and walled from any real meeting
wi every day life, their talents feverishly fed
a11d fostered by long sessions with tri-dee projectors and information tapes.
Starrex, unlike most of his class, had been a
doer. He had broken the pattern of caste by going
off world on lengthy trips. lt was only after some
mysterious accident had crippled him that he
became a recluse, supposedly hiding a maimed
body. He did not seem like the others who had
corne to the Hive seeking wares. Of course, it had
been Lord Kas who had summoned them here.
Stretchéd out on the easirest with that caver of
fabulous silk across most of his body, he was
hard to judge. She
ought that standing he
would top abis, and he seemed to be well muscled, more like his guard than his cousin.
He had a face unusual in its planes, broad
across the forehead and cheek bones, then slimming to a stràng chin which narrowed to give his
head a vaguely wedge-shaped line. He was dark
skinned, almost as dark as ~pacecrewman. His
black hair was eut very short so at it was a tight
velvet cap, in contrast to e longer stra11ds ofhis
•
cousin.
His lutrax tunic of a coppery rust shade, was of
rich material but less omamented than that of
e younger man. Its sleeves were wide and
loose, and now and then he ran his hands up his
arms, pushing the fabric away from his skin. He
wore only a single jewel, a koros stone set in a,1
earring as a drop which dangled forward against
his jaw line.
.
~
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Tamisan did not consider him handsome, bu-t
there was something arresting about him.
Perhaps it was his air of arrogant assurance, as if
in all his life he l1ad never had his wishes crossed. But he had not met abis before, and perhaps
now even Lord Sta,·rex would have something
ta learn.
Twisting a 11d turning, indignant and persuasive, using every trick in a very considerable
training for dealing and t111der-dealing, abis
• rgained. He appealed ta gods and demons ta
••
witness his disinterested de sire ta please, his
despair at
ing misunderstood. lt was quite a
notable act and Tamisan stored up some of the
choicer bits in her mental reservoir for the rnaking of dreams. It was far more stirnulating ta
watch than a tri-dee, and she wondered why this
living drarna material was not made available ta
e ·ve. Perhaps, the Foostrnam and her assistants feared it, along with any other shred of
reali , which 111ight awaken the dreamers from
eir conditioned absorption in eir own creations.
For an instant or two she wondered if Lord
Starrex was not enjoying it, too. There was a kind
dom, though that was normal for anyone wanting a persona! dreamer. Then, suddenly, as if he
were tired of it ail, he interrupted one of abis'
more impassioned pleas for celestial understanding of his need for receiving just dues with
a single sentence.
''I tire, fellow; take your price and go." He
closed his eyes in dismissal.
It was the guard who drew a credit plaque
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from his belt, swung a long arm over e back of
e easirest for Lord Starrex to plant a thumb on
its surface to certi payment, and en tossed it
to abis. lt fell to the floor, so e small ma•• had
to scrabble for it with his fingers. Tamisan saw
the look in his darting eyes. abis had little liking
for Lord Starrex, which did not mean, of course,
that he disdained e credit plaque he had to
stoop to catch up.
•

bowed himself out. She was left standing as if
she were an android. It was Lord Kas who stepped forward and touched her lightly on the a1"111
as if he thought she needed guidance.
''Come," he said, and his fingers about her
wrist drew her after him. The Lord Starrex took
no notice of his ne\i\r possession.
'' hat is your name ?'' Lord Kas spoke slowly,
emphasizing each word, as if he needed to do
so to pierce some veil between them. Tamisan
guessed that he had had contact wi a lower
rated dreamer, one who was always bemused in
the real world.
ution suggested that she allow
him to believe she was in a similar daze. So she
raised her head slowly and looked at him, trying
to give e appearance of one finding it difficult
to focus.
''Tamisan," she answered after a lengthy
pause. ''I be Tamisan."
''Tamisan, at is a pretty name," he said as
one would address a dull-minded child. ''I am
Lord Kas. 1 am your friend.''
But Tamisan, sensitive to shades of voice,
ought she had done well in playing bemused.
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ha te ver Kas might , he was not her friend, at
least not unless it served his purpose.
''These rooms are yours. '' He had escorted her
down a hall ta a far door where he passed his
hand over
e surface in a pattern ta break a
light Iock. Then his grip on her wrist brought
her into a high-ceilinged room. There were no
windows ta interrupt its curve of wall; the place
was aval in shape. The center descended in a
series of wide, shallow steps ta a pool where a
small fountain raised a perfumed mist to patter
back into a bone-white basin. On the steps were
a number of cushions and soft lie-ans, of many
delicate shades of blue and green. The aval
walls were draped with a shimmer of zidex
webbing of pale gray covered with whirls and
lines of the palest green.
A great deal of care had gone into e m ing
and furnishing of the room. Perhaps Tamisan
was only e latest in a series of dreamers, for
is was truly the rest place, raised ta a point of
luxury un own even in the ·ve, for a dreamer.
A strip of the web tapestry along the wall was
raised and a personal-care android entered. The
head was only a,1 aval ball with faceted eyeplates and hearing sensors to break its surface;
its unclothed, humanoid form was ivory-white.
''This is Porpae," Kas told her. '' She will
watch over you."
My guard, Tamisan thought. That the care the
android would give her would
1111ceasing and
of the best, she did not doubt, any more an that
ivory
ing would stand
tween her a11d any
hope of freedom.
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''If you have any wish, tell it ta Porpae. '' Kas
dropped his hold on her arm a11d turned ta the
door. '' hen Lord Starrex wishes ta dream, he
will send for you."
''I am at his comma11d," she mumbled; it was
the proper response.
She watched Kas leave and
en looked ta
Porpae. Tamisan had cause ta believe at e
android was programmed ta record her every
move. But would anyone here believe that a
dreamer had any çlesire ta be free? A dreamer
wished only ta dream; it was her life, her entire
life. Ta leave a place which did ail ta foster such
a life
at would be akin ta self-killing, something a certified dreamer could not think on.
''I hunger ," She told the android. ''I would
eat."
''Food cornes.'' Porpae went ta the wall, swept
aside th~ web once more, ta display a series of
buttons she pressed in a complicated manr1er.
hen the food did arrive in a closed tray with
the viands each in eir own hot or cold compar ent, Ta111isan ate. She recognized e usual
dishes of a dreamer' s diet, but ey were better
cooked and more tastily served than in e Hive.
She ate, she made use of the bathing place Porpae guided her ta behind another wall web and
she slept easily and without stirring on the
cushions beside the pool where the faint play of
the water lulled her.
Time had very little meaning in tl1e aval room.
She ate, slept, bathed and looked at the tri-dees
she asked Porpae ta supply. Had she been as the
others from the Hive, is existence wôuld have
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been ideal. But instead, when there was no call
ta display her art, she grew restless. She was a
prisoner here and none of the other i abitants
of the sky tower seemed aware of her.
There was one thing she could do, Tamisan
decided upon her second \Vaking. A dreamer
was allowed, no, required, ta study the personality of e master she must serve, if she were a
private eamer ar1d nota leasee of the ·ve. She
had a right now ta ask for tapes concerning Starrex. In fact it 111ight be considered odd if she did
not, and accordingly she called for those. Thus
she learned some ing of Starrex a11d his household.
Kas had had his persona! fort11r1e wiped out by
some catastrophe when he was a child. He had
been in a manner adopted by Starrex's fa er, e
head of their clan, and, since Starrex's injuries,
had acted in some fashion as his depu . The
guard was Ulfilas, an off-world mercenary, Starrex had brought back from one of his star voyages.
But Starrex, save for a handful of bare facts,
remained an enigma. That he had any human
responses tao ers, Tamisan began ta doubt. He
had gone seeking change off world, but what he
might have found there had not cured his eternal
weariness of life. His persona! recordings were
meager. She now believed that ta him ai1y one of
his household was only a tool ta be used, or
swept from his path and ignored. He was unmarried and such feminine companionship as he
had languidly attached ta his household ar1d
that more by e effort of the womar1 involved
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than through any direct action on his part did
not last long. In fact, he was sa encased in a shell
of indifference that Tamisan wondered if there
was any longer a real mari within that outer
•
cover1ng.
She began to speculate as to why he had allowed Kas to bring her as an addition to his
belongings. To m . e the
st use of a dreamer
the o
er must be ready to part e, and what
she read in these tapes suggested that Starrex's
indifference would raise a barrier to a a1y real
dreaming.
The more Tamisan learned in this negative
fashion, the more it seemed a challenge. She lay·
beside the pool in deep
ought,
ough
at
ought strayed even more
an she herself
guessed from the rigid mental exercises used by
a point-ten dreamer. To deliver a drear11 which
would captivate Starrex was indeed a challenge.
He wanted action, but her training, acute as it
had been, was not enough to entice him. Therefore, her action must be able to take a novel tum.
This was an age of over-sophistication, when
star travel was a fact; arid by the tapes, ough
ey were not detailed as to what Starrex had
clone off world, e lord had experienced much
of the reali of his time.
So he must be served e u11kr10
. She had
read no ing in the tapes to suggest that Starrex
had sadistic or perverted tendencies, and she
ew at if he were to
reached in such a
fashion she was not the one to do it. Also, Kas
would have stated such a requirement at
e
Hive.
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There were mai1y rolls of history on which one
could draw, but ose had also en mined and
remined. The future had been over-used, frayed.
Tamisan's dark brows drew toge er above her
closed eyes. lt was trite; eve hing she thought
of was tri te! Why did she care ai1yway? She did
not even know why it had become so strong a
drive to build a dream at, when she was called
upon to deliver it, would shake Starrex out ofhis
shell to prove to him at she was worth her
rating. Maybe it was partly because he had made
no move to send for her and
to prove her
powers; his indifference suggesting that he
ought she had nothing ta offer.
She had the right to call upon the 11 library of
tapes from e Hive, and it was e most complete in e star laa1es. hy, ships were sent out
for no other reason than to bring back new
owledge ta feed e imaginations of e dreamers!
History her 111i nd kept returning to the past.
Though it was too readbare for her purposes.
History what was history? lt was a series of
events, actions by individuals or nations. Actions had results. Tamisan sat up among her
cushions. Results o action! Sometimes
ere
were far-reaching results from a single action:
the dea of a ruler, the outcome of one battle, the
landing of a star ship or its failure ta land.
So . . .
Her flicker of an idea became solid. History
could have had many roads ta travel beside the
one already
own. Now, could she make use of
that?
hy, it had innumerable possibilities.
Tamisan's hands clenched the robe lying across
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her knees. She would have ta study. If Starrex
only gave her more time . . . She no longer
resented his indifference. She would need every
minute it was prolonged.
''Porpae! ''
The android materialized from be ·nd
e
web.
''I must have certain tapes from
e ·ve."
Tamisan hesitated. In spite of the spur of impatience she must build smoothly a11d surely. ''A
message ta e Foostmam: send ta Tamisan n'
Starrex e rolls of e history of Ty- y for the
past five hundred years. ''
It was
e history of the single ci
which
based this sky tower. She would begin small, but
she could test and retest her idea. Today it would
be a single city, tomorrow a world, ar1d thenwho
ows? perhaps a solar system. She
reined in her excitement. There was much ta do;
she needed a note recorder, and time. But by The
Four Breasts of Vlasta i she could do it!
It would seem she would have time, ough
always at the back of Tamisan's mind was e
small spark of fear at at any moment the summons ta Starrex 111ight corne. But the tapes arrived from the Hive and the recorder, sa that she
sw11 r1g from one ta the other, t ing notes from
what she learned. After e tapes had been retumed, she studied ose notes feverishly. Now
her idea 1nea ,1t more ta her than just a device ta
amuse a difficult master, it absorbed her utterly,
as if she were a low-grade dreamer caught in one
of her own creations.
hen Tamisan realized the da r1ger of is, she
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broke with her studies and turned back ta the
household tapes ta learn again what she could of
Starrex.
But she was again running through her notes
when at last the summons came. How long she
had been in Starrex's tower she did not know, for
the days and nights in e aval room were ail
alike. Only Porpae's watchfulness had kept her
ta a routine of eating ar1d rest.
It was the Lord Kas who came for her, and she
had just time to remember her raie of bemused
dreamer as he entered.
''You are well, happy?'' he used the conventional greeting.
''I enjoy e good life."
''It is the Lord Starrex's wish that he enter a
dream." Kas reached for her har1d a11d she allowed his touch. ''The Lord Starrex demands
much; offer him your best, dreamer." He might
have
en waming her.
''A dreamer dreams," she answered him vaguely. '' hat is dreamed can be shared. ''
''True, but e Lord Starrex is hard to please.
Do your best for him, dreamer."
She did not answer, and he drew her on, out of
the room ta a grav shaft and do
that ta a lower
level. The room into which they finally went had
the apparatus very familiar to ber: a couch for the
dreamer, the second for
e sharer wi
the
linkage machine between. But here there was a
third couch; Tamisan looked at it in surprise.
''Two dream, not three."
Kas shook his head. ''lt is e Lord Starrex's
will that another share also. The li age is of a
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new model, very powerful. lt has been well
tested."
ho would be that third? Ulfilas? as i t that
Lord Starrex thought he must take his personal
guard into a dream with him?
The door swung open again and Lord Starrex
entered. He walked stiffly, one leg swinging
wide as if he could not bend the knee nor control the muscles, and he leaned heavily on a11
android. As the servant lowered him onto e
couch he did not look at Tamisan but nodded
curtly to Kas.
''Take your place also," he ordered.
Did Starrex fear the dream state and want his
cousin as a check because Kas had plainly
dreamed before?
·
Then Starrex did turn to her as he reached for
the dream crown, copying ·e motion by which
she settled her own circlet on her head.
''Let us see what you cari offer." There was a
shadow of hostility in his voice, a challenge to
produce some ing which he did not believe she
could.

II
She must not allow herself to think of Starrex
now, but only of her dream. She must create and
have no doubt that her creation would be as
perfect as her hopes. Tamisan closed her eyes,
firmed her will, drew into her imagination all
e reads of e studies' spin 11ing a r1d began
the weaving of a dream.
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For a moment, perhaps two fingers' count of
moments, this was like the beginning of any
dream and then. . . .
She was not looking on, watching intently and
rather as if that web suddenly became real and
she was caught tightly in it, even as a bluewinged drotail might be enmeshed in a f essspider' s deadly curtain.
This was no dreaming such as Tamisan had
ever known before, and panic gripped sa harshly
in her throat and chest that she 111ight have
screamed, save that she had no voice left. She fell
clown and do
from a point above, ta strike
among bushes which took some of her weight,
but with an impact which left her bruised and
half senseless. She lay 1111moving, gasping, her
eyes closed, fearing ta open em ta see that she
was indeed caught in a wild nightmare and not
properly dreaming.
As she lay there, she came slowly out of her
dazed bewilderment ar1d tried for contrai, not
only over her fears, but also over her dreaming
powers. Then she opened her eyes cautiously.
arch of sky was overhead, pallidly green,
with traces of in, gray cloud like long, clutching fingers. It would have been as real as any sky
might be, did she walk 11r1der it in her own time
and world. My own time and world!
She ought of the idea she had built upon ·ta
astound Starrex; her wits quickened. Had
e
fact that she had worked with a new theory,
trying ta bring a twist ta dreaming which might
pierce e indifference of a bored man, precipitated this?
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Tamisan sat up, wincing at the protest of her
bruises, to look about her. Her vantage point was
the crest of a small
ob of earth. The land about
her was no wilderness. The turf was smooth ar1d
cropped, and here and there were outcrops of
rock cleverly carved and clothed with flowering
vines. Other rocks were starkly bare, brooding.
Ail faced do
slope to a wall.
These fon11s varied from vaguely acceptable
humanoid shapes to grotesque monsters. Tamisan decided at she liked the aspect of none
when she studied
em more closely. These
were not of her imagining.
Beyond e wall began a cluster of buildings.
Since she was used to seeing the sky towers and
the lesser, if more substantial structures, beneath
those, ese looked unusually squat and hea .
The tallest she could see was no more than ree
staries high. Men did not build to the stars here;
they hugged the earth closely.
But where was here? lt was not her dream.
Tamisan closed her eyes and concentrated on
been about to go into another world, born of her
imagining, but not this. Her basic idea had been
simple enough, if not one which had been used,
to her
owledge, by any dreamer before her. lt
all hinged on the idea that the past history of her
world had been altered many times during its
flow. She had taken three key points of alteration
and studied what might have resulted had those
been given the opposite decision by fate.
Now, keeping her eyes firmly closed against
this seeming reality into which she had fallen,
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Tamisan concentrated with fierce intentness
upon her chosen points.
''The elcome of the Over-queen Ahta. '' She
recited the first.
What would have happened if e first star
ship on i ts landing had not been accepted as a
supernatural event, a11d the small kingdom in
which it had touched earth had not accepted its
crew as godlings, but had greeted them instead
with those poisoned darts the spacemen had
la ter seen used? That was her first decision.
''The loss of the anderer. '' That was the second.
It had been a colony ship driven far from its
assigned course by computer failure, sa at it
had ta m . e a landing here or its passengers
would die. If that failure had not occurred and
the anderer landed ta start an unplanned colony, what would have corne ta pass?
''The dea of Sylt the Sweet-Tongued before
he reached the Altar of Ictio."
That prophet might never have arisen ta ruthless power, leading ta a blood-crazed insurrection from temple ta temple, setting dar ess on
three quarters of this world.
She had chosen those points, but she had not
even been sure at one might not have canceled
out another. Sylt had led e rebellion against
the colonists from the Wanderer. If e wélcome
had not occurred . . . Tamisan could not be
sure, she had only tried ta find a pattern of events
and
en envision a modern world stemming
from ose changes.
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imagined world. Nor did one in a dream rub
bruises, sit on clamp sod, feel wind pull at em,
and allow the first patter of rain to wet haïr and
robe. She put ho hands to her head. What o the
dream crown?
Her fingers found a weaving of metal, but
there were no cords from it. For the first time she
remembered that she had been linked with Starrex and Kas when this happened.
Tamisan got to her feet to look around, half
expecting to see the other two somewhere near;
but she was alone and the rain was falling
heavier. There was a roofed space near the wall
and Tamisan hurried for it.
Three twisted pillars supported a small dame
of roof. There were no walls and she huddled in
the very center, trying to escape the wind-bome
moisture. She could not keep pushing away e
feeling at this was no dream but true reality.
If if one could dream true. Ta11aisan fought
panic and tried to examine the possibilities. Had
she somehow la11ded in a Ty- y which might
have existed had her three checkpoints actually
been the decisions she envisioned? If so, could
one get back by simply visioning
em in reverse?
She shut her eyes and concentrated.
There was a sensation of stomach-turning
giddiness. She swung out, to be jerked back,
swung out, to return once more. Shaking with
nausea, Tamisan stopped trying. She shudQered, opening her eyes to the rain. Then again
she strove to understand what had happened.
That swing had in it some of e sensation of
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dream breaking, which mea11t that she was in a
dream. But it was just as apparent that she had
been held prisoner here. How?
d why? Her
eyes narrowed a little, though she was looking
inward, not at e rain-misted garden before her.
By whom?
Suppose-suppose one or both o those who
had prepared to shore my dream had also corne
into this place, though not ri t here-then I must
ind them. We must return together or the missing one will anchor the others. Find them and
now!
For the first time she looked clown at e garment clinging damply to her slender body. It was
not the gray slip of a dreamer, for it was long,
brushing her a11kles.
d in color it was a dusky
violet, a shade she found strangely pleasing and
right.
From its hem to her ees there was a border of
intricate embroidery so entwined and omate
at she found it hard to define in any detail.
Though, oddly enough, it seemed the longer she
studied it, the more it appeared to be not threads
on cloth, but words on a page of mar1uscript,
such as she had viewed in the ancient history
video tapes. The threads were a metallic green
and silver, with only a few minor touches of a
lighter shade of violet.
ound her waist was a belt of silver lin ,
clasped by a broad buckle of e same metal set
wi purple stones. This supported a pouch with
a clasped top. The dress or robe was laced from
e belt to her
roat with silver cords run
rough metal eyelets in the material. Her
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sleeves were long and full, though from the
elbow down they were slit into four parts, those
fluttering away from her arms when she raised
them ta loosen the crown.
hat she brought away from her head was not
the familiar skull cap made to fit over her cropped hair, rather it was a circlet of silver with
inner wires or strips rising to close in a conical
point to add a foot or more on her height. On
that point was a beautifully fashioned flying
ing, its wings a little lifted as if to t e off, the
glitter of tiny jewels marking its eyes.
So was it made that, as she turned the crown
around, its long neck changed position and e
wings moved a fraction. Thus at first she was
almost startled enough to drop the circlet, thinking it might be alive.
But the whole she recognized from one of the
history tapes. The bird was e flacar of Olava.
earing it so meant at she was a Mou , a
Mou
of Olava, part priestess, part sorceress
and, oddly enough, part entertainer. But fort1111e
had favored her in this; a Mouth of Olava might
wander anywhere without question, search, and
seem merely to be about her normal business.
Tamisan ran her hand over her head before she
replaced e crown. Her fingers did not find e
bristly stubble of a dreamer, but rather soft,
mist-dampened strands which curled down
long enough ta brush her forehead and tuft at the
nape of her neck.
She had imagined garments for herself in
dreams, of course. But
is time she had not
provided herself wi such, aa1d so the fact at
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she stood as a Mouth of Olava was not of her
willing. But Olava was part of the time of the
Over-queen's rule. Had she somehow swept herself back intime? The sooner she found
owledge of where and when she was, the better.
The rain was slackening ar1d Tamisan moved
out from under the dame. She bunched up her
robe in bath bands to climb backup the slope. At
its top she tumed slowly, trying to find some
proof at she had not been tossed alone into is
strange world.
Save for the figures of stone and ds of ra11klooking gro · h
ere was nothing to be seen.
The wall and e dome lay below. But behind her
when she faced the dome was a second slope
leading ta a still higher point which was
crowned by a roof to be seen only in bits and
patches through a scree11 of oarn trees. The roof
had a ridge which terminated at ei er side in a
sharp upcurve, giving the building e odd appearance of having an ear on either end. It was
green with a glittering surface, almost brilliantly
so in spite of e clouds overhead.
To her right and left Tamisan caught glimpses
of the wall curving and of more stone figures a 11d

curve of the higher slope in search of some road
or path leading to the roof.
toured to avoid a thicket of hea brush in which
were impaled huge scarlet flowers. It was a wide
dded in a solid surface, and it led from an open
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gateway up the swell of the slope to the front of
the structure.
In shape th~ building was vaguely familiar,
ough Tamisan could not identi it. Perhaps it
resembled something she had seen in the tridees. The door was of e same brilliant green as
e roof, but the walls were a pale yellow, eut
sharply at regular intervals by very narrow windows, so tall that they ran from floorto rooflevel.
Even as she stood ere wondering where she
had seen such a house before, a woma11 came
out.
did Tamisan, she wore a long skirted
robe with laced bodice a11d slit sleeves. But her's
was the same green as that of the door, so at,
standing against it, only her head and arms were
clearly visible. She gestured with vigor, and
Tamisan suddenly realized that it must be she
who was being summoned as if she were expected.
.
Again she fought down unease. ln dreams she
was well used to meetings and partings, but always those were of her own devising and did not
happen for a purpose which was not of her wish.
Her dream people were toys, game pieces, to be
moved hither a11d thither at her will, she being
always in command of them.
''Tamisan, they wait; corne quickly!'' the
woman called.
Tamisan was minded in at instant to run in
the other direction, but the need to learn what
had happened made her take what might be e
darigerous course of joining the woman.
''Fha, you are wet! This is no hour for walking
in the garden. The First Standing asks for a read,
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from her purse, hurry, lest she grows tao impatient ta wait!''
The door gave upon a narrow ·entry and e
woman in green propelled Tamisan towards a
second opening directly facing her. She came
into the large room where a circle of couches was
centered. By each stood a small table now burdened with dishes which serving maids were
b·earing away as if a meal had just been concl uded. Tall ca11dlesticks, matching Tamisan's
own height, stood also between the divans; e
caa1dles in each, as thick as her forearm, were
alight, to gi ve forth not only radiance but also a
swe·et odor as they burned.
Midpoint in the divan circle was a tall-backed
chair over which arched a canopy. In it sat a
woman, a goblet in her hand. She had a fur cloak
pulled about her shoulders hiding almost all of
her robe, save that here and there a shimmer of
gold caught fire from e candlelight. Only her
face_ was visible in a hood of e same metal-like
fabric, aa1d it was that of a very old woman,
seamed with deep wrinkles, sunken of eye.
The divans, Tamisan marked, were occupied
by
th men and women, the women fla ·ng
e chair and
e men farthest away from the
ancient noblewoman. Directly facing her was a
second impressive chair, lacking only
e
car1opy; before it was a table on which stood, at
each of its four corners, small basins: one cream,
one pale ·rose, one faintly blue, ~nd the fourth
sea-foam green.
·
Tamisan's store of
owledge gave her some
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preparation. This was the setting for e magic of
a outh, and it was apparent that her services as
a f oreseer were about to be demanded. hat had
she done in allowing herself to be drawn here?
Could she make pretense her savant well e11ough
to deceive this company?
''I hunger, Mouth of Olava; 1 hunger not for
that which will feed the bod·y, but for that which
satisfies the mind." The old woma11 leaned forward a little. Her voice might be e thin one of
age, but it carried with it e force of authori , of
one who has not had her word or desire questioned for a long time.
She must improvise, Tamisan knew. She was a
dreamer and she had wrought in dreams ma11y
strange ings, let her but remember that. Her
daanp skirts clung clammily to her legs and
thighs as she came forward, saying nothing to
the woman in return, but seating herself in e
chair facing her client. She was drawing on
faint stirrings of a memory which seemed not
truly her own for guidance, though she had not
yet realized that full y.
'' hat would you
ow, First Standing?'' She
raised her hands to her forehead in an instinctive
gesture, touching forefingers to her temples,
right and left.
'' What cornes ta me . . . and mine." The last
two words had corne almost as an afterthought.
Tamisan's hands went out without her conscious ordering. She stifled her amazement. lt
was as if she were repeating an act _as well
learned as her dreamer's technique had been.
Wi her left hand she gathered up a palmful of
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the sand from the cream
wl. lt was a shade or
two darker than the container. She tossed
is
\Vith a sharp movement ofher wrist and it settled
smoothly as a film on the table top.
What she was doing was not of her conscious
mind, as if another had taken charge of her actions. By the way e woman in the chair leaned
forward, and by the hush which had fallen on
her companion, this was right and proper.
Without any order from her mind, Tamisan's
right hand went now ta e blue bowl with its
dark blue sand. But is was not tossed. Instead,
she held the fine grains in her upright fist, passing it slowly over the table top sa that a very
tiny trickle of grit fed clown ta m e a pattern
on the first film.
It was a pattern, nota random scattering. What
she had sa dra
was a recognizable sword with
a basket shaped hilt and a slightly curved blade
tapering ta a narrow point.
Now her hand moved ta e pink bowl. The
sand she gathered up there was a dark red, more
vivid than the other colors, as if she dealt now
with flecks of newly shed blood. Once more she
used her upheld fist, and e shifting stream fed
from her palm became a space ship! It was
slightly different in outline from ose she had
seen all her life, but it was unmist
bly a ship,
ai1d it was dra
on the table top as if it
threatened to descend upon the pointed sword.
Or is it that the sword threatens it?
She heard a gasp of surprise, or was i t fear? But
that sound had not corne from the woman who
had bade her foretell. lt must have broken from
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some other member of the company intent upon
Tamisan's painting with the flowing sand.
It was to e fourth bowl now that her right
hand moved. But she did not t e up a full fistful, rather a generous pinch between umb ar1d
forefinger. She held
e sand high above the
picture and released it. The green specks floated
down to ga er in a sign like a circle with one
portion missing.
She stared at that ar1d it seemed to alter a little
11r1der the intensity of her gaze.
hat it had
changed to was a symbol she knew well, one
which brought a small gasp from her. It was the
seal, simplified it was true, but still readable, of
the House of Starrex, and it overlaid both the
edge of the ship ar1d the tip of e sword.
''Read you this!'' the noblewomar1 demanded
sharply.
From somewhere the words came readily to
Tamisan. ''The sword is
e sword of Ty-Kry
raised in defense."
''Assured, assured." A murmur ran along the
divans.
''The ship cornes as a danger."
''That thing a ship? But it is no ship."
''It is a ship from e stars."
''And woe woe and woe '' That was no
murmur, but a full-throated cry of fright. '' As in
the days of our fa ers when we had to deal with
the false ones. Ahtap let e spirit of Ahta be
shield to our arms, a sword in our hands!''
The· noblewomar1 made a silencing gesture
with one hand. ''Enough! Crying to the revered
spirits may bring sustenance, but ey are not
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noted for helping those not standing to arms on
their own behalf. There have
en other sky
ships since Ahta's days, and with them we have
dealt to our purpose. If another cornes we are
forewarned, which is also forearmed. But what
lies there in green, oh, Mouth of Olava, which
surprised even you ?''
Tamisan had had precious moments in which
to think. If it were true, as she had deduced, that
she was tied to this world by
ose she had
brought with her, then she must find them; and it
was clear that ey were not of is company.
Therefore, this last must
made to work for her.
''The green sign is at of a champion, one
meat1t to
mighty in e co111ing battle. But he
shall not be
own save when the sign points to
him, and it may be that this can only be seen by
one with the gift:''
ose old eyes, Tamisan felt a small chill rise i_n
her, one which had not been
rn from e still
da t11p clo ing she wore. There was that in those
two shadowed eyes which questioned coldly
and did not accept without proof.
'' So should the one with e gift you spe of
go sniffing ail through Ty- y and the land
beyond e city, even to e
undaries of e
world?''
''If need
." Tamisan stood firm.
''A long journey mayhap, and many strides
into danger. And if e ship cornes before is
champion is found? A thin cord I think oh,
Mou , on which to hang the future of a city, a
king dom, or a people. Look if you will but I say
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we have more tested ways of dealing with these
interlopers from e skies. But, Mou , since you
have given warning, let it sa be rernernbered."
She put her hands on the arms of her chair at1d
arase, using
em ta lever ber. Sa did all ber
cornpany corne ta their feet, two of the wornen
hurrying ta her sa that she could lay her hands
upon
eir shoulders for support.
ithout
ana er look at Tamisan she went, nor did e
drearner rise ta see her go. For suddenly she was
spent, tired as she had been in the past when a
drearn broke and left her supine and drained. But
this dream did not bre ; it kept her sitting before e table and its sand pictures, looking at
at1other world.
The wornat1 in green retumed, bearing a goblet in her two hands and offering it ·to Tamisan.
''The First Standing will go ta the High
stle
a11d the Over-queen. She turned into that road.
Drink, Tarnisan, and mayhap the Over-queen
herself will ask you for a seeing.''
Tamisan? That was her
e name; twice is
womat1 had called ber by it. How is it own in a
dream? Yet she dared not ta ask that question or
a11y of e others she needed answer to. Instead
she drank from the goblet, finding the hot, spicy
liquid driving e chill from ber body.
There was sa much she must learn and must
know; but she could not discover it, save indirectly, lest she reveal what she was at1d was not.
''I am tired."
''There is a resting place prepared,"
e
womat1 returned. ''You have only ta corne."
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Tamisan had almost to lever herself upas the
noblewoman had done. She was giddy a,id had
to catch at e back of e chair. Then she moved
after her hostess, hoping desperately to
ow.
III
Did one sleep in a dream, dream upon dream,
perhaps? Tamisan wondered as. she stretched
out upon the couch her hostess showed her. Yet
when she set aside her crown, laid her head
upon the roll which served as a pillow, she was
once more alert, her thoughts racing, or enta 11gled in such wild con sion that she felt as giddy
as she had upon rising from her seer's chair.
The Starrex symbol overlying bath that of e
swo
arid the space ship in the sand picture,
could it mean that she would only find what she
sought when the might of is world met at of
e starmen? Had she indeed in some ma1111er
fallen into the past where she would relive the
first coming of the space voyagers to Ty- y? But
the noblewoma11 had mentioned past encounters with them which had ended in favor of Tyy.
Tamisan had tried to envision a world of her
own time, but one in which history had taken a
different road. Yet much of that around her was
of the past. Did that mean that, without the decisions of her own time, the world of Ty-Kry remained largely unchanged from century to century?
Real, unreal, old, new. She had lost all a
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dreamer's command of action. Tamisan did not
play now with toys which she could move about
at will, but rather was caught up in a series of
events she could not foresee and over which she
had no control. Yet twice the woman had called
her by her rightf name and, without willing it,
she had used e devices of a Mou th of Olava ta
foretell, as if she had clone sa maa1y times before.
Could it be? Tamisan closed her tee
upon
her lower lip and felt the pain of at, just as she
felt the pain of the bruises left by her abrupt
entrance into e mysterious here. Could it be
that some dreams are so deep, so well woven,
that they are to the dreamer real? Is this indeed
the ate o those ''closed'' dreamers who were
worthless or the Hive? Do they in their fronces
live a countless number o lives? But she was not
a closed dreamer.
Awake! Once more, stretched as she was upon
the couch, she used
e proper technique to
throw herself out of a dream, and once more she
experienced at weird nothingness in which
she' spun sickeningly, as if held helplessly in
some void, tied ta an anchor which held her back
from the full leap to sane safety. There was only
one explanation, at somewhere in is strange
Ty-Kry one or bath of ose who had prepared ta
share her dream was now ta be found and must
be sought out before she could return.
So the sooner that is accomplished, the better! But where should I start seeking? Though a
feeling of wea ess clung to her limbs, making
her move slowly as if she strove to walk against
the pull of a strong current, Tamisan arase from
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the couch. She turned to pick up her Mouth's
crown, and so looked into the aval of a mirror,
startled thus into immobility. For the figure she
looked upon as her own reflection· was not that
she had seen before.
It was not e robe and the cro
which had
changed her; she was not the same persan. For a
long time, ever sin ce she could remem r, she
had had the pallid skin, the close cropped hair of
a dreamer very seldom in the sunlight. But e
face of the woman in the mirror was a soft, even
brown. The cheekbones were wide, the eyes
large and
e lips very red. Her brows she
leaned closer to e 111irror to see what gave them
at odd upward sla11t and decided that ey had
en plucked or shaven to produce the effect.
Her hair was perhaps three fingers long and not
e well
own fair coloring, but dark a11d curling. She was not the Tamisa11 she
ew, norwas
this stra11ger e product of her own will.
It would follow logically at if she did not
look like her normal self, then perhaps e two
she sought were no longer as she remembered
ei er. Thus her search would be twice as difficult. Could she ever recognize em?
Frightened, she sat down on e couch facing
the mirror. She dared not give way to fear, for if
she once let it bre
her control she might be
utterly lost. Logic, even in such a world of unlogic, must make her think lucidly.
ust how true was her soothsaying? At least
she had not influenced that fall of the sand.
Perhaps the
ou
of Olava did have supernatural powers. She had played with the idea of
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magic in the past to embroider dreams, but that
had been her own creation. Could she use it by
will now? It would seem is 1111 own self of
hers did mariage to draw upon some un own
source of power.
She must fasten her thoughts upon one of e
men and hold him in her mind. Could e dream
tie pull her to Kas or Starrex? Ail she ew of her
master she had learned from tapes, and tapes
gave one only superficial
owledge. One could
not well study a persan going through only
half-11r1derstood actions behind a veil which
concealed more than it displayed. K~s had
spoken directly to her, his flesh had touched
hers. If she must choose one to draw her, then it
had better be Kas.
In her mind Tamisan built a memory picture of
him as she would build a preliminary picture for
a dream. Then suddenly e Kas in her mind
flickered, changed; she saw another mari. He
was taller than e Kas she
ew, and he wore a
uniform tunic and space boots; his features were
hard to distinguish. That vision lasted only a
fraction of time.
The ship! The symbol ha'd Iain touching bath
ship acid sword in the sand seeing. It would be
easier to seek a man on a ship an wandering
through e streets of a strange city with no better clue than that Starrex's counterpart 111ight be
there.
lt was so little on which to pin a quest: a ship
Ty- y, and which would meet a drastic reception when it landed. Suppose Kas, or his double,
is killed? Would that anchor me here or all
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time? Resolutely Tamisan pushed such negative
speculation to the back of her mind. First things
irst; the ship has not yet planeted. But when it
came she must make sure that she was among
those preparing for its welcome.
lt seemed that having made that decision she
was at last able ta sleep, for the fatigue which
had struck at her in the hall retumed a hundred
fold and she fell back on the couch as one drugged, remem ring nothing more until she
awakened. She found the woma,1 in green standing above her, one band on her shoulder sh ing
her gently back ta awareness. ·
''Aw e, there is a summons."
A suminons ta dream, Tamisan
ought
dazedly, and then the unfamiliar room and e
immediate past came completely back ta her.
''The First Standing assa has summoned."
The woman sounded excited. ''lt is said by her
messenger he has brought a chair cart for
you that you are ta go ta the High Castle!
Perhaps you will see for the Over-queen herself!
But there is time I have won it for you ta
bathe, ta eat, ta change your robe. See, 1 have
plundered my own bride chest.'' She pointed ta
a chair over which was spread a robe, not of the
deep violet Tamisan now wore, but of a purplewine. ''lt is the only one of the proper color or
near it. '' She ran her band lovingly over the rich
folds.
''But haste," she added briskly. ''Asa Mou
you can claim the need for m ·ng ready ta appear before high company, but to linger tao long
will raise the anger of e First Standing."
There was a basin large enough ta serve as a
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bath in the room beyond, and, as well as the robe,
the woman had brought fresh body linen. hen
Tamisan stood once more before the mirror ta
clasp her silver belt and assume the Mou
crown, she felt renewed and refreshed and her
thanks were warm.
But e woman made a gesture of brushing
them aside. '' e we not of the same clan,
cousin? Shall one say that Nahra is not openhanded with her own? That you are a Mou is
our clan pride, let us enjoy it rough you!''
She brought a covered bowl and a goblet and
Tamisan ate a dish. of 1neal into which had been
baked dried fruit and bits of what she ought
•

it ta the last crumb, just as she emptied é cup of
a tart-sweet drink .
'' ellaway, Tamisan, this is a great day for e
clan of Fremont, when you go ta the High
stle
and perhaps stand before the Over"".queen. ay it
•

Though you are but the ou of Olava a r1d not
the One dealing fortune tous who live and die."
''For your aid a11d your good wishing, receive
my thanks," Tamisan said. ''I, too, hope
at
fortt1 r1e cornes before misfortune on this day. ''
And that is stark truth, she ought, for I must
ga er fortune ta me with bath bands and hold it
tight, lest the game I play be lost.
First Standing assa's messenger was an officer, his hair clubbed up under a ridged helm
ta give additional protection to his head in battle, his breastplate, enameled blue with the
very much ta the fore. It was as if he already
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strode the street of a city at war. There was a
small griffin between the shafts of the chair cart
and two men at arms ready, one at the griffin's
head, the other holding asi de the· curtains as
their officer handed Tamisan into the chair. He
briskly jerked e curtains shut wi out asking
her pleasure, and she decided at perhaps her
visit ta the High
stle was ta be a secret matter.
Between the curtain edges she caught sight of
is Ty-Kry, and,
ough in parts it was very

towers and other off-world for111s of architecture
which had been introduced by space travelers
were missing. But the streets themselves and
the many ds of foliage ar1d flowers were those
she had
own all her life.
The High Castle she drew a deep breath as
ey wound out of to
and along the river·had en part of her world, tao, though then as a
ruined and very ancient landmarlc. Part of it had
n consumed in
e war of Sylt's rebellion,
and it had been considered a place of misfortune,
largely shunned, save for off-world tourists seeking e unusual.
Here it was in its pride, larger and more widely
spread en in her Ty-Kry, as if e generations
who had deserted it in her world had clung toit
here, adding ever ta its bulk. It was nota single
structure, but a ci in itself. However, it had no
merchants or public buildings. It provided
homes to shelter e nobles who must spend part
of e year at court, all eir servants and the
mar1y officiais of e lcingdom.
In its heart was e building which gave it its
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name, a collection of towers, rising far above the
lesser structures at the foot. The buildings' walls
were gray at eir bases and changed subtly as
they arase until their tops were a deep, rich blue.
The other buildings in the great pile were wholly
gray as to wall, a darker blue as to roof.
The chair creaked forward on its two wheels,
the griffin being kept to a steady pace by the ma 11
at its head, and passed under the thick arch in
the outer wall, then up a street between buildings which, ough dwarfed by the towers, were
in turn dwarfing to those who walked or rode by
em.
There was a second gate, more buildings, a
ird gate and then e open space about the
central towers. They passed people in plenty
since ey had entered the first gate. Many were
soldiers of e guard, but some of the armed men
had wom other colors a r1d insignia, being,
Tamisan guessed, the retainers of court lords.
Now a11d en some lord came proudly, his retinue str11r1g along behind him by threes to make
a show which amused Tamisan. As i the
number o ollowers to tread on one's heels enhanced one's importance in the world.
She was handed do
with a little more ceremony than she had been ushered into the chair,
and
e officer offered her his wrist, his men
falling in behind as a groom hurried forward to
lead off e equipage, thus affording her a tail o
honor, tao.
But the towers of e High Castle were so aweinspiring, so huge a pile, that she was glad she
had an escort into eir heart. The far er ey
•
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advanced through the halls, the more uneasy she
came. lt was as if once she were within this
lost forever.
Twice they clim d staircases until her legs
ached with the effort and they took on the aspect
of mountains. Then her par passed into a long
trees, but by thin rays filtering
rough windows placed so high above their heads at nothing could be seen through them. Tamisan, in
that part of her which seemed familiar with is
world,
ew this to be e alk of the Nobles,
and e company now gathered here were the
Third Standing, nearest, then e Second, and, at
e far end of at road ofblue carpet onto which
her guide led her, First Standing. They were
sitting; there were two arcs of hooded and
canopied chairs, with above em a rone on a
three-step dias. The hood over at was upheld
by a double crown which glittered with gems.
On e steps were grouped men in the armor of
e guard and others wearing bright tunics, their
hair loose upon their shoulders.
lt was toward at throne that the officer led
her and
ey passed
rough the ranks of the
Third Standing, hearing a low murmur of voices.
Tamisan looked neither to right nor left; she
wished to see e Over-queen, for it was plain
she was b,eing grai1ted full audience. Something
stirred deep within her as if a small pin pricked.
The reason for is she did not
ow, save that
Now they were equal with the first of the
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chairs and she saw that the greater number of
those who so sat were women, but not ail.
ainly
ey were at least in middle life. So
Tamisan came to the foot of e dias, and in t t
moment she did not go to one
ee as did the
officer, but ra er raised her finger tips to touch
e rim of
e crown on her head; for with
another of those flashes of half recognition she
ew that in this place
at which she represented did not bow as did others, but acknowhuman allegiance was gra11ted after another and
greater loyalty was paid elsewhere.
The Over-queen looked down with a deeply
searching stare as Tamisan looked up.
hat
Tamisan saw was a woman to whom she could
not set an age; she might be either old or young,
for e years had not seemed to mark her. The
robe on her full figure was not ornate, but a soft
wore a girdle of silvery chains braided and
woven toge er, and a collarlike necklace of e
same metal from which fringed milky gems eut
into drops. Her hair was a flame of brightlyglowing red, in which a diadem of the same
creamy stones was almost hidden.
as she
beautiftil? Tamisan could not have said; but that
she was vitally alive there was no doubt. Even
though she sat quietly
ere was an aura of
energy about her suggesting that this was only a
pause between the doing l>f great and necessary
deeds. She was
e most assertive personality
Tamisan had ever seen, and instantly the guards
of a dreamer went into action. To serve such a
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mistress, Tamisan thought, would sap all the
personality from one, sa that the servant would
corne but a mirror ta reflect from that moment
of surrender onward.
'' elcome, ou of Olava who has been uttering stra a1ge ings." The Over-queen' s voice
was mocking, challenging.
''A Mou says naught, Great One, save what
is given it ta spe ." Tamisan found her answer
ready, though she had not consciously formed it
in her mind.
''Sa we were told, though gods may grow old
a a1d tired. Or is that only the fate of men? But
now, it is our will that Olava spe . again if at is
fortune for is hour. So be it!''
As if at last phrase were an order, there was a
stir among those standing on the steps of the
throne. Two of e guards brought out a table, a
ird a stool, the fourth a tray on which rested
four
wls of sand. These they set up before e
throne.
Tamisan took her place on the stool, again put
her finger ta her temples. ould this work again,
or must she try ta force a picture in the saa1d? She
felt a small shiver of nerves she fought to contra 1.
'' hat des ires the Great One?'' She was glad ta
hear her voice steady, no hint of her 11 i1easiness
in it.
e

sun ?''
Tamisan waited. ould that other personality, or power, or whatever it might be, t e over?
Her hand did not move. Instead, that odd, disturbing prick grew the stronger; she was drawn,
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even as a noose might be laid about her forehead
to pull her head around. So she turned to follow
e dictates of at pull and looked where something willed her eyes to look. 1she saw was the
line of officers on the steps of e throne, ar1d
they stared at and through her, none with any
sign of recognition. Starrex! She grasped at that
hope, but none of them resembled the man she
sought.
''Does Olava sleep? Or had His outh been
forgotten for a space?''
The Over-queen's voice was sharper ar1d
Tamisan broke that hold on her attention, looking back to the throne and the woman on it.
''lt is not meet for e Mouth to spe unless
Olava wishes. '' Tamisan began, feeling increasingly nervous. That sensation gripped her left
band, as if it were not under her contrai but
possessed by another will. She fell silent as it
ga ered up the bro
ish sand and tossed it to
This time she did not seek next the blue grains;
rather her fist dug into the red and moved to
paint the outline of the space ship, above it a
single red circle.
Then, there was a moment of hesitation fore
her fingers strayed to the green, took up a generbelow the ship.
'' A single sun,'' the Over-queen read out. ''One
day 1111til the enemy cornes. But what is the remaining word of Olava, Mou ?''
''That there be one among you who is a key
to victory. He shall stand against
e enemy
and under him fortune cornes.''
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''Sa? Who is this hero?''
Tamisan looked again ta the line of officers.
Dared she trust ta instinct? Sorne ing within
her urged her on.
''Let each of these protectors of Ty-Kry'' she
raised a finger ta indicate e officers ''corne
forward and take up the sand of seeing. Let the
Mouth touch that hand and may it then strew
the answer. Perhaps Olava will m e it clear in
this manner. ''
Ta Tamisan's surprise the Over-queen
laughed. '' As good a way as any perhaps for
picking a champion. Ta abide by Olava's choice,
at is ana er matter." Her smile faded as she
gla,1ced at e men, as if ere was a ought in
her mind which disturbed her.
At her nad they came one by one. Under e
shadows of their helmets their faces, being of
one race, were very similar and Tamisa11, studying each, could see no chance ·af telling which
Starrex might be.
Each took up a pinch of green sand, held out
his hand, palm do
, and let
e grains fall
while she set finger tip ta his uckles. The sand
drifte.d but in no shape and ta no purpose.
It was not until the last ma,1 came at ere
was a difference, for then the sand did not drift,
but fell ta form aga in the sym 1which was twin
ta the one already on the table. Tamisan looked
up. The officer was staring at e sand ra er
than meeting her eyes, and there was a line of
strain about his mouth, a look a ut him as
might shadow the face of a man who stood with
his throat.
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''This is your man," Tamisan said. Starrex?
She must be sure; if she could only demand e
truth in this instant!
But her preoccupation was swept aside.
''Olava deals falsely! '' That cry came from the
officer behind her, the one who had brought her
here.
''Perhaps we must not i
ill of Olava's advice." The Over-queen's voice had a guttural,
feline purr. ''lt may be his Mouth is not wholly
wedded to his service, but spe s for others an
Olava at times. Hawarel, so you are to be our
champion?''
The officer went to one
ee, his bands
clasped loosely before him as if he wished all to
see he did not reach for any weapon.
''I ar11 no choice, save the Great One's." In spite
of the strain visible in his tense body he spoke
levelly and without a tremor.
''Great One, this traitor '' Two of e officers
moved as if to lay bands upon him and drag him
away.
''No. Has not Olava spoken?'' The mockery
was very plain in the Over-queen's tone now.
''But to make sure at Olava's will be ca,·1·ied
out, take good care of our champion-ta-be. Since
Hawarel is to fight our battle with the cursed
starmen, he must be saved to do it. And," now
she looked to Tamisan, startled by the quick turn
of events and eir hostility to Olava's choice~
''let the ou of Olava share with Hawarel is
waiting that she may, perhaps, instill in Olava's
choice e vigor and strength such a battle will
demand of our chosen champion.'' Each time e
•
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Over-queen spoke the word ''champion'' she
made ofit a thing of derision and subtle menace.
''The audience is finished." The Over-queen
arase and stepped behind the throne as those
about Tamisan fell ta their knees; then she was
gone. But the officer who had guided Tamisan
was by her side. Hawarel, once more on his feet,
was closely flanked by two of the other guards,
one of whom pulled their prisoner's sword from
his sheath before he could move. Then, with
Hawarel before her, Tamisan was urgedfrom e
hall, though none laid a hand on her.
At e moment she was pleased enough ta go,
guess, that Hawarel ar1d Starrex were e same
a11d she had found e first of her f ellow dreamers.
They transversed more halls until they came
ta a door which 0I1e of Hawarel's guards opened.
The prisoner walked through ar1d Tamisan's escort waved her after him. Then the door slammed shut, ac1d at at sounO Hawarel whirled
around.
·
eyes were cold fire and he seemed a mac1 about ta
leap for his enemy' s throat.
His voice was only a harsh whisper. '' howho set you to my death wishing, witch?''

His bands reached for her
stumbled back.

roat. Tamisan
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''Lord Starrex!'' I I have been wrong i . . .
Though bis finger tips brushed ber shoulders,
he did not grasp her. lnstead it was bis turn to
retreat a step or two, his mouth half open in a
gasp.
'' itch!
itch!'' The very force of the words
he hurled at ber made them darts dispatched
from one of the crossbows of the history tapes.
''Lord Starrex," Tamisan repeated, feeling on
more secure ground at his stricken amazement
and no longer fearing he would attack her out
ofhand. His reaction ta that name was enough ta
assure her she was right, though he did not seem
prepared to ac owledge it.
·
''1 am Hawarel of e Vanora." He brought out
ose words as harsh croaking.
Tamisan glaa1ced around. This was a barewalled room, with no hiding place for a listener.
In her o
time a11d place she could have feared
many scanning devices, but she ought ose
unknown to this Ty- y. To win HawarelStarrex into cooperation was very necessa .
''You are Lord Starrex," she returned wi
bold confidence, or at least what she hoped was a
convincing show of it. ust as I am Tamisan, e
dreamer.
d this, wherein we are caught, is the
dream you ordered of me.''
He raised his hand ta his forehead, his fingers
encountered his helmet and he swept it off unheedingly, so at it cla ed and skid across the
polished floor. His hair, netted into a kind of
protecting cushion was piled about his head,
giving him an odd appearaaice to Tamisan. It was
black and thick, just as his skin was as bro
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hued as
at of her new body. Without
e
shadow of e helm, she could see his face more
clearly, fin ding in i t no resemblance to the aloof
master of e sky towers. In a way·, it was that of a
younger man, one less certain of himself.
''I am Hawarel," he repeated doggedly. ''You
try to trap me, or perhaps the trap has already
closed at1d you seek now tom
.
e
me
condemn
myself with my own mouth. 1 tell you, 1 am no
traitor. 1 am Hawarel and my blood oath to the
Great One has been fai
lly kept. ''
Tarnisan experienced arise of impatience. She.
had not ought Lord Starrex to be a stupid mati.
But it would seem his counterpart here lacked
more an just e face of his other self.
''You are Starrex, at1d this is a dream!'' If it was
not she did not care to raise
at issue now.
''Remember the sky tower? You bought me
m
abis for dreaming. Then you summoned me at1d
Lord Kas at1d ordered me to prove my worth.''
His brows drew together in a black fro
as he
stare·d at her.
'' hat have they given you, or promised, at
you do this tome?'' cat11e his counterdematid. ''I
am no swom enemy to you or yours not at I
ow."
Tamisan sighed. ''Do you deny you
ow e
name Starrex?'' she asked.
For a long moment he was silent. Then he
tumed from her, took a stride or two; his toe
thumped against his helmet, sending it rolling
ahead of him. She waited. He turned again to
face her.
''You are a Mouth of Olava . . . . "
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She shook her head, intèrrupting him. ''We
have little time for such fencing, Lord Starrex.
You do know that name, and i t is in my mind that
you also remember
e rest, at least in some
measure. 1 am Tamisan the dreamer."
It was his turn ta sigh. '' So you s~y. ''
'' Sa I shall continue to say, and, mayhap as I
do, others than you will listen."
''As I thought!'' he flashed. ''You would have
me betray myself."
''If you are truly ·Hawarel as you state, then
what have you to betray?''
''Very well. 1 am am two! 1 am Hawarel and I
am someone else who has queer memories and
who may well be a night demon corne ta dispute
o
ership of this body. There, you have it. Go
and tell ose who sent you and have me out to
the arrow range for a quick ending there.
Perhaps that will be better than to continue as a
battlefield between two different selves."
Perhaps he was not just being obstinate, Tamisan thought. It might be at e dream had a
greater hold on him than it did on her. After
ail, she was a trained dreamer, one used ta venturing into illusions wrought from imagination.
'' If you can remember a li ttle, en listen." She
drew closer to him and began to speak in a lower
voice, not at she believed they could be overheard, but it was well to t e no chance. Swiftly
she gave her account of the whole tangle, orwhat
had been her part in it.
hen she was cloné she was surprised to see
at a certain hardening had overt en his fea-
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tures, sa that now he looked more resolute, less
like one trapped in a maze which had no guide.
''
d this is the truth ?''
''By what god or power do you wish me ta
swear ta i t?'' She was exasperated now, frustrated by his lingering doubts.
''None, because it explains what was heretofore unexplainable what has made my life a
hell of doubt these past hours, and brought more
suspicion upon me. I have en two persans. But
if is is all a dream, why is that sa?''
''I do not know." Tamisan chose frar,kness as
st
fitting her needs. ''This is unlike ar1y
dream I have created b·efore. ''
''ln what manner?'' he asked crisply.
''It is a part of a dreamer's duty ta study her
master's personality, ta suit his desires, even if
ose
unexpressed and hidden. From what I
had learned of you, of Lord Starrex, 1 thought
that tao much had been already seen, experienced and known to you that it must be a new
approach I tried, or else you would find
at
dreaming held no profit.
''Therefore it came to me suddenly
at I
would not dream of the past, nor of e future,
which are the common approaches for an action
drear11er, but refine upon the subject. In the past
there were times in history when the future
rested upon a single decision.
dit was in my
mind to select certain of
ese decisions a11d
en envision a world in which those decisions
had gone in the opposite direction t · ng to
see what would be the present result of actions
in the past. ''
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'' So this is what you tried?
d what decisions did you select for your experiment at e
rewriting of history?'' He was giving her his 11
attention.
''I took three. First, the welcome of the Overqueen Ahta, second, the drift of e colony ship
Wanderer, third, the rebellion of Sylt. Should
e welcome have been a rejection, should the
colony ship never reach here, should Sylt have
failed these would produce a world I ought
might be interesting to visit in a dream. So I read
what history tapes I could call upon. Thus, when
you summoned me to dream I had my ideas
ready. But it did not work as it should have.
Instead of spinning the proper dream, creating
incidents in good order, 1 found myself fast
caught in a world I did not
ow or build.''
As she spoke she could watch the change in
him. He had lost ail e fervent antagonism of his
first attack on her. More and more she could see
what she had associated with the personality of
Lord Starrex coming through the unfamiliar envelope of this man's body.
''Soit did not work properly."
''No. As I have said, 1 found myself in the
dream, with no contrai of action and no recognizable creation factors. 1 do not understand ''
''No? There could be an explanation." The
frown line was back between his brows, but it
was nota scowl aimed at her. lt was as if he were
trying hard ta remember something of importance which el uded his efforts. ''There is a
theory, a very old one. Yes, that of parallel
worlds.''
In her wide use of the tapes she had not corne
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across that, and now she demanded the

ow-

''You are not the first, how could you be, to
struck by e notion that sometimes history and
be twisted is way and that by a small chance. A
eory was once advanced
at when that
chanced it created a second world, one in which
e decision was made to the right, when at of
e world we
ow went to the left.''
''But alternate worlds where how did ey
exist?''
''Thus, perhaps'' he held out his two bands
horizontally, one above
e other ''in layers.
There were even old tales created for a a11usement, of men traveling not back in time, nor
forward, but across it from one such world to
another.''
''But here we are. 1 am a Mou th of Olava ar1d I
don't look like myself, just as to the eye you are
not Lord Starrex."
''Perhaps we are the people we would be if our
decisions. It is a clever device for a dreamer to
create, Tamisan ''
She told him now the last truth. ''Only, 1do not
it

''
''You have tried to bre

is dream?''

maybe we cannot any of us return. ''
''Now you must go searching for him with that
board aa1d sand trick of yours?''
She shook her head. ''Kas, 1thi , is one of e
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crew on the spacer about ta set down. 1 believe I
saw him though not his face." She smiled a
little shakily. ''It seems that though I a111 mainly
the Tamisan 1· have al ways been, yet also do I
have some of e powers of a Mouth; likewise,
you are Hawarel as well as Starrex."
''The longer I listen ta you," he announced,
''the more I become Starrex. Sa we must find Kas
on e spacer before we wriggle free from this
tangle? But that is going to be rather a problem. 1
am enough of
Hawarel
to
ow
that
espacer
is
going to receive
e usual welcome dealt offthree points have been as you envisioned em.
There was no welcome, but rather a massacre; no
colony ship ever reached here, and Sylt was
speared by a contemptuous man at arms the
first time he lifted his voice to draw a crowd.
Hawarel
ows this as truth; as Starrex I am
aware ere is another truth which did radically
change life on this planet. Now, did you seek me
out on purpose, your champion tale intended to
be our bridge to Kas?''
''No, at least I did not consciously arrange it
Mou

ey take over. ''

magic, too! And I suppose you cai1not tell me
just how much a Mouth ca11 do in e way of
foreseeing, forearming or freeing us from
is
trap?''
Tamisan shook her head. ''The Mouths were
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mentioned in the history tapes; they were very
important once. But after Sylt's re Ilion they
were ei er killed or disappeared. They were
hunted by bath sides, and most we
ow about
them is only legend. 1 cannot tell you what I can
do. Sometimes some ing, perhaps e memory
and knowledge of this dy, takes over ar1d then
I do strange thiQ.gs. 1neither will nor understand
em.''
He crossed the room and pulled two stools
from a far corner. ''We might as well sit at ease
and explore what we can of
is world's
memories. It just might be at united, we can
learn more than when trying alone. The trouble
is '' He reached out a hand and mechanically
she touched finger tips to the back of it in an
oddly forma} ceremony which was not part of
her own
owledge. He guided her ta one of the
stools ar1d she was glad to sit do
.
''The trouble is," he repeated as he dropped on
the o er stool, stretching out his long legs and
tugging at his sword belt with at dangerously
empty sheath, '' at I was more than a little
mixed up when I awoke, if you 111ight call it that,
in this
dy. My first reactions must have
suggested mental imbalance to those I encountered. Luckily, e Hawarel p
was in control
soon enough to save me. But there is a second
drawback to this identi : 1 am suspect as coming from a province where there bas
en a rellion. ln fact, 1 am here in Ty-Kry as a hostage,
rather than a member of the guard in good standing. 1have not en able to ask questions, and ail
I have learned is in bits and pieces. The real
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Hawarel is a quite uncomplicated, simple soldier who is hurt by' the suspicion against him
ar1d quite fervently loyal to the cro
. 1 wonder
how Kas took his w ing. If he preserves any
remnant of his real self he ought to be well established by now.''
Surprised, Tamisan asked a question to which
she hoped he would give a true and open answer. ''You do not like you have reason to fear
Lord Kas?''
''Like? Fear?'' She could see at thi11 shadow
of Starrex overlaying Hawarel corne more distinct. ''Those are emotions. 1have had little to do
with emotions for some time."
''But you wanted him to share the dream," she
persisted.
.
''True. 1 may not be emotional about my esteemed cousin, but I am a prudent man. Since it
was by his urging, in fact-his arrangement, that
you were added to my household, 1 ought it
only fair he share in his plan for my entertainment. 1 know that Kas is very solicitous of his
crippled cousin, ready handed to serve in any
way, so generous of his time and his energy ''
''You suspect him of some ing?'' She
thought she had sensed what lay behind his
words.
''Suspect? Of what? He has been, as all would
assure you freely, my good friend, as far as I
would allow." There was a closed look about
him warning her off any rther exploration of
that.
''His crippled cousin." This time Hawarel repeated those words as if he spoke to himself and

not to her. '' At least you have clone me a small
service on the credit side of the scale. '' Now he
did look to Tamisan as he thumped his right leg
with a satisfaction which was not of the Starrex
she
ew. ''You have provided me with a body
in good working order, which I may well need
since, so far, bad has outweighed the good in this
world."
''Hawarel, Lord Starrex '' She was beginning
when he interrupted her.
''Give me always Hawarel, remember. There is
no need to add to the already hea
load of
suspicion surrounding me in these halls.''
''Hawarel, then, 1 did not choose you for the
champion; that was done by a power I do not
understand, working rough me. If they agree,
you have a good chance to find Kas. You may
even demand that he be the one you battle."
''Find him how?''
''They may allow me to select e proper one
from the off-world force," she suggested. It was a
very thin thread on which to hang any plan of
escape, but she could not see a
tter one.
''And you
ink that this sand painting will
pick him out, as it did me?''
''It did you, did it not?''
''That I cannot deny."
'' And the first time I foresaw, for one of the
First Standing, it made such an impression on
her that she had me summoned here to foresee
for e Over-queen. ''
''Magic!'' Again he uttered at half laugh.
''To another world much that the space travelers cari do might be termed magic."
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have seen things myself, a11d not while dreaming ei er. Verywell,Iamtovolunteertomeetan
enemy champion from the ship and en you
sand paint out the proper one. If you are successful and do find Kas, then what?''
''lt is simple; we wake."
''You take us with you, of course?''
''If we are so linked that we caa1not leave here
without orie another, then a single w ·ng will
take us ail.''
'' Are you sure you need Kas? After ail, I was
the one you were plaa1ning is dream for."
'' e go, leave Lord Kas here?''
''A cowardly withdrawal you
ink, my
dreamer. But one, 1 assure you, which would
solve many things. However, can you send me
through a11d return for Kas? It is in my mind I
would like to
ow what is happening now
for myself in our own world. Is it not by the
dreamer's oath that he for whom the dream is
wro11ght has first call upon the dreamer?''
He did have some lurking 1.1,1easiness tied ta
Kas, but in a manner he was right. She reached
out before he was aware of what she would do
and seized his hand, at the same time using the
formula for waking. Once more that mist which
was nowhere enveloped her. But it was no use,
her first guess had been right,
ey were still
tied. She blinked her eyes open upon the same
room. Hawarel had slumped and was falling
from his stool, sa that she had to go to one ee to
support his body with her shoulder or he would
have slid full length ta the floor. Then his mus-
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opened and blazed into hers with e same cold
anger with which he had first greeted her upon
entering is room.
'' hy?''
''You asked," she countered.
His lids dro·oped sa she could no longer see
that icy ar1ger. '' Sa I did. But I did not quite
expect to be so quickly served. Now, you have
effectively proven your point; ree go or none.
d it remains to
seen how soon we can find
our missing ird."
He asked her no more questions and she was
glad, since that whirl into nowhere in the abortive attempt at waking had tired her greatly. She
moved the stool a little so her back could rest
against e wall and she was farther
m him. In
a little while he got to his feet ar1d paced back
ar1d forth as if some driving desire for wider
action worked in him ta the point where he
could not sit still.
Once
e door opened, but they were not
su111r11oned fo
. Instead, food and drink were
brought to em by one of the guards; e other
ever upon them.
'' e are well served. '' Hawarel opened
e
lids of the bowls ar1d inspected eir contents.
''It would seem we are of importance. Hail,
Rugaard, when do we go forth from is room, of
which I am growing very tired?''
''Be at peace; you shall have action enough,
when the Great One desires it," e officer with
the crossbow answered. ''The ship
m e stars
•
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has been sighted;
e mountain beacons have
blazed twice. They seem to be aiming for the
plain beyond Ty- y. lt is odd at they are so
single-minded and corne to the same pen to be
taken each time. Perhaps Dalskol was right when
he said at they do not thi
for themselves at
all, but carry out the orders of an off-world power
which does not allow them independent judgment. Your service time will corne; and, ou
of Olava'' he took a step forward ta see Tamisan e better ''the Great One says that it might
be well ta read
e sand on your o
behalf.
False seers are given to those they have belittled
in such seeing, to
done with as those they
have so shamed may decide.''
'' As is well
o
," she answered him. ''I
have' not dealt falsely, as shall be seen at the
proper time and in the proper place.''
hen they were gone she was hungry, and sa
it seemed was Hawarel, for ey divided e food
fairly and left nothing in the bowls.
hen they were done he said, '' Since you are a
reader of history and
ow old customs perhaps
you remember one which it is not too pleasant to
recall DO\\", that among some races it was the
proper
thing
to
dine
well
as
a
prisoner
about
to
. ,,
'
d 1e.
''You choose a heartening ing to ink · ."
'

member at, my dreamer."
'
Tamisan closed her eyes and leaned her head
and shoulders back against the wall. There was a
clang of sudden noise, and she gasped out of a
doze. The room had grown dark but at the door
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was a blaze of light; in that stood the officer, with
a guard of spearmen behind.
''The time has corne.''
''The wait has been long." Hawarel stood up,
stretched wide his arms as one who has been
ready for tao long. Then he turned to her ar1d
once more offered his wrist. She would have
liked to have clone without his aid, but she found
herself stiff and cramped enough to be glad of it.
They went on a complicated way
rough
halls, do
stairs until at last ey issued out
into e night.
aiting for them was a covered
c , much larger than the chair on wheels which
had brought her to the castle, with two griffins
between i ts sha .
Into this their guard urged them, drawing e
curtains and pegging those do
tightly outside, so that even had they wished they could not
have looked out. As the cart cre ed out Tamisan
tried to guess by sound where they might be
•
go1ng.
There was little noise to guide her. It was as if
ey now passed
rough a town deep in
slumber. But in the gloom of the cart she felt
ra er than saw movement and en a shoulder
brushed hers ar1d a whisper so faint she had to
strain ta hear it was at her ear.
''Out of the castle."
''Where?''
''My guess is the field, the forbidden place.''
The memory of the
is-world Tamisan
supplied· explanation. That was where two other
spacers had planeted, not ta rise again. ln fact,
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never been dismantled; it stood, a corroded mass
of metal, to be a double warning: to the stars not
to invade and to Ty- y to be alert against such
•
•
1nvas1on. It seemed to Tamisan that that ride would
never corne to an end. Then there was an abrupt
hait which bumped her soundly against e sicle
of the cart, and lights bedazzled her eyes as the
curtajns were pulled aside.
''Come, Champion an Champion-m er!''
Hawarel obeyed first and turned to give her
assistance once more, but was elbowed aside
as
•
the officer pulled rather than led her into the
open. Torches in e bands of spearmen ringed
em. Beyond was a colorful mass of people,
with a double rank of guards drawn up as a
barrier between those a11d the dark of the land
beyond.
''Up there." Hawarel was beside her again.
Tamisan raised eyes. She was almost blinded
by the glare as a sudden pillar of fire burst across
e night sky. A spacer was ri ding do
on tail
rockets to m e a fin landing.

V
By the light of those flames, the whole plain
was illumined. Beyond stood the hulk of the
unfortunate spacer which had last planeted.
There, drawn up in lines was a large force of
spearmen, crossbowmen, officers with the
basket-hilted weapons at their sides. However,
as ey waited they appeared a guard of honor
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for e Over-queen, who sat raised above the rest
on a very tall chair cart, certainly not an army in
battle array.
Those in the ship might well look contemptuously on such archaic weapons as useless. How
had ose of Ty-Kry taken the other ship and her
crew? as it by wiles and treachery, as the victims might declare, or by clever tricks, as
suggested that part of Tamisan who was the
Mou of Olava.
The surface of the ground boiled away ti 11der
the descent rockets. Then the bright fires vanished, leaving e plain in semi-darkness until
eir eyes adjusted ta the lesser light of the
torches.
There was no expression of awe by the waiting
crowd. Though they might
, by their trappings, dress and arms, accounted centuries behind the tee ical knowledge of the newcomers,
ey were braced by eir history ta
ow that
they were not ta face gods of un own powers,
but mortals with whom they had success lly
fought before. What gives them this attitude toward the star rovers, Tamisan wondered, and
why are they so adverse to any contact with star
civilization? Apparently they are content to
stagnate at a level o civilization perhaps ive
hundred years behind my world. Do they not
produce any inquiring minds, any who desire to
do things di erently?
The ship was down; it gave no outward sign of
life, though Tamisan
ew its sca11ners must be
busy feeding back what information they
ga ered ta appear on video-screens. If those had
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picked up the derelict ship, the newcorners
would have sa much of a warning. She glanced
from the silent bulk of e newly-lar1ded spacer
ta e Over-queen just in time ta see the ruler
raise her hand in a gesture. Four men came forward from e ranks of nobles and guards. Unlike the latter ey wore no body armor, or helms,
but only short tunics of an unrelieved black. ln
the hands of each was a bow, not the crossbow of
the troops, but the yet aider bow of expert archers.
That part of Tamisan which was of is world
drew a catch of breath, for those bows were unlike any other in the land and those who held
them unlike a11y other archers. It was no wonder
ordinary men and women gave them wide room,
for ey were a monstrous lot. Over the head of
each was fitted so skillfully fashioned a mask
that it seemed no mask at ail, but his natural
features, save at the features were not human;
the mask~ were copies of the great heads, one for
each point of the compass, which surmounted
· e defensive walls of Ty-Kr~·. Neither human
nor animal,
ey were something of bo
and
some ing beyond bath.
The bows they raised were fashioned of
human bone a11d strung with cords woven of
human haïr. They were the bones and haïr of
ancient enemies and ancient heroes; the intermingled streng of bo were ready to serve the
living.
From closed quivers each took a single arrow,
ar1d in the torchlight those arrows glittered,
seeming to draw and condense radiance until
they were shafts of solid light. Fitted to the cords
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ey had a hypnotic effect, holding one's at!ention to
e exclusion of all else. Tamisan was
suddenly aware of that and tried to break the
attraction, but at at moment ·e arrows were
fired.
d her head turned with ail e 1·est in
at company to watch the flight of what seemed
to be lines of fire across the dark sky, rising up
and up until they were well above the dark ship,
then following a curve, to plunge out of sight
behind it.
Oddly enough, in eir passing ey had left
great arcs of light behind, which did not fade at
once, but cast faint gleams on the skin of the
ship. lt was inga ering one part of Tamisan's
mind
ew. A laying on of ancient power ta
influence those in the spacer. That of her which
was a dreamer could not readily believe in e
efficacy of any such ceremony.
There had been sound with those arrows'
passing, a shrill, high whistling which hurt the
ears so at ose in e throng put hands to the
sides of their heads to shut out the screech. A
wind arase out of nowhere, with it a loud crackling. Tamisan looked up to see above e Overqueen's head a large bird flapping wings of gold
and blue. A closer look revealed it was no giant
bird, but rather a banner so fashioned that the
wind set it flying to counterfeit live action.
The black-clad archers still stood in a line a
little out from the ranks of the guards. Now,
though the Over-queen made no visible sign,
those about Hawarel and Tamisan urged them
forward until they came to front bath the archers
and the Over-queen's tall throne-c .
''Weil, Champion, is it in your mind to carry
•
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out the duties
is busy Mouth has assigned
you ?'' There was jeering in the Over-queen' s
question, as if she did not honestly believe in
Tamisan's prophecy but was willing ta allow a
dupe ta march ta destruction in his own way.
Hawarel went ta one knee but as he did sa he

weapon.

-

is it your will at my battle be without even steel
between me and the enemy?''
Tamisan saw a smile on the lips of the Overqueen and at that moment glimpsed a little into
this ruler, that it might just please her to will
such a fate on Hawarel. But if the Over-queen
played with that thought for a,1 instant or two,
she put it aside. Now she gestured.
''Give him steel, and let him use it. The Mo11
has said he is the answer to our defense this time.
Is at not so, Mouth ?''
The look she gave to Tamisa11 had a cruel core.
twice has it read sa." Tamisan found the words
to answer in a firm voice, as if what she said was
a decree.
put your will behind this choice of yours. In fact,
Olava!''
Hawarel had accepted a sword from

e officer

the blade, he saluted with a flourish which
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tinction, he intended to march there as one who
moved to trumpet and drums.
''The right be strength to your arm, a shield to
your body," intoned the Over-queen. There was
that in her voice which one might detect to mean
that the words she spoke were only ritual, not
intended to encourage this champion.
Hawarel turned to face the silent ship. From
the burned a11d blasted ground about its landing
fins arose trails of steam ar1d smoke. The faint
arcs left in the air from e arrow flights were
gone.
As Hawarel moved forward, Tamisar1 followed a pace or two behind. If the ship remained
closed to them, if no hatch opened, no ramp ran
forth, she did not see how they could carry out
their plans. If that were so, would the Overqueen expect them to wait hour after hour for
some decision from the spacer's commander as
to whether or not he would contact them?
Fortunately, the spacecrew were more enterprising. Perhaps the sight of at hulk on the
edge of the field had given them the need to learn
more. The hatch which opened was not the large
entra11ce hatch, but a smaller door above one of
the fins. From it shot a stunner am.
Luckily it caught its prey, both Hawarel and
Tamisan, before they had reached the edge of the
sullenly burning turf, so that their suddenly
helpless bodies did not fall into e fire. They
did not lose consciousness, but only e abili
to control slack muscles .
Tamisan had crumpled face down and only
the fact that one cheek pressed the earth gave her
•

•
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room to breathe. Her sight was sharply curtailed
at the edge of burning grass which crept inexorably towards her. Seeing that she forgot all else.
These moments were the worst she had ever
spent. She had conjured up narrow escapes in
dreams, but always there had been e
owledge that at e last moment escape was possible. Now there was no escape, only her helpless
body and e line of advancing fire.
ith
e sudde11,1ess of a blow, delivering
shock through her still painful bruis es, she was
caught, right side and left, in what felt like giant
pincers. As those closed about her body, she was
drawn aloft, still face do
, the mes ar1d heat
of
e burning vegetation choking her. She
coughed until the spasms made her sick, spinning in that brutal clutch, being drawn to e
spacer.
She came into a burst of dazzling light. Then
hands seized her, pulling her down, but holding
her upright. The force of the stunner was wearing off; they must have set e beam on lowest
power. There was a prickle of feeling retuming
in her legs and her hea
arms. She was able to
·lift her head a fraction to see men in space uniforms about her. They wore helmets as if expecting to issue out on a hostile world, and some of
them had the visors closed. Two picked her up
easily and carried her along, down a corridor,
small cabin with a suspicious likeness to a cell.
Tamisan lay on the floor recovering command
of her own body and trying to thi
ahead. Had
they taken Hawarel, tao? There was no reason to
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believe they had not, but he had not been put in
this cell. She was able to sit up now, her back
supported by the wall, aa1d she srniled shakily at
her thought that eir brave boast of a charnpionship battle had certainly been brought quickly to
naught. It was not that what the Over-queen desired rnight have run far counter to what happened, but she and Starrex had gained is rnuch
of eir own objective: they were in e ship she
believed also held Kas. Only let the three of ern
rn e contact, and ey could leave the dream.
d-would our leaving shatter this dream
and there was no reason to worry over side issues. The tirne had corne to concentrate upon
one thing only: Kas.
What should I do? Pound on the door o this
cell to demand attention-ta speak with the
commander o this ship? ould she ask to see all
e crew so she could pick out Kas in his thisworld rnasquerade? She had a suspicion
at
while Hawarel-Starrex had accepted her story,
no one else rnight.
The important thing was sorne kind of action
to get her free and let her search.
The door was opening. Tamisan was startled
by what seerned a quick answer to her need.
There was no helmet on the man who stood
there, though he wore a t1111ic b·earing e insigTarnisan ew frorn her own Ty. He also had
a stunner. aimed at her; at his throat was the box
of a vocal interpreter.
'' 1 corne in peace. ''
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''With a weapon in hand?'' she countered.
He looked surprised; he must have expected a
e Basic which was the second language of all
Confederacy pla r1ets.
'' e have reason to believe at weapons are
necessary with your people. 1 am Glandon Tork
of Survey."
''1 am Tamisan and a Mouth of Olava." Her
hand went to her head ar1d discovered
at
somehow, in spi te of ber passage through the air
and her entrar1ce into the ship, her cro
was
still there. Then she pressed the important question:
,
'' here is the champion?''
''Your companion?'' The stunner was no
longer centered on her, and his tone had lost
some of its belligerency. ''He is in safe keeping.
But why do you name him champion?''
''Because that is what he is corne to engage
your selected champion in right battle."
''I see. And we select a champion in return, is
that it? hat is right battle?''
She ar1swered his last question first. ''If you
claim land, you meet the champion of the lordship of that land in right battle."
''But we claim no land," he protested.
''You made claim when you set your fiery ship
down on the fields of Ty- y.''
''Your people then consider our landing a
form of invasion? But this can be decided by a
single combat tween champion? And we pick
our man ''
Tamisan interrupted him. ''Not so. The Mou th
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of Olava selects; or rather the sand selects, the
you did not greet me in honor. ''
''You select the champion how?''
''
1 have said, by e seeing."
''I do not see, but doubtless it will be made
corn t fought?''
She waved to what she thought was the ship
walls. ''Out ere on the land
ing claimed."
''Logical," he conceded. Then he spoke as if to
the air around em. ''All at recorded?'' Since
the air did not answer him, he was apparently
satisfied by silence.
''This is your custom,
dy Mouth of Olava.
But since it is not ours, we must discuss it. By
your leave, we shall do so."
''Asyou wish." Shehad ismuchonherside,
he had introduced himself as a member of Survey, which meant that he had been trained in the
necessi of understanding alien folkways. The
simple underlying princi pie of such training
was, whereverpossible, to follow pla11et cutoms.
If the crew did accept this idea of championship,
then they might also be willing to follow it completely. She could demand to see every member
of e crew and thus find Kas. Once that was
done she could bre
dream.
But, Tamisan told herself, do not cou nt on too
easy an end to this venture. There was a nagging
little doubt lurking in e back of her mind, and
it had something to do with those dea arrows,
, seemingly so we . y defended, had man-
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aged through centuries ta keep their world free
of spacers. When she tried ta plumb the
Tamisan-of-this-world's memories as ta how
that was accomplished she had no answer but
what corresponded ta magic forces only partly
understood. That the shooting of the arrows was
the first step in bringing such forces into being
she was aware. Beyond that seemed only ta lie a
belief · n ta her Mou th power, and that she did
not understand even when she employed it.
She was accepting ail of this, Tamisan realized
suddenly, as if is world did exist, as if it was
not a dream out of her control. Could Starrex's
suggestion be e truth, that ey had by some
means traveled into an alternate world?
Her patience was growing short; she wanted
action. aiting was very difficult. She was sure
that scanners of more than one kind were trained
on her and she must play the part of a outh of
Olava, displaying no impatience, only cairn confidence in herself and her mission. That she held
ta as best she could.
Perhaps the time she waited seemed longer
an it really was, but Tork returned, to usher her
out of the cell and escort her up a ladder from
level to level. She found e long skirts of her
robe difficult ta manage. The cabin they came
were several men seated there. Tamisan looked
from one ta another searchingly. She could not
tell; she felt none of the uneasiness she had
own in the rone room when Hawarel had
been there. Of course, at could mean Kas was
not one of this group, though a Survey -ship did
not carry a large crew, mainly specialists of sev-
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eral different callings. There were probably ten,
perhaps twenty more than the six before her.
Tork led her to a chair which had some of the
attributes of an easirest, molding to her comfort
as she settled into it.
''This is
ptain Lowald, Medico Thrum,
Psycho-Tech Sims and Hist-Techneer El
Hamdi.'' Tork named names and each man
ac owledged with a half w. ''I have outlined
your proposai to them and ey have discussed
the matter. By what means will you select a
champion from among us?''
She had no sand; for e first time Tamisan
realized
e handicap. She would have to depend upon touch alone, but somehow she was
sure at would reveal Kas to her.
''Let your men corne tome, touching hand to
mine.'' She raised hers to lay it, palm up, on the
table. '' hen I clasp that of he whom Olava
selects, 1 shall
ow it."
''It seems simple enough," the Captain releaned forward to rest his own for a minute on
hers. There was no response, nor was there any
in the others. The
ptain called an order on the
intercom and one by one e other members of
Tamisan, with mounting uneasiness, began to
lieve she had erred; perhaps only by e sand
could she detect Kas. Though she searched the
face of each as he took his seat opposite her and
laid his hand on hers, she could see no resemblance to Starrex's cousin, nor was there any
inner warning her man was here.
''That was the last," the Captain said as the
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final man arose. ''\,Vhich is our champion?''
'' He is not here.
''
She
bl
urted
out
the
truth,
her
distress bre ing through her caution.
''But you have touched hands with every man
on board this ship," the Captain answered her.
''Or is this some trick ''
He was interrupted by a sound sharp enough
to startle. The numbers which spilled from the
corn by his elbow meant nothing ta Tamisan, but
brought the rest in that cabin into instant action.
A st11r1ner in Tork's hand caught her before she
could rise, and once more she was conscious but
unable ta move. As the other officers pushed
through the door on the run, Tork put out his
hand, holding her limp body erect in the chair,
while with the other he thumped some alarm
button set into the table.
His summons was speedily answered by two
c~ewmen who carried her along, to thrust her
once more into a cabin. This is getting to be or
too regular a procedure, Tamisan thought ruefully, as they tossed her negligently on a b11a1k,
hardly pausing to see if she landed safely on its
surface or not. hatever that alert had meant it
had certainly once more brought her to the status
of prisoner.
Apparently sure of the stunner beam her guard
went out, leaving the door open a crack so that
she could hear the pad of running feet and e
clangs of what could be secondary alarms.
What possible attack could the orces o the
Over-queen have launched against a wellarmed and already alert spacer? Yet it was plain
that those men believed themselves in danger
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and ,vere on the defensive. Starrex and Kas.
Where is Kas? The
ptain said she had met ail
on board. Did that mean that the vision she had
earlier seen was false, that the faceless man in
spacer dress was a creature of her tao-active imagination?
I must not lose con idence. Kas is here he has
to be! She lay now trying vainly to guess by the
sounds what was happening. But the first flurry
of noise and movement were stilled, there was
only silence. Hawarel where is Hawarel?
The stunner's power was wearing off. She had
door of the cabin shot into its wall crack ar1d
Tork and the Captain stood there.
''Mouth of Olava, or whatever you truly are,"
the
ptain said, with é! chill in his voice which
reminded Tamisan of Hawarel's earlier rage,
''the winning of time may not have been of your
devising this nonsense of champions and right
• • ttle or perhaps it was. Your superiors
perhaps deceived you, tao. At ae1y rate no,v it
does not matter. They have done their best to
m e us prisoner and will not reply now to our
signais for a parley; so we must use you for our
messenger. Tell your ruler
at we hold her
champion ~nd we can readily use him as a key to
open gates shut in our faces.
e have weapons
yond swords and spears, even beyond those
which might not have saved those in that other
ship. She can tie us here for a measure of time,
but we can sever such bonds. e have not corne
as invaders, no matter what you believe, nor are
we al one. If our signal do-es not reach our sister
•
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ship in orbit above, there will be such an accounting as your race has not seen, nor can conceive of. e shall release you now and you shall
tell your ueen this. If she does not send those to
talk with us before the da
, then it will be the
worse for her. Do you understand?''
''And Hawarel?'' Tamisan asked.
'' Hawarel ?''
''The champion. You will keep him here?''
''As I have said, we have the means tom e
him a key for your fo ess doors. Tell ber that,
Mouth. From what we have read in your champion's mind, you have certain authority here
which ought to impress your ueen."
Head rom Starrex's mind?
hot do they
mean? Tamisan was suddenly fearful. Sorne
kïnd o mind probe? But i they did that, then
they must know tl!e rest. She was utterly consed now, and found it very bard to center her
attention on the matter at band, that she must
relay this defiant message to the Over-queen.
Since there seemed to be nothing she could do to
protest that action, she would do so. hot recepdered as Tork pulled ber from
carried, half led her along.

e bunk and half

VI

For the third time Tamisan sat in prison, but
this time she looked not at the smooth walls of a
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estimation of her influence with the Over-queen
had fallen far short, and her plea in favor of a
parley with the spacemen had been overruled at
once. The threat concerning their strange
weapons and their mysterious use of Hawarel as
a ''key'' was laughed at. The fact that those of
Ty-Kry had successfully dealt with this menace
in the past made them confident that their same
devices would serve as well now.
hat those
devic..:es were Tamisan had no idea, save that
something had happened ta the ship before she
had been unceremoniously bundled out of it.
Hawarel they had kept on board, Kas had disappeared, and until she had bath to hand she
was indeed a captive. Kas her thoughts kept
t11,·r1ing back ta the fact
at he had not been
a,11ong
ose who haçl faced her_. Lowald had
assured her that she had seen ail his crew.
Wait! She set herself ta recall his every
word what had he said? ''You have touched
hand with every man aboard this ship." But he
had not said ail the crew. Had there been one
outside the ship? Ail she
ew of space travel
she had learned from tapes, but those had been
very detailed as they needed to be ta supply the
dreamers with factual background and inspiration from which ta build fantasy worlds. This
spacer claimed ta be a Survey vesse! and not
operating alone. There ore it might have a
companion in orbit and there Kas could be. But,
if that were sa, she had no chance of reaching
him.
.
Now i this were only a true dream . . . Tamisan sighed, leaned her head back against the
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dank stone of e wall, and en jerked away
from that support as its chill struck into her
shoulders. Dreams . . .
She sat upright, alert a11d a little excited. Suppose I could dream within a dream and ind Kas
that way? Is it possible? You cannot tell until
you proved it one way or another. She had no
stabilizer, no booster, but those were only
needed when a dream was shared. She might
venture as well on her o
. But, i I dreamed
within a dream, can I do aught to set matters
right? hy ask questions I can not answer until
it is put to proo !
'
She stretched out on the stones of the cell floor
resolutely blocking off those portions of her
mind which were aware of the present discomfort of her body. lnstead, she began e deep,
even breathing of a dreamer, fastened her,·
thoughts on the pattern of self-hypnosis which
was the door to her dreams.
l she had as a goal
was Kas and he as he was in his real persan. So
poor a guide . . .
She was going 11r1der; she could still dream.
ails built up around her, but these were of a
translucent material through which flowed soft
and pleasing colors. It could not be a space ship.
Then the scene wavered, and swiftly Tamisan
thrust aside that doubt which might puncture
the dream fabric. The walls sharpened and fixed
into a solid state; this was a corridor; facing her
was a door.
- She willed to see beyond, a r1d was straightway, after the manner of a proper dream, in that
chamber. Here the walls were hung with the
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same spark.ling web of stuff which had lined her
chamber in the sky tower. Seeking Kas, she had
retumed ta her own world. But she held the
dream, curious as ta why her aim had brought
her here. Had she been wrong and Kas had never
corne with her? If that were sa, why had she and
Starrex been marooned in the other dream?
There was no one in the chamber, but she felt a
faint pull drawing her on. She sought Kas; there
was that which promised he was here. There was
a second room; entering, she was startled. This
she
ew well: it was the room of a dreamer. Kas
stood by an empty couch, while the other was
occupied.
The dreamer wore a sharing crown, but what
rested on
e other couch was not a second
sleeper but a squat box of metal, ta which her
dream cords were attached, at1d Tamisan was
not the dreamer. She had expected ta see herself.
Instead, the entranced was one of the locked
minds, e blan ess ofher countenance unmist able. Dream force was being created here by
an indreamer, and seemingly it was harnessed ta
the
X.
Given such clues, Tamisan projected the rest.
she had fallen asleep; it was a smaller room. Kas
was very much aw e, intent upon some dials on
the top of the box. The indreamer and the box,
locked sa together, could
holding them in the
other world. But what o that oint vision o Kas
in uni orm? To mislead me? Oris this a misleading dream, dictated by the suspicions I detected
in Starrex concerning his cousin? This was the
•
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logical reasoning from such suspicions, that she
had been sent with Starrex into a dream world
and therein locked by an indreamer and
machine. Real, or dream which?
Am I now visible to Kas? If this were a dream
she should be; if she haâ corne back to reality
. . . Her head reeled under e listing of ings
which might be true, untrue, half true. To prove
at least one small fraction, she moved forward
ar1d laid her hand on Kas's as he leaned over to
make some small adjustment to the box.
He gave a startled exclamation, jerked his
band from under bers and glar1ced around. But,
though he stared straight at her, it was plain he
saw nothing; she was as disembodied as a spirit
in one of e old tales. Yet i he has not seen me
still he has elt something . . .
Again he leaned over e box, eyeing it intently as if he thought he must have felt some
shock or emanation from it. The dreamer never
moved. Save for the slow rise and fall of her
deep in her self-created world, she might have
been dead. Her face was very war1 and colorless.
Seeing that, Tamisan was uneasy. This tool of
Kas's had been far too long in an 1111interrupted
dream. She would have to be aw ened if she
made no move to bre it for herself. One of e
dangers of indreaming was this possible loss of
the power to bre a dream. That occuring, the
guardian must break it. Most of dreamers' caps
provided the necessary stimuli to do so. But the
cap on this dreamer's head had certain modifica-
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tians Tamisan had never seen fore, and ese
might prevent breaking.
What would happen if Tamisan could evoke
waking? Would that also release.her and Starrex, wherever he might be, from their dream
and return them to the proper world? She was
well drilled in the technique of dream breaking.
Those she had used when she stood in reality
beside a victim who had overstayed the proper
dream time.
She reached out a hand, touched e pulse on
e sleeper's roat and applied slight massage.
solid to her, there was no response in the other.
To prove a point Tamisan aimed a finger, thrusting it deeply as she could into
e pillow on
which e dreamer's head rested. Her finger did
not dent at soft roundness, but went into it as if
her flesh ar1d bone had no substance.
There was yet another way; it was harsh and
used only in cases of extremity. But to Tamisan
this could be no else. She put ose unsubstantial fingers on the temples of the sleeper, just
below the rim of the dream cap, ar1d concentrated on a single command.
The sleeper stirred, her features convulsed
and a low moan came from her. Kas uttered an
exclamation and hung over his box, his fingers
busy pushing buttons with a care which
suggested he was about a very delicate task.
''Awake!'' Tamisan commanded with such
force as she could summon.
The sleeper's hands_arose very slowly and un-
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steadily from her sides and they wavered towards the cap, though her eyelids did not rise.
Her expression was now one of pain. Kas,
brea ing hard and fast, kept to his adjustments
on the box.
So they fought their silent battle for possession of the dreamer. Slowly Tamisan was forced
to concede that whatever force lay in that box
overrode ail the techniques she
ew. But the
longer Kas kept this poor wretch under, the
we er she would grow. Death would be
e
answer, though perhaps that did not trouble
him.
If she could not w e the dreamer and break
the bonds which she was certain now were what
tied her ar1d Starrex to that other world, then she
must somehow get at Kas himself. He had responded ta her touch before.
Tamisan slipped away from the head of the
couch and came ta stand behind Kas. He
straightened up, a faint relief mirrored on his
face as apparently his box reported that there
was no longer any disturbance.
Now Tamisan raised her hands to either sicle
of his head, spreading wide her fingers so they
might resemble the covering of a dreamer's cap,
and then brought them swiftly do
to cover his
head, putting firm touch on his temples though
she could not exert real pressure there.
He gave a mu ed cry, tossed his head from
side ta side as if to free himself from a cloud. But
Tamisan, with ail the determination of which
she was capable, held fast. She had seen this
done once in the Hive; however, then it had been
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used on a docile subject and bath the controlled
and the dreamer had en on the same plane of
existence. Now she could only hope that she
could disrupt Kas's train of thought-long enough
tom e him release the dreamer himself. So she
brought to bear ail her will to that purpose. He
was not only shaking his head from sicle to sicle
now, m ing it very hard to keep her hands in
the proper position, but he was swaying back
and forth, his hands up, clawing as if to tear her
hold away. lt appeared he could not touch her
any more than she could lay firm grip on him.
That fund of energy which had enabled her to
create strange worlds and hold them for a fellow
dreamer was bent to the task of infl uencing Kas.
But, to her dismay, though he ceased his frenzied movements, his clawing for e hands he
could not clutch growing feebler, his eyes closed
and his face screwed into an expression of horror
and rejection of a frightened child. He did not
move to the box.
Instead he slumped forward so suddenly that
Tamisan was taken wholly unaware, falling half
across the divan. In that fall he flailed out with
an arm to send the box smashing to the floor, its
weight dragging the cap from the dreamer.
She drew several deep breaths, her haggard
face now displaying a small trace of retuming
color. Tamisan, still startled at the results of her
effo
to influence Kas, began to wonder if she
might have made matters worse. She did not
ow how much the box had to do with their
transportation to
e alternate world and
whe er, if it was broken, they could ever return.
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There was one precaution, if she could take it.
I return to that prison cell in the High Castle I
must, or leave Starrex-Hawarel lost orever·then to leave Kas here, perhaps able again to use
his machine no! But how-since I cannot . . .
Tamisan looked to the stirring dreamer. The
girl was struggling out of the depths of so deep a
state of unconsciousness at she was not aware
of what lay about her. In this state she might be
pliable. Tamisan could only try.
Leaving Kas she went back to the dreamer.
Once more touching the girl's forehead, she
sought to influence her.
The dreamer sat up with such slow movements of body as one 1night use were almost
unbearable weights fastened to every muscle. ln
a pain lly slow gesture she raised her bands to
her head, groping for the cap no longer there.
Then she sat, her eyes still shut, while Tamisan
drew heavily on her own strength to deliver a
final set of orders.
Blindly, for she never opened her eyes,
e
dreamer felt along the edge of the couch on
which she had Iain, until her hand swept against
e cords which fastened the cap to the box. Her
lax fingers fumbled and tightened as she gave a
feeble jerk, then another 11a1til bath cords pulled
from the couch in a forward movement which
brought her ta her
ees, the upper part of her
body on the other couch, one cheek touching
that of the unconscious Kas.
The strain on Tamisan was very great. She was
wavering in her contrai now, several times those
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weak bands fell limply as ber hold on the
dreamer ebbed. But each time she found some
small surge of energy which brought them back
into action again, so that at last the cap was on
Kas, the cords which had connected it to the box
in a half coil on which the dreamer's head rested.
So big a chance and with such poor equipment! Tamisan could not be sure of ar1y results,
she could only hope. Tamisan released her
couch on one sicle as Kas half lay on the other.
She summoned ail that she had, ail that she
sensed she had always possessed, at small difference in dream power she had secretly
cherished. Once more she touched e forehead
of the sleeping girl and broke her dream within a
dream.
It was like climbing a steep hill with an intolerably hea
burden lashed to one's aching
back, like being forced to pull the dead weight of
another body
rough a swamp which sucked
one clown. It was such an effort as she could not
endure . . .
Then at weight was gone and the relief of its
vanishing was such that Tamisan savored
e
fact at it did not drag at ber. She opened her
eyes at last and even that small movement required such an effort that it left her spent.
She was not in the sky tower. These walls were
stone, and e light was dusky, coming from a
slit high in the opposite wall. She was in the
High Castle from which she had dreamed her
way back to ber own Ty- y in a dream within a
dream. But how well had she wrought there?
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For e present she was tao tired to even think
connectedly. Bits and pieces of all she had seen
and done since she had aw ened first in this
Ty-Kry floated through her mind, not m ing
any concrete pattern.
It was the mind picture of Hawarel's face as
she had seen it last while they marched toward
the spacer which roused her from that uncaring
drift. She remembered Hawarel and the threat
the ship's Captain had made, which the Overqueen had pushed aside. If Tamisan had truly
broken the lock Kas had set up to keep theni here,
then it would be escape. There was no strength
in her. She tried to remember the formula for
bre ing, and knew a stroke of chilling fear
when her memory proved faulty. She could not
doit now; she must have more time to rest bath
mind and body. Now she was hungry and irsty, with such a need for bath food and drink at
it was a torment. Do they mean to leave me here
without any sustenance?
Tamisan lay still, listening. Then she inched
her head around slowly to view the deeper dusk
of her surroundings at floor level. She was not
alone.
Kas!
Had she successfully pulled Kas with her? If
so, was it that he had no counterpart in this
world and so was still his old self?
However, she did not have time to explore that
possibility, for there was a loud grating and a
line of light marking an opening door. In the
beam of a torch stood that same officer who had
earlier been her escort. Using her bands to brace
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her body, Tamisan raised herself. At the same
time there was a cry from the far corner.
Someone moved there, raised a head a,1d
showed f eatures she had last seen in the sky
tower. lt was Kas in his rightful body. He was
scrambling to his feet and the officer and
e
guardsma,, behind him in the doorway stared as
if ey could not lieve their eyes. Kas shook his
head as if to clear away some mist.
His lips pulled back from his teeth in a terrible
rictus which was no smile. There was a small
laser in his hand. She could not move; he was
sure ofthat she di.d not even fear, but only waited
for the crisping of her flesh.
But the aim of the weapon raised beyond her
and fastened on the doorway. Under it bath officer and guard went down.
ith one hand on
e wall to steady himself, Kas pul-led along until
he came to her. He stood away from e stone,
transferred his laser to the other hand a,1d
reached down to hook fingers in the robe where
it covered her shoulder.
''On your feet." He mouthed the words
wi
difficulty, as if his exhaustion nearly
equaled hers. ''I do not
ow how, or why, or
,,
w h o....
The torch, dropped from
e charred hand
which had carried it, gave em dim light. Kas
swung her around, rusting his face very close
to hers. He stared at her intently, as if by the very
force of .his glare he could stri p aside e mask
her body made for her and force the old Tamisan
into sight.
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''You are Tamisan it can not be otherwise! 1
do not know how you did this, demon-born." He
shook her with a viciousness which struck her
painfully against the wall. ''Where is he?''
All that ·came from her parched throat were
harsh sounds without meaning.
''Never mind." Kas stood straighter now; there
was more vigor in his voice. '' here he is there
shall I find him. Nor shall I lose you, demonbom, since you are my way back. And for Lord
Starrex, here
ere will be no guards, no safe
shields. Perhaps this is the better way after all.
hat is this place; answer me!'' He slapped her
face, his palm bruising her, once more thumping
her head back against the wall so that the rim of
e outh crown bit into her scalp and she cried
out in pain.
'' Speak!
here is this ?''
''The High Castle of Ty-Kry;'' she cro ~d.
''
d what do you in this hale?''
''I am prisoner to the Over-queen. ''
''Prisoner?
hat do you mean? You are a
dreamer; this is your dream. hy are you a prisoner?''
Tamisan was so shaken she could not marshal
words easily, as she had to explain to Starrex.
She thought, a little dazedly, that Kas might not
accept her explanation anyway.
''Not wholly a dream," she got out.
He did not seem surprised. '' So the contrai has
that property, has it; to impose a sense of reality." His eyes blazed into hers. ''You ca1,11ot contrai this dream, is that it? Again fortune favors
me it seems. Where is Starrex now?''
~
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She could give him a truthful answer she was
falsely with any hope of belief. It was as if he
could see straight into her mind with those demanding eyes of his. ''I do not . ow."
''But he is in this dream somewhere?''
''Yes."
''Then you shall find him for me, Tamisan,
and speedily. Do we have ta search
is "gh
Castle?''
''He was, when I saw him last, outside."
She kept her eyes turned from the door, from
what lay there. But he hauled her towards that,
and she was afraid she was going ta be sick.
Where ey might be in the interior of e small
city which was the High Castle she did not
ow. Those who had brought her here had not
t en her ta the core towers, but had turned aside
along e first of e gateways ar1d gone do
a
long flight of stairs. She doubted if they would
be able ta walk out again as easily as Kas thought
ta do.
••corne." He pulled at her, dragging her on,
kicked aside what lay in the door. She closed her
eyes tightly as he brought her past. But the
stench of death was sa strong that she staggered,
retching, wi his hand dragging at her, keeping
her on her feet and reeling ahead.
Twice she watched glassily as he burned
on his sicle held. They came ta the foot of the
stairs a11d climbed. Tamisan held ta one hope.
found a measure of strength returning, sa that
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she no longer feared falling if Kas ·~eleased his
hold upon her. hen they were out at last in the
night, the damp smell of the underways wafted
away by a rising wind, she felt clean and
re,
newed and was able ta think more clearly.
Kas had gotten her this far because of her
wea ess, so to his eyes she must continue to
counterfeit that, until she had a chance to act. lt
might be at his weapon, so alien to this world
and.thus sa effective, might well eut eir way ta
Starrex. That did not mean that once they had
reached him she need obey Kas. She felt that,
face to face wi th his lord, Kas would be less
confident of success.
lt was not a guard that halted them now but a
massive gate. Kas examined the bar ar1d laughed
before he raised the laser and sent a needle-thin
beam ta eut as he needed. There was a shout from
above and Kas, almost languidly, swung the
beam to a narrow stair leading from the ramparts, laughing again as there came a choked
scream, e sound of a falling body.
''Now." Kas put his shoulder to the gate and it
swung ·more easily an Tamisan would have
thought possible for its weight. '' here is Starrex? And if you lie '' His s11aile was threatening.
''There. '' Tamisan was sure of her direction,
a11d she pointed to where there was a distant
blaze of torches about the bulk of e grounded
spacer.
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'' A spacer! '' Kas paused.
''Besieged by these people," Tamisan informed him. ''
d Starrex is a hostage on board,
if he still lives. They have threatened to use him
in some manner as a weapon and the Overqueen, as far as I know, does not care."
Kas turned on her, his merriment had vanished; his laugh was now a snarl; and he shook
her back and for . ''It is your dream; control it! ''
For a moment Tamisan hesitated. Should she
try to tell him what she believed the truth? Kas
and his weapon might be her only hope of reaching Starrex. Cot1ld he be persuaded to a frontal
attack if he thought that was their only chance of
reaching their goal? On e other band, if she
admitted she could not break this dream, he
might well burn her clown out of band and take
his chances. She thought she had a solution.
''Your meddling has warped the pattern, Lord
Kas. 1 cannot contrai some elements, nor can I
break the dream until I have Lord Starrex with
me, since we are pattern-linked in this sequence."
Her steady reply seemed to have some effect
on him. Though he gave her one more punishing shake and uttered an obscenity, he looked
ahead ta the torches and the halfseen bulk of the
ship with calculation in his eyes.
They made a lengthy detour away from most
the south of the ship. There was a graying in

e
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sky ar1d a hint that dawn might perhaps be not
far away. Now that they could see better, it was
apparent that the ship was sealed. No hatch
opened on its surface, no ramp ran out. The laser
in Kas's hand could not burn their way in, by the
method he had opened the gate of e High Castle.
Apparently the same difficul presented itself to Kas, for he halted her with a jerk while
ey were still in the shadows, well away from
the line of torches forming a square around e
ship. Surveying the scene, they sheltered in a
small dip< in the ground.
The torches were no longer held by men, but
had been planted in the ground at regular intervals, ar1d ey were as large as outsize candies.
The colorful mass which had marked the Overqueen and her courtiers on Tamisan' s first visi t
to the landing field were gone, leaving only a
line of guardsmen in a wide encirclement of the
sealed ship.
.
Why did the spacemen not lift ar1d planet
elsewhere, Tamisan wondered. Perhaps the confusion in the last moments she had been on
board meant that they could not do so. They had
spoken then of a sister ship in orbit above. It
would seem that had made no move to aid them,
though she had no idea how much time had
elapsed since last she had been here.
Kas turned on her again. ''Can you get a message to Starrex?'' he demanded.
''I cari try. For what reason?''
''Have him ask for us to corne to him.'' Kas had
been silent for a moment before replying. Is he so
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stupid as to believe that I would not give a warning with \.Vhatever message I could deliver, or
has he precautions against that?
But can I reach Starrex? She had gone into the
secondary dream to make contact with Kas.
There was no time for such a move now. She
could only use the mental technique for inducing a dream and see what happened thereby. She
said as much to Kas now, promising no success.
''Be about what you can do now! '' he told her
roughly.
Tamisan closed her eyes to think of Hawarel as
she had seen him last, standing beside her on
this very field. She heard a gasp from Kas. Openbeen then, or rather a pallid copy of him, wavershe spoke in a swift gabble.
''Say we corne from e ueen with a message,
that we must see e Captain. ''
The shimmering outline of Hawarel faded into
e night. She heard Kas mutter angrily. ''What
good will at ghost do?''
''I cat1not tell. If he returns to that of which he
is a part, he cati carry the message. For the
rest '' Tamisan shrugged. ''I have told you this
is no dream I can contrai. Do you think if it
were, we two would stat1d here in this fashion?''
His
in lips parted on one of his mirthless
•
gr1ns.
''You· would not, 1 know, dreamer!''
His head went from left to right as he slowly
surveyed the line of planted torches and the men
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cl oser to this ship, expect them to open ta
us?''
"
''They used a stunnerto take us before," Tamisan warned him. ''They might do so again."
''Stunner." He gestured with e laser. Tamisan hoped his answer would not be a headlong
attack on e ship with at.
He used it as a pointer to motion her on toward
the torch line. ''If they do open up," he commented, ''I shall be warned."
Tamisan gathered up e long skirt ofher robe.
lt was torn by rough handling, frayed in strips at
the hem where she could trip if she caught those
rags between her feet. The rough brush growing
ee high about em caught at it so that she
stumbled now and again, urged on continually
by Kas's pulling, when he dug his fingers painfully into her already bruised shoulder.
They reached e torch line. The guards there
faced inward to the ship and in this crease of
light Tamisan could see that they were all armed
wi
crossbows, not wi those of bone which
the black-dressed men had earlier wom. Bolts
against the might of the ship. The answer
seemed laughable, a jesting to delight the simple. Yet e ship lay there and Tamisan could
well remember e consternation of those men
who had been questioning her within it.
There was a dark spot on the hull of e ship
nized it as a battle hatch, though she had only
seen those via tapes.
''Kas, they are going to fire." i alaserbeam
from ere ey could crisp eve hing on this
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field, perhaps clear back to the walls of the High
Castle!
She tried to turn in his grasp, to race back and
away,
owing already that such-a race was lost
before she took the first lunging stride. He held
her fast.
''No muzzle," he said.
Tamisan strained to see through the flickering
light. Perhaps it was a lightening of the sky
which made it clear that there was no muzzle
projecting to spew a fiery death across them all.
But at was a gun port.
As quic y as it had appeared,
e opening
was closed. The ship was again sealed tightly.
'' hat?''
Kas answered her half question, ''Either ey
ca11not use it, or else ey have thought better of
doing so which means, by ei er count, we
have a chance. Now, stay you here! Or else I shall
corne looking for you in a manner you shall not
relish; never fear that I can find you!'' No ing in
Tamisan disputed that.
She stood; for after ail, apart from Kas's
threats, where did she have to go? If she were
sighted by ar1y of e guards she might either be
retumed to prison or dealt with summarily in
another fashion. She had to reach Starrex if she
were to escape.
She watched Kas make good use of the interest
which ri veted the eyes of the guards on the
ship. He crept, with more ease than she thought
possible for one used ta the luxury of the sky
towers, behind the nearest man.
What weapon he used she could not see; it was
not the laser. Instead he straightened ta his full
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height behind the unsuspecting guard, reached
out an arm and seemed only to touch the stranger
on the neck. Immediately the fellow collapsed
without a sound, though Kas caught him before
he had fallen to the ground and dragged him
backward to the slight depression in the field
where Tamisan waited.
'' uick," Kas ordered, ''give me his cloak and
helm.''
He ripped off his own tunic with its extravagantly padded shoulders, while Tamisan
elt to
fumble with a great brooch and free
e cloak
from the guard. Kas snatched it out of her bands,
dragged e rest of it loose from under the limp
body, a,1d pulled it around him, t ing up the
helm and settling it on his head with a tap. Then
he picked up e crossbow.
'' alk before me," he told Tamisan. ''If they
see a prisoner under guard. That may bring
them to a parley. It is a thin chance, but our
best. ''
He could not guess that it might be a better
chance an he hoped, Tamisan
ew, since he
did not
ow that she had been once within e
ship and the crew might be expecting some such
return with a message from the Over-queen. But
to walk out boldly past the line of torches,surely Kas's luck would not hold so well; they
would be seen by the other guards before ey
were a quarter of the way to the ship. But she had
no other proposai to offer in exchange.
This was no adventure such as she had lived
rough in eams. She believed that if she died
now she died indeed and would not w e un-
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harmed in her own world. Her flesh crawled
with a fear which made her mouth go dry and her
bands quiver as ey held wet upon the folds of
her robe. Any second now I will eel the impact
o a bolt, hear a shout o discovery, be . . .
But still Tamisan tottered forward aa1d heard,
with alerted ears, the faint crunch ofboots which
was Kas behind her. His contempt for a daa1ger
which was only tao real for her, made her wonder, fleetingly, if he did indeed still believe this a
dream she could contrai, and need not then
watch for any one but her. She could not summon words ta tell him of his woeful mistake.
Sa intent was she upon some attack from behind that she was not really conscious of the ship
towards which they went, until suddenly she
saw another of the ports open and steeled herself
to feel the numbing charge of a stunner. ·
However, again the attack she feared did not
corne. The sky was growing lighter, al ough
there was no sign of sunrise. Instead;- the first
drop of a storm began to fall. Under the
onslaught of moisture from lowering clouds, the
torches hissed aa1d sputtered, finally flickering
out. The gloom was hardly better than twilight.
They came close enough ta the ship ta board,
when one of the ramps lowered to them, they
stood waiting. Tamisan felt the rise of hysterical
laughter inside her. What an anti-climax i the
ship re uses ta acknowledge us! They could not
stand here fore ver and there was no way the y
could battle a way inside. Kas's faith in her
communication with the ghost of Hawarel
seemed tao high.
But even as she was sure that they faced
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failure, there was a sigh of sound from above
them. The port hatch wheeled back into the
envelope of the ship's wall, and a small ramp,
hardly more than a steep ladder, swung creaking out, dropped to hit the charred ground not
far from them.
''Go!'' Kas prodded her forward.
ith a shrug, Tamisan went. She found it hard
to climb with the hea , frayed skirts dragging
her back. But by using her hands to pull along
the single rail of the ramp, she made progress.
hy had not the rest of the guards along that
watching line of torches moved? Had it been that
Kas's disguise had indeed deceived them, and
they thought that Tamisan had been sent under
orders to parley a second time with the ship's
people?
She was nearly at the hatch now, could see the
suited men waiting in the shadows above. They
had tanglers ready to fire, prepared to spin the
webs to enmesh them bath as easily handled
prisoners. But before
ose slimy strands
wri ed f o
to touch patterned as they were to
seek flesh to anchor bath the waiting spacemen
jerked right and left, clutched with already dead
hands at the breasts of charred tunics from
which arase small, deadly spirals of smoke.
They had expected a guard armed wi bow;
they had met Kas's laser, to the same undoing as
the guardsmen at the castle. Kas's shoulder in
the middle of her back sent her sprawling, to
la11d half over the bodies of the two who had
awaited them.
She heard a scuffle, was kicked and rolled
aside, fighting the folds of her o
long skirt,
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trying to get out of the confines of the hatch
pocket. Somehow, on her hands and
ees, she
made it forward, since she could not retreat.
Now she fetched up against the wall of a corridor
and managed to pull around to face the end of
e fight.
The two guards lay dead. But Kas held the
laser on a third man. Now, without glancing
around, he gave an order which she mechanically o yed.
''The tangler, here!''
Still on her hands and ees, Tamisan crawled
far enough back into the hatch compar ent ta
grip one of those weapons. The second she eyed
with awakening need for some protection herself, but Kas did not give her time to reach
it.
.
''Give it to me."
Still holding the laser pointed steadily at the
middle of e third spaceman, he groped back
wi
his other hand. I have no choice no
choice ut I do!
I Kas thinks he has me thoroughly cowed . ..
time to aim, Tamisan pressed e firing button.
The lash of the sticky weaving spun through
away. Then it struck one arm of the motionless
captive, who was still under Kas's threat, and
the air until it caught Kas's gt111 hand, his middle, his other arm and adhered instantly, tightening wi its usual efficiency and tying captor
to captive.
Kas struggled against those ever tightening
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bands to bring the laser round to bear on Tamisan. hether he would have used it even in his
white-hot rage, she did not know. It was enough
that the tangler made sure she could keep from
his line of fire. Having ensnared them enough to
render em both harmless for a time, Tamisan
drew a deep breath and relaxed somewhat.
She had to be sure of Kas. She had loosed e
that he could not use his arms. Now she raised
the weapon, and with more of a plan, tied his
was as helpless as if they had used a stunner on
him.
arily she approached him. Guessing her intent, he went into wild wrigglings, trying to
bring
e adhesive tangler strands in contact
with her flesh also. But she stooped and tore at
the frayed hem of her robe, ripping up a strip as
high as her waist and winding it about her arm
and wrist to make sure she could not be entra pped.
·
In spite of his struggles she managed to get
e laser out of his hold, and for the second time
ew a surge of great relief. He made no sound,
but his eyes were wild and his lips so tightly
drawn against his teeth, that a small trickle of
spittle oozed from one corner to wet his chin.
Looking at him dispassionately, Tamisan
thought him nearly insane at that moment.
The crewman was moving. He hitched along
as she swung around with the laser as a warning,
his shoulders against the wall keeping him
firmly on his feet, his unbound legs giving him
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anchored him to Kas. Tamisan glanced around
searching for wl1at he appeared desperate to
reach. There was a corn box.
''Stand where you are!'' she ordered.
The threat of the laser kept him frozen. With
that still trained on him she darted small gla r1ces
wall in turn, she managed,
e tangler thrust
loosely into the front of her bel t, to slam the
hatch door and give a tum toits locking wheel.
Using the laser as a pointer she motioned him
to the corn, but e immobile Kas was too much
of an anchor. Dared she face the crewman? There
was no other way. She motioned with one hand.
'' Stand well- away. ''
He had said nothing during eir encounter;
but he obeyed with an agility which suggested
he liked the sight of at weapon in her hand
even less than he had liked it when Kas had held
it. He stretched to the limit the cord would allow
Kas spit out a series of obscenities which ,vere
only a meaningless noise as far as Tamisan was
concemed. Until he was released he was no
more now an a well anchored bundle. But the
crewman had importar1ce.
Reaching the corn before him, she gestured
him on to i t. She played the best piece she had in
is desperate game.
''Where is Hawarel, the native who was
brought on board?''
He could lie, of course, and she would not
ow it. But it seemed he was willing to answer,
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probably because he thought
at the truth
would strike her worse than any lie.
''They have him in the la
conditioning
him. '' He grinned at her with some of the malignancy she had seen in Kas.
She remembered the
ptain' s earlier threat to
make of Hawarel a tool ta use against e Overqueen and her forces.
as she too late? There
was only one road to take and at was the one
she had chosen in thosè few moments when she
had taken up the tangler ar1d used it.
She spoke as she might to one finding it difficult to understand her. ''You will call, and you
will say that Hawarel will be released and
brought here."
'' hy?'' the crewman returned with visible
insolence. '' hat will you do? Kill me? Perhaps, but that will not defeat the Captain's
plans; he will be willing ta see half e crew
burned ''
''That may be true," she nodded. Not
owing
the Captain she could not tell whether or not that
was a bluff. ''But will his sacrifice save his
ship?''
'' hat can you do?'' began the crewman, and
then he paused. His grin was gone, now he
she perhaps did not look formidable enough ta
threaten the ship, but he could not be sure. One
thing she knew from her own time and place:
a spaceman learned early ta take nothing for
granted on a new planet. It might be that she did
have comma11d over some unknown force.
'' hat can I do? There is much. '' She took
quick advantage of that hesitation. ''Have you
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been able ta raise the ship?'' She plunged on,
hoping very desperately that her guess was
right. ''Have you been able ta communicate with
your o er ship or ships in orbit?''·
His expression was her answer, one which
far1ned her hope into a bright blaze of excitement. The ship was grounded, and there was
some sort of a hold on it which they had not en
able ta break.
''The Captain won't listen." He was sullen.
''1 think he will. Tell him that we get Hawarel
here, ar1d himself, or else we shall truly show
you what happened ta that derelict across e
field."
Kas had fallen si lent. He was watching her, not
with quite the same wariness of e crewman,
but with an emotion she was not able ta read.
Surprise? Did it mask some sly thought of t ing
over her bluff, captive though he was?
''Talk!'' The need for hurry rode Tamisan now.
By
is time those above would wonder why
eir captives had not en brought fore them.
Also, outside, the Over-queen's men would certainly have reported that Tamisan and a guard
had entered the ship; from bath sicles enemies
might
closing in.
''I cannot set the corn," her prisoner
answered.
''Tell me then."
''The red button.''
his eyes. Tamisan raised ber hand, ta press the
green button instead.
ithout accusing him of
the treachery she was sure he had tried, she sa.id
again more fiercely,
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''Talk! ''
'' Sannard here. '' He put his li ps close ta the
corn. ''They, they have me; Rooso and Cambre
are dead. They want the native ''
now!''
''They want him now, in good condition,"
Sa1111ard repeated. ''They_threaten the ship."
There came no acknowledgment from the corn
in return. Had she indeed pressed the wrong
button because she was overly suspicious? hat
was going ta happen? She could not wait.
''Sannard." The voice from the corn was
metallic, without huma11 inflection or tone.
''S.1r.?''
.
But Tamisan gave e crewman a push which
sent him sliding back along
e wall until he
bumped into Kas and
e bonds of bath men
immediately united ta m e em one struggling package. Tamisan spoke into the corn.
'' ptain, 1 do not play any game. Send me
your prisoner or look upon that derelict you see
and say ta yourself, 'that will be my ship.' For
this is sa, as true as I stand 'here now, with your
man as my captive. Send Hawarel alone, and
pray to whatever immortal powers you recognize that he can sa corne! Time grows very short
and there is that which will actif you do not, to a
purpose you shall not relish! ''
The crewman, whose legs were still free, was
trying ta kick away from Kas. But his struggles
instead sent em bath ta tl1e floor in a heaving
tangle. Tamisan's hand dropped ta her side as
she leaned against the wall, breathing heavily.
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With l her will she wanted to contrai action as
she did in a dream, but only fate did at now .
•

VIII
Though she sagged against the wall Tamisan
felt rigid, as if she were in a great encasernent of
su-steel. As time moved at so slow a pace as not
to be measured normally, at prisoning hold on
had ceased their struggles. She could not see the
crewman's face, but that which Kas turned to her
had a queer, distorted look. It was as if before her
eyes, though not through any skill of bers, he
was indeed changing and t ing on the aspect of
ana er man. Since her return to the sky tower in
e second dream, she had known he was to be
feared. In spite of the fact that his body was
securely imprisoned, she found herself edging
state he could aim a weapon to bring ber down.
But he said nothing and lay as broodingly quiet
ar1d impassive as though he had foreknowledge
of utter failure for her.
She
ew sa little, Tamisan thought, she who
had always t en pride in ber learning, in e
weal of lare she had drawn u pan ta furnish her
memory for action dreaming. The spacecrew
might have some way of flooding this short corridor with· a noxious gas, or using a hidden ray
linked with a sca,1ner to finish them. Tamisan
found herself running her hands along the walls
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and studying the unbroken surface a little wildly, striving ta find where death might enter
quietly and unseen.
There was another bul ead door at the end of
the short corridor; at a few paces away from the
outer hatch a ladder ascended ta a closed trap.
Her head turned constantly from one of those
entrances ta the other, until she regained a
firmer control of herself. They. have only to wait
to call my blu -only to wait . . .
Yes! They have waited and they are . . .
The air about her was changing; there was a
growing scent in it. lt was not unpleasant, but
even a fine perfume would have seemed a stench
when it reached her nostrils under present conditions. The light which radiated from
e
juncture of the corridor roof and ceiling wàs
altering. It had been that of a moderately sunlit
day; now it was bluish. Under it her own brown
skin took on an eerie look. I have lost my throw!
Maybe, i I could open the hatch again, let in the
outer air . . .
Tamisan tottered ta the hatch, gripped
e
locking wheel and brought her strength ta bear.
Kas was writhing again, trying ta break loose
from his unwilling partner. Oddly enough, the
crewman lay limp, his head rolling when Kas's
heaving disturbed his body, but his eyes were
closed. At the same time Tamisan, braced
against the wall, her 11 strength tumed on the
need for opening the door, knew a flash of surprise.
as it her over-vivid imagination alone
which made her believe that she was in dar1ger?
hen she rested for a moment and drew a deep
breath . . .
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In her startlement she could have cried out
aloud; she did utter a small sound. She was
gaining strength, not losing it. She breathed in
every lungful of that scented air,- and she was
breathing deeper and more slowly, as if her
dy desired such nourishment. It was a restorative.
Kas, tao? She turned to gla,1ce at him again.
here she breathed deeply, with lessening apprehension, he was gasping, his face ghastly in
the change of light. Then, even as she watched,
his struggles ended and his head fell back sa that
he lay as inert as the crewman he sprawled
across.
hatever change was in progress here aff ected Kas and the crewman, the latter faster
than the former, but not ber. Now ber trained
not
en so far wrong in threatening those on
this ship with danger. Though she had no guess
as to how it was done,
is could
another
strange weapon in the armament of the Overqueen.
Hawarel? The spacemen had probably never
intended ta send him. Dare I go to seek him?
Tamisan wavered, one hand on the hatch wheel,
looking ta the ladder and the other door. If all
within is ship had reacted ta the strange air,
there would be none ta stop her. If she fled e
ship she would face the loss of the keys to her
o
world and might
met by some evil fate at
the hands of the Over-queen. She had broken
prison, and she had left dead men behind her. As
the Mouth of Olava she shuddered from
e
judgment which would be rendered one
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deemed to have practiced wrongful supernatural acts.
Resolutely Tamisan went to the door at the
end of e corridor. It was true that she had no
choice at ail. She must find Starrex and somehow bring him here, so that they three could be
toge er. They must win a small space of time in
which ta arrange a dream breaking, or she was
totally defeated.
She loosened her belt a little sa she could draw
up her robe through it, shortening its length and
leaving her legs freer. There was the tangler and
Kas,s laser. In addition, there was the mounting
feeling of strength and well being, though an
inner warning suggested she beware of overconfidence.
The door gave under her push and she looked
out upon a scene which first startled and then
reassured her. There were crewmen in the corridor. But they lay prone as if they had been
caught while on their way ta the hatch. Lasers a
slightly different pattern than
at Kas had
brought had fallen from their bands, aa1d three
of the four wore tanglers.
Tamisan picked her way carefully around
em, gathering up ail the weapons in a fold of
her robe, as if sl1e were some mai den in a field
plucking an armful of spring flowers. The men
were ali ve, she saw as she stooped cl oser, but
they breathed evenly as if peacefully asleep.
She took one of e tanglers, discarding e
near exhaustion. As for

e rest of the collection,
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way and turned the beam of Kas's weapon on
them, so she left behind a metal mass of no use
to anyone.
Her idea of the geography of- the ship was
scanty. She would simply have ta explore and
keep exploring until she found Starrex. She
would start at the top and work clown. She found
a level lad der a r1d three times came upon sleeping crewmen. Each time she made sure they
were disarmed before she left the m.
The blue shade of light was growing deeper,
gi ving a very weird cast ta the faces of the sleep-

ird level when she heard a sound, the first she
had noted in this tao silent ship since she had
left e hatch way.
She stopped to listen, deciding it came from
somewhere in e level into which she had just
climbed. ith laser in hand she tried to use it as
a guide, though it was misleading ar1d might
have corne from any one of e cabins. Each door
she passed Tamisan pushed upon. There were
more sleepers: some stretched in bu s, others
on e floors, seated at tables with eir heads
lying on them. But she did not hait now to collect
weapons; the need to be about her task, free of
this ship, built in her as sharp as might a slaver's
lash laid across her shrinking shoulders.
Suddenly the sound grew louder as she came
to a last door a11d pushed it. Now she looked into
a cabin not meant for living but perhaps for a
kind of dea . Two men in plain tunics were
crumpled by the threshold as if they had had
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some limited warning of danger to corne and had
tried to flee and fell before they could reach e
corridor. Behind them was a table and on that a
body, very much alive, struggled with dogged
determination against confining straps.
Though his long hair had been clipped and e
stubble of it shaven to expose the full nakedness
of his entire scalp, there was no mist ing
Hawarel. He not only fought against the clamps
and straps which held him to e table, but in
addition he jerked his head with sharp, short
pulls, to dislodge dis .. fastened to his forehead,
which were connected ta a vast box of a machine
which filled one quarter of the cabin.
Tamisan stepped over the inert men, reached
the side of the table, and jerked the disks away
from the prisoner' s head; perhaps his determined struggles had already loosened
em
somewhat. His mou had opened and shut as
she came to him as if he were· forming words she
could not hear, or could not voice. But as the
apparatus came away in her bands he gave a cry
of triumph.
''Get me loose!'' he commanded. She was already examining e underpart of the table for
the locking mechanism of the straps and clamps.
It was only seconds fore she was able to obey
his order.
Bare to the waist, he sat upright, and she saw
beneath, where his shoulders and the upper part
of his spine had rested on the table, a complicated series of disks.
,
''Ah." Before she could move, he scooped up
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when she had freed him. The gesture he made
with it might not have been only to indicate the
door aa1d the need for hurry, but perhaps also
was a warning that wi a weapon in his hands
he now thought he was in command of the situation.
''They sleep everywhere," she told him. ''And
Kas he is a prisoner ''
''I thought you could not find him; he was not
one of the crew."
''He was not. But I have him now, and, wi
him, we can return."
''How long will it take?'' Staa·r·ex was clown on
one
ee, searching the two men on the floor.
''What preparation will you need ?''
''I ca11not tell." She gave him the tru .
''But how long will ese sleep? Their unconsciousness is, I think, some trick of the Overqueen's. ''
.
''lt came unexpectedly for them," Starrex
agreed. ''
d you may be right that this is only
preliminary to taking over the ship. 1 have
learned this much: their instruments and much
of eir equi pment has been affected sa the y
ca1ir1ot trust them." Hawarel's face was grim
under its bJ.uish, deadman's coloring. ''Otherwise, 1 would not have survived this long as
myself.''
''Let us go!'' Now that she had miraculously
or sa it seemed ta her succeeded, Tamisan was
even more uneasy, wanting nothing ta spoil
their escape.
They found their way back to e corridor before the hatch while the ship still slept. Starrex
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elt by Kas and then looked with astonishment
at Tamisan. ''But this is the real Kas!''
''lt is Kas, real enough," she agreed. '' And
there is a reason for that. But need we discuss it
now? If e Over-queen's men corne to take is
ship I tell you her greeting tous may be worse
than any you have met here. 1 remember enough
of e Tamisan who is the
outh of Olava to
ow that.''
,
He nodded. ''Can you break dream now?''
She looked around her a little wildly.
Concentration no, somehow I con not think so
clearly. lt was as if the exultation the fumes of
that scented air had awa ned in her was draining.
i that sapping went what she needed
most.
''I I fear not."
''It is simple
en.'' He stopped again to
examine the tangle cords. '' e shall have to go to
where you can. '' She s·aw him set the laser on its
lowest beam and burn through the cords which
1111ited Kas to the crewman, ough he did not
free his cousin from e rest of his bonds.
But what i we march out o the hatch into a
waiting party o the Over-queen's guards? They
had e tangler, the laser, and perhaps the halfsmile of fortune on their sicle. They would have
to risk it.
Tamisan opened the inner door of the pressure
chamber. The dead men lay there as they had
fallen, and fighting nausea, she dragged one
aside tom e room for Starrex, who car·1·ied Kas
over his shoulder, moving slowly 11r1der that
burden. There was a fold of clo wrapped about
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the prisoner ta prevent any contact between the
cords and Starrex' s own flesh. The outer hatch
was open.
A blast of icy rain, wi th the added hi te of the
wind which drave it, struck violently at them. It
had
en dawn when Tamisan had entered the
ship, but outside now the day was no lighter; the
torches had been extinguished. Tamisan could
see no lights, as, shielding her eyes against the
wind and rain, she tried ta m e out the line of
guards.
.
Perhaps the severe weather had driven them
ail away. She was sure no one waited at the foot
of the ramp, unless they were tiaider the fins of
e ship, sheltering there. That chance they
would have ta take. She said as much and Starrex nodded.
'' here do we go?''
''Anywhere away from the city. Give me but a
little shelter and time . . ."
''Vermer's Hand over us and we can doit," he
returned. ''Here, take this!''
He kicked an abject across the metal plates of
the deck and she saw it was one of the lasers used
by the crewmen. She picked it up in one band,
the taaigler in the other. Burdened as he was by
Kas, Starrex could not lead the way. She must
now play in real life such an action raie as she
had many times dreamed. But this held no
amusement, only a wish ta scuttle quickly into
any form of safety wind and rain would allow
her.
.
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on grimly with one band and moving much
more slow ly than her fast-beating heart demanded. She was anxious that Starrex in turn
might lose footing and slam into her, carrying
them bath ta disaster.
The strength of e storm was such that it was
a battle ta gain step after step even though she
reached
e ground without mishap. Tamisan
was not sure in which direction she must go to
avoid
e castle and the city. Her memory
seemed befuddled by the storm and she could
only gt1ess. Also, she was afraid of losing contact
with Starrex, for, as slowly as she went, he dragThen she stumbled against an upright st e,
and putting out her hand, fumbled along it
enough to
ow that this was one of e rain
quenched torches. It heartened her a little to
learn that they had reached the barrier and at
no guards stood there. Perhaps the storm was a
lifesaver for the three of them. ·
Tamisan lingered, waiting for Starrex to catch
•

self as if he needed that support.
His voice came in wind-deadened gusts; it was
labored. ''I may have in
is Hawarel a good
body, but I am not a hea -duty android.
e
must find your shelter before I prove at."
There was a dark shadow ta her left, it could be
a coppice. Even trees or-tall brush could give
them some measure of relief.
''Over there." She pointed, but did not
ow
if, in this gloom, he could see.
''Yes." He straightened a little under e bur-
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den of Kas and staggered in the direction of the
shadow.
They had to beat their way into the vegetation.
Tamisan, having two arms free, broke the path
for Starrex. She might have used the laser to eut,
but the ever-present fear that they might need
e charges for ture protection kept her from a
waste of their slender resources.
At last, at the cost of branch-whipped a11d
thom-ripped weals in their flesh, they came into
a space which was a little more open. Starrex
allowed his burden to fall to the ground.
'' n you break dream now?'' He squatted
do
beside
s, as she dropped to sit panting
near him.
''I can ''
But she got no far er. There was a sound
which eut through even the tumult of the storm,
a11d at part of them which was allied to this
world
ew it for what it was, the warning of a
hunt. Since ey were able to hear it, they must
be the hunted.
''The ltter hounds! '' He put their peril into
words.
'' And they run for us!'' Mou th of Olava or not,
when
e ltter hounds coursed on one's track
there was no defense, for they could not
controlled once they were loosed to chase.
'' e càn fight them."
''Do not be tao sure ofthat," he answered. '' e
have the lasers, weapons not of is world. The
weapon which put the ship's crew to sleep did
not vanquish us; so might an off-world weapon
react the other way here."
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'' she thought she had had found a

ta believe he had guessed rightly.
''Kas is in his o
form, which is. perhaps
more in ta the crewmen now than ta us. And,
by e way, how is ~it that he is?''
She kept her tale terse, but told him of her
dream within a dream and how she had found
Kas. She heard him laugh.
''I was right then in thinking my dear cousin
might well be at the center of this web. However,
now he is as completely enmeshed as the rest of
us. As a fellow victim, he may
more cooperative."
''Entirely so, my noble lord." The voice out of
the dark between them was composed.
''You are aw e then, cousin. ell, we would
be even more awake. There is a struggle here in
progress between two sets of enemies who are
bath willing ta m e us a third.
e had better
travel swiftly elsewhere if we would save our
skins. hat of it, Tamisan?''
''I must have time."
'' hat I can do to buy it for you, 1 will." That
carried the force of a sworn oath. ''If the lasers act
outside e laws of this world, it may be that ey
ca11 even stop the ltter hounds. But get ta it!''
She had no proper conductor, nothing but her
will and the need. Putting out her hands she
touched e bare, wet flesh of Starrex' s shoulder,
but was more cautious in seeking a hold on Kas,
lest she encounter one of e ta11gle cords. Then
she exerted her full will and looked far in, not
out.
•
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lt was no use; her craft failed her. There was a
momentary sensation of suspension between
two worlds. Then she was back in the dark brush
where the growing walls did not. hold off the
•
ra1n.
''I cannot break the dream. There is no energy
machine to step up the power." But she id not
add
at perhaps she might have done it for
herself al one.
Kas laughed en. ''It would seem my sealer
still works in spite of ail your meddling, Tamisan. 1 fear, my noble lord, you will have to prove

necessity m · ng allies of us after ail.''
''Tamisan!'' Starrex's voice was one to bring
her out of the dull anguish of her failure. ''This
dream remember, it may not be a usual dream
after ail. Could another world door be opened ?''
'' hich world?'' At
at moment her
memories of reading and viewing tapes were a
whirl in her head. The voiceless call of e Itter
hounds to which this Tamisan was att1111ed
made her whole body cringe and shiver ar1d addled her thinking even more.
'' hich world? Any one thi , girl, think!
Take a single change, if you must, but ink!''
''I cannot. The hounds aheeee they corne
-they corne! We are meat for the fangs of
those who course e dark runnels under moonless skies.
e are lost." The Tamisan who
dreamed slipped into e Mouth of Olava, and
e Mouth of Olava vanished in turn, and she
was only a naked, defenseless thing crouching
•
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under e shadow of a death against which she
could raise no shield. She wasHer head rocked, the flesh of her cheeks stung
as she swayed from e slaps dealt her by Starrex.
''You are a dreamer!'' His voice was imperative. ''Dream now then as you have never
dreamed before, for there is that in you which
can do this, if you will it. ''
lt was like the action of that strange-scented
air in the ship; her will was reborn, her mind
steadied. Tamisan the dreamer pushed out that
o er, weak Tamisan. But what world? A pointgive me but a decision point in history!
''Yaaaah '' the cry from Starrex's throat was
not now meant to arouse her. Perhaps it was the
battle challenge of Hawarel.
There was a pallid snout about which hung a
dreadful sickening phosphorescence, thrust
rough the screen of brush. She sensed ra er
than saw Starrex fire the laser at it.
A decision-water beating in on me. Wind rising as i to claw us out o the poor re uge to be
easy meat or the hunter. Drowning~ea seathe Sea Kings o Noth!
Feverishly she seized upon that. She
ew
little of e Sea Kings who had once held the lace
of islands east of Ty-Kry. They had threatened
Ty- y itself so long aga that that war was
legend, not true history.
d they had been
tricked, their king and his war chiefs taken by
treachery.
The Ill Cup of Nath. Tamisan forced herself to
remember, to hold on that. And, with her choice
made, again her mind steadied. She threw out
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her bands, once more touching Starrex ar1d Kas,
though she did not choose the latter, her band
must be included or ail would fail ..
The Ill Cup of Nath this time it would not be
drunk!
Tarnisan opened her eyes. Tamisan no I am
Tarn-sin! She sat up and looked about her. Soft
coverings of pale green fell away from her bare
body. And, inspecting at same body, she saw
that her skin was no longer warmly brown; instead it was a pearl white. hat she sat within
was a bed fashioned in e form of a great shell,
the other half of it arching overhead to form a
canopy.
Also, she was not alone. Cautiously she turned
somewhat to survey her sleeping companion.
His head was a little hidden from her so at she
could see only a curve of shoulder as pale as her
own and hair curled in a tight-fitting cap, the
red-bro
shade of storm-tossed seaweed.
Very warily, she put out a finger tip, touched it
to his hunched shoulder, and
ew! He sighed
and
gan to roll over toward her. Tamisan
smiled and clasped her arms 1111d·er her small,
h igh breasts.
She was Tarn-sin, and this was Kilwar, who
had been Starrex and Hawarel, but was now Lord
of Loc. er of the Nearer Sea. But there had been
a third! Her smile faded as memory sharpened.
Kas!
iously she looked about the room, its
nacre-coated walls, its pale green hangings, ail
familiar to Tarn-sin.
There was no Kas, which did not mean that he
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might not be lurking somewhere about, a disruptive factor if his nature held true.
A warm arm swung up about her waist. Startled, she looked down into sea-green eyes, eyes
which knew her ar1d which also knew that other
Tamisan. Below -ose very
owledgable eyes,
lips smiled.
His voice was familiar and yet strange, ''I think
. ,,
my T am.. s1n.
She allowed herself ta
drawn do
him. Perhaps, no, surely he was right.
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